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Established Juno 28, 1862.
THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is

Vol.

published

Business Notices.

erery day, (Sunday exoepted,)at 82 Exchange Stroet,
Portland, N. A. Foster, Proprietor.
Terms :—Eight Dollar? a year in advance.

Copartnership.

THE MAINE STATE PBES8, is published at the
p’.ace every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,
invariably in advance.

undersigned have this day formed
nersliip under the name and style of

THE

Advertising.—One inch ol space, in
length ol column, constitute “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuevery other day after first week, 50 cents.
inglialt
square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00ncr square
per week; threo insertions or less, $1.50.
“sii^ciAT. Notices,” $1.25 per square first insertion, and 25 ct«. per square for each subsequent insertion; uau a square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cts.
each su bsequent insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a
large circulation in every parof the State) for $1.00 per
square for first insertion‘
and 50 cents per square for each
subsequent inserop

BENSON
For

a

copart-

Have just received

Porwa

COTTONS!

SOFT

WOOD,

Constantly on hand and for sale at the loweBt market
rates, delivered in any part of the city.
BERLIN

MILLS

A.

A

M. BENSON.

dis-

liqui-

MAINE,

Oaoking, Offioe and Parlor Store*,
WORKERS

OF

HEAVY

IRON.

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kind, of Tin, Capper and Sheet
Don, in quantities to suit.
Sole AgenD in Portland for the Celebrated

Magee Furnaces and

Dissolution of Copartnership
copartnership heretofore existing between
HpHE
X the undersigned is this day dissolved oy mutual

consent.

J. B. FILLEBROWN,
A. M. BURTON.
The aftairs of the late firm of Fillebrown & Burton,
will be settled by A. M. BURTON at 151 Commercial
Street.

PEARCE,
P L U M B E R!
WILLIAM A.

MAK£& OF

j.

STREET,

Copartnership

EVERY

HILTON & CO.,
DEALERS IN

^

Groceries, Ship Stores,
PRODUCE.

Cor. of Milk and Lime Sts.,
8. K. HILTON,
)
J. P. PEBKIir.s, {
PORTLAND, ME.

hiltoh,)

tjr“Produce Sold on Commission.

copartnership heretofore existing between
THE
the subscribers, under the firm
of

no28d6m

.,32*.

Copartnership

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

WOBKBBS,

undersigned

under the firm
THE

Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

have

name ot

Law,

18

F.

DAVIS,

L.

k

Free

hLkfxl,’

March

36

No.

Hanover St.

ME.

PORTLAND,

MB
nov8’66dtr

LINEN
0E-NT8’ LINTENGot up in the Best Possible
At

pnorii

J.

A.

DAVIS & CO.,

Commission Merchants.,

24—dflm

Feb

>

wiscowsrsr.

BARKER.

a

k

STURTF.VANT,

GENERAL,

I

Commission Mevchants,
Portland, Me.

SHERIDAN

&

shipment. Also
sale,
good security,

GRIFFITHS,

i

B.

L.

AND

HO SI E It Y

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Mar 16—dtf

AN.1> ORNAMENTAL

Hotel,

International

BClLfollTfi.

OPPOSITE CITY

IST-Prompt att< mtlon pid to all kinds of Jobbing j
In
line.
te24d3m

our

<i

Fresco and Banner Painter,
NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

vessels

or

COUNSELLOR
Solicitor

AT

&

CO.,

28—AG___
E.

,

~F ICKETT,

Photographic Good*,
Mirror* and Engravings.

Dealer

in

Manufacturer or Mirror ft Picture Frame*.
No. 28 MARKET SQUARE,
PORTLAND, Mb.

Jmnel2tf

KING &
Successor* to

impo

DEXTER.

Chaae, Littlefield ft Co.,

”ler* °r nn<1 Dealer* in all kind* *1

Hardware and

Window-Glass,

FURNITURE
Repaired and Tarnished.
and the
would remind remind iCy old customers
with J.
nubile generally that I have **ken rooms
for
the
present,
No.
47
Union
Street,
&
Co.,
H. Hoyt
Rewhere 1 am prepared to do all kinds o> Furniture
pairing and Varnishing. Remember the
mhl4dour
Hoyt & Co.’s, No. 47 Union St.
I

SHEPLEY & STROUT,

opfioe over

at

BHEPUiY.

(mhlMtf)

manuiactore and

customers this last remark
perhaps
is not necessary: to those who are not, we would say,
“Give ub a try.

already our

ARA CUSHMAN,
_

CHARLES H. STAPLES.
__

Inquire ol

■*

Apply to

eral.

Or, H.
Feb

C.

ROSCOE G. HARDING, Gorham,
BARNES, Portland.

Dry Goods, Woolens,
Furnishing Goods!

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
Agents for EMPIBE SEWING MACHINES for
State of Maine.
58 ndd 60 Middle at.,
PORTLAND,
Sept 7—dtf
....

in

for
where

the Merchants

March 15,1866-dtf

on

will be secure,
National Bank for infor-

PAYSON,

present;)

large

experience

stock and selling goods. Understands all the
practical parts belonging to the manufacture of boots
and shoes, and is willing to make him sell' generally
useful. Can give the beat of references.
Address R. A. H., Lock Box 2105, Portland, Me.
Mar 24—dlw*

Wanted.

Salesman

give satisfactory
ANYtoperson
ability and honesty, may hear
can

Co.

or a situation

■WHOLESALE GROCERY

STORE,

Bor 71 Portland, P. O.
by addressing
March 24, l866.-dlw

every town in the State ot Maine to
sell a new, convenient aud useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing for a rare chance
to make money should call on, or addresss,
J. HANKERSON & CO.,

Agent

in

130 Middle Street,
Portland, Maine.

Nov 23—dtf

In this city, April 1st, lor a small family,
no children, a good tenement with from
ISjjjl
J-fULseven to nine rooms, with modern conveniences,
and with a small stable suitable for keeping one
horse.
Address Box 1771 Portland P. O.
with

Mar 23—dlw*

Wanted.
BARRELS, suitable tor Sugar, for which
highest market price will be paid on

FltOUR

cash and the

TiYlVCH, BARKER
139

March 20, 1866.

CO.,

8c

Commercial St.
mh21d6m

CAPABLE and RELIABLE WOMAN to do
honsework in a small familv. One having had
experience as a liousc-keeper preferred. Ocod references required.
Apply at
No. 113 MIDDLE STREET.

A

Mar 26—eodistt.

Wanted, Agents,
and

every County.
agreenew, light,
INable.
It pay
20mpercent. profit.
Send 16
LOTS. cents
for sample. Address WM. IT KKJE, Spring
8 over

attention

Special
Produce.

of

paid

to

consignments of all kinds

sep20dlyr

TOWNT

Stone-Cutters

No* SOS

Congress Street.

SAMUEL BELL’S
be lound one of the best selected stacks
ot BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that .can be
found In tMs city, wMch will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 353 Ctyjgress Street, near Green St.
S A hi L EL BELL.
Oct 24—dti

;

_:

Cashiers

T T

FOB

8AL E!
HAND PRESS for sale cheap
Size ot Platen 20x28.

or address by mail,
PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.

Fetyl3—dtt

AN

Not

a

Repaired

mar3d3m

Hotel.

Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good
board at No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired and
genteel place. Also permanent board lor families and

gentlemen.
Remember the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel
corner ol Middle and Willow Sts.
fblOdtf

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.
persons entitled to Stock in the Portland and
Rochester R. R. On., are requested to call at the
office of the Company, No. 64 Middle St., and exchange their Bonds, Coupons, and Trustee’s Receipts for certificates ol Stock.
LEWIS PIERCE,
Treasurer P. & R. R. R. Co.
dc6ti
Dee 4, 1865.

mh20dlw

House.

Call SO Preble

Wanted.

»A

SMALL TENEMENT, suitable for . famRent moderate. Refermar3-dtf

ily of three persons.
ence at this office.

JUST RECEIVED !

Dwelling

Houses for Sale.

The three-story Brick House, No 25 Free St,
jg|j; and the three-etory Brick Honae No. 2 Cotton
JKULStreet, now occupied as boarding house..

Inquire

A Lot of Base Balls !
warranted not to rip,
-FOB

of

JB. IS. UPHAM U SOM.

W.

~

March 9—dim

For Sale.
Brick
tjvHE Two-story
at a great

House and Lot, No. 2 Deer
bargain.
street.
Fo* particulars, enquire oi
BENJT. KNIGHT,
octl8dtt
Atlantic Wharf.

To Xiet.

and Saits oi Rooms famished or nnto let, with or without board, at 77
Free Street.
Two
on first floor for medical office,

QINQLE

O famished

j^arhys

Brick Store

A. « S. E. SPRING.

_

337
HHDS,) Muscovado
48 TCS.

Molasses, netr crop;
} a supeiior article pr. Bark St.
from
) Jago,
Matanzas, tor sale by

1 BBL.

CHASE, CRAM & STURTEVANT,

Widgery Wharf.

Corn
•4 SAA

Cheap

»The

Dwelling: Houses for Sale.
The Brick Block of two Houses on the west
side of Cotton Street, will be sold very low.

iL Enquire of
J

March 9—dim

E. E. UPHAM & SON.

Store to Let.
172 Fore Street, 2d door from Moulton St.
in Duran & Chadwick Block. For particulars enol
quire
WILLIAM DURAN,
No. 8 Moulton Street.
Marehl. 186&—dt)

lots.

March 21—dlw
ROOMS

24

Danlorth Street.

at Seventyper bushel, In 100 bushel

GEORGE F. FOSTER,
No. t Galt Block.

Mar H—dtf

KNIGHT,
JReal Estate & Oil Operators,
PERHAM &

BOTH WELL, 0. W.
HIRAM P. KNIGHT,
JOEL PERHAM, Jo.
American House.
Royal Hotel.
IpT'Communications may he addressed to Hiram
P. Knivh+r ot the above firm, at Auburn, Me, for
fe27eodlm
thirty days.

STORE

To Let.
to let with board, at

!

BUSHELS OF CORN

J-tlUU five Cents

For Sale.
pteceln Westbrook now occupied by J.
D. Kidilet, two miles from Portland, embracing
six acres of land, a house, stable and bam.
Address through P. O.
mhsdtf

jj]

20 Exchange Street.
ooulw
f (

Muscovado Molasses!

comer

Sopt 27—dtf

ROBINSON^

I).

Feb 27—dtt

Store to Let.

BY-

PRIME

■■■m.

•'

SALE

March 20. 1866.

Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. JefferSecond-Hand Clothing, THE
son Coolidge & Co. Possession given Oct. 1st.

and

Biddeford

Wanted.
experienced girl to do all kinds of bouse work,
in a small family. Satisfactory wage, paid, and
good recommendations required.

------

LOOK AT THIS!
FOR SALE
By Wit BB0W1T, lo. 91 Federal StreetIn

tern to ont abutment and pier atone.
to
JAMES ANDREWS,

Doo 27—dtf

For Sale.

riTHE UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
X MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particular, enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Sterens, Freeman & Co.
Not. U—dtf

AT

CAN

Wanted.

WfANTED Immediately, twelve good Stone-CutApply

’

Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store,

mh24c4w*

situated—will

W. H. STEPHENSON.

second-hand

Portland, Me.

reference

as

27—dtf

Mch 20—d3w

Mr. Lynch said :
Mr. Speaker: The bill under consideration
extends the authority of the Secretary of the
Treasury so far as to allow him to retire the
United States legal tender notes, which now
constitute so large a part of the currency of
the country, and which are the
oDly “lawful
money” in circulation, and to substitute therefor the bonds of the Government
bearing interest in coin. The bill also
provides that the
bonds which may be disposed of elsewhere
than in the United States may be made
payable in the currency or coin of the
counUy
where they may be made
payable. These are

briefly

the powers which this bill
proposes to
confer upon the Secretary. Before considering their nature or the question of their necessity, let U3 see what powers that officer already
has under existing laws. The act of June
30,
1864, authorizes the Secretary of the Trea-

amount ot gold has held to the
amountof currency in circulation. The amount afloat on
the 1st of July, 1864, when the
price of gold
was at Its highest point—260 to
280—was, inclusive of State bank circulation and exclusive
of compound-interest notes, according to the

books of the Treasury Department, $577,579,860. On the 1st day of November, 1865, one
year and tour months later, with the price of
gold down to 145, the currency had increased

a

law

gold; the result was
iPTf? (^wn the Pricelheofimn*ediate
of

‘h«’~

repeal

^a^!L?n,Ter*ally

*dmitted that the
return
must be gradual.
«
.l?peci\pay,neDt»
then, that the Government of the
United States takes the
Initiative; uot by a
contraction of the currency,
but by announcing, at as early a day as is practicable, that its
legal-tender currency will be redeemed in gold
on presentation at the
Treasury, and then to
aid the banks in following its lead, let
the’national banks be allowed to redeem In the legaltender notes thus put on par with gold by the
Government. With the basis of redemption
thus broadened it could not be long before the
business and the money of the country rested
upon as firm a basis as ever.
I do not assert either the necessity or practicability of doing this immediately. The harvests of the present year are necessary to assure us that the production of the country has
been resumed with greater vigor than ever;
with the volume of our exports daily increas-

Supjwse,

to

Suestion

_

Wanted.

Farm for sale.
GOOD FARM oi about 70 acres, about 1£ miles
XjLfrp u Gorham Village, on the line of the Portland
A Rochester Railroad, to be sold cheap. Terms libA

The House having under consideration the bill to
an net entitled “An act to provide ways ami
means to support the Government,” approved Marcu
S, 1885—

■

delivery.

GEO. S. NUTTING.

Counsellor and atiorney at Law,—office corner Exchange and Federal St. over Luring’a Drug Store.
Portland, Mar 21,1866.—dlw

PRODUCE

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed
good style, and at short notice.

JOBBERS OF

CHAS.
.TROUT.

soon.

J. EDWARD GOVE & CO.,

S. Bonds, (the interest
Law, PERSONS holding U. gold)
ALL
gmooor upwardB,
payablethen
who wish
they
deposit
•

A. A.

•

Cases of any size and width made to order, and
forwarded with promptness.
It isuur aim to furnish our customers and the trade
with Good Sound Warranted Goods. To those who

And Gents’

Agt, South Down

Central Wharf, BOSTON, MASS.
«’
March 1—d&wiin
23

XT HP

No. 40 Union Street, Portland,
Where w® in ted to keep a good Class of Goods adapted to the trade ot this State, nearly all of which are
of our own

Mar 13—d3m

_

■

Inquire at Second National Bank.

DRIED APPLES, Ac.

Notice.

canal bank,

Middle Street.
«. .F

JAS. F. LEVIN

No. 3 Lime Street,

Retail Trade,

WARRANTED!

,,

soon.

Should be used by aU Farmers oa

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans.

Portla.ni>, March 12,1866.
In connection with our Manulactory at Auburn,
we have leased the new store

which is
to
may apply at
mation.

story h use on Paris Street—near
Portland—within ten minutes walk of the P.
iU,0. Will be sold at a bargain If applied lor

very
lots—centrally
be sold cheap if applied for
THREE

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS OI ;

Successors to 0. L. Storer tf Co.,

John C. Colley,

Attorneys & Counsellors

England

04

A turo

if applied fbr
C<X, Commission Merchants, ONE
Inquire in person at,

Deering, Milliken & Co.,

17{,~ Middle and 118 Federal 8te.
Oot2,*86—d**'n
_■

VBBMIJN.

S A L.E

Maine,

BEPBE8ENTATIVE8,

in tbls direction by
passing

*

—

u

field. Mass.

MANUIAOTORY, Auburn, Me.

are

FOR

soon.

Expressly for the

LAW,
New

SCAB.

farmers and others cannot obtain this article oi
traders in their vicinity, it will be forwarded free oi
express charge by

BOOTS & SHOES,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
j

circulation is equal to or in excess of the busiwants of the country. If it be shown
that it is not in excess, then certainly no reason exists for its contraction; if it can be
shown that it is the safest and best paper currency ever put in circulation, that is another
argument against Us contraction; and if it be
shown that the population and wealth of the
nation is
increasing so rapidly that in less
than fifteen years the amount of currency
per capita will be
only one-half what it now
is, then that is another reason
why we shonld
hesitate before we
agree upon a pillcy for annihilating a currency which every day’s experience establishes more
and more firmly in
the confidence of the
people.
Let us examine first
the relation which the

ing, they must be greatly augmented a year
henre; with the flow of specie from the Pacific
$704,218,038, or a net increase of $127,000,- steadily gaining; with the national debt se000; while at the present lime, wUh gold in curely at rest in its present position, undergothe vicinity of 130, the
currency, exclusive of ing no increase, and with a material reduction
compound-interest notes, is equal to $725,000,- of taxation already rendered possible by the
sury—
and ell, with a good cellar under the whole: barn
000.
Thus it is plain that if the price of gold condition of the
*■*!? redeem and cause to be canceled and
country’s finances, I can tee
and outbid dings connected. The
buildings have all ed any Treasury notes or United States notesdestroydepended upon the inflation or contraction of no good reason why, under the present able
heretobeen rece tly put in excellent repair* The
Tore issued under authority oi
property
the
acts
of
Conj.revious
then
of
it ought, taking the price
the treasury, the Government
j gress, and to substitute in
will be sold at a bargain.
currency,
management
lieu thereof an ooual
on the 1st of July, 1864, as a
For farther particulars inquire of tho subscriber on
amount of Treasury notes or ol other United States
basis, to be now may not before a 1 the Treasury notes noif
the premises.
over three hundred per
mature
notes.”
if not within a year
cent., and if gold has outstanding
NATH’B BROWN.
Mar 24—eodGw*
Under this act the Secretary has the power declined from one hundred and eighty to thir- from this time —stand ready to redeem its
;
circulation
in
gent,
under
own
per
an
ty
actual
and
gold.
to convert every dqllar of the
premium
legal-tender cirIt may be said, in objection to
culation into seven-thirty Treasury notes, or considerable increase of the currency, what
this, that
FOR SALE i
should
it
from
neither
the
to
Government
within
nor the banks can reprevent
going
into compound-interest notes. Further, the
par
the present year, thereby enabling the Governsume specie payments because of the insufficiact of March 3,1865, provides that
FIRST CLASS country residence, situated in
“any Trea- ment itself to reseme specie
1 answer that
payments, and as ency ol gold in the country.
A V est Poland
Village, The buildings consist of a sury notes or other obligations bearing inter- a consequence
carrying with it in due time a specie payments do not and never have, exone Story and a half house 38 x 23
est
issued
under
and an L 18 x
any act of Congress may, at
feet,
similar resumption by the banks of the coun- cept to a comparatively limited degree, rested
16 feet; stable, connected, 30 x 28
the discretion of the Secretary of file Treafeet; excellent living water in the bouse. The buildings are well fintry?
upou the amount of specie in the country; in
sury and with the consent of the holder, be
l*ned from cellar to attic, in the most modern style,
in audition to the many advantages and
other words, specie payments have been only
ana of the best material.
about one asre of converted into any description of bonds au- great
Also,
superiority possessed by the legal-tender a pleasant illusion which was immediately disland in a high state of cultivrtion, with bruit trees
thorized by thi3 act.” This authority covers
and shrubbery. Would be a splendid location for a
pelled whenever a crisis occurred which dishalf the entire indebtedness of the gov- currency as a circulating medium, there is an
nearly
good physician, there being none within seven miles,
turbed public confidence;
ernment. The Secretary, under it, has the other advantage accruing to the Government
people then hastenhe above place will bo said at a
from its use, and to this point I wish to call ed to demand specie for their
bargain, and oa easy
bank notes, and
to fund the entire issue of seven-thirty
terms. For lurtber particulars
power
of
enquire
the attention ef the gentleman from
then when it was wanted, and because it
just
Ohio,
Treasury notes, amounting to $830,000,000;
LUTHER PERKINS,
[Mr. Garfield,! who thinks the Government was wanted, it could not be had; the banks
the
three-year compound-interest notes, should
At Megguire Hill, West Poland, Me.
withdraw its circulation and leave the suspended, tear took the place or
Mar 16—d&wtf
confidence,
amounting to $180,000,000; the certificates of entire
currency of the country in the hands of and the gold dollar was sohl at a premium.—
indebtedness, amounting to $60,000,000; the the banks.
So long as the Government issues
The great underlying
of
one find two-year five
principle
specie paycent,
notes amountFor Sale in Standish.
per
a currency pf this character it can control the
ments is public
confidence; upon that rests
ing to $8,500,000, and the temporary loan, bear- matter
of
lar
more than upon ability to
specie payments, and the danger
pay
desirable residence, in Standish, form
ing four, five and six per cent, interest, amount- which attends
s on demand.
it when left entirely in the conAnd where does a greater
THEerlyvery
occupied by Dr. Geo. H. Michels. The
ing t" $115,000,000, making a total of $1,193,trol of the banks Is removed. If the banks
e of confidence exist than
house is two story aud with the. nut-building are all
among our
000,000 which existing laws authorize the Sec- control the entire
in good order.
circulation we can never re- own. people that the Government has the powg
The grounds containing about two acres ot land' retary of the Tfeasury to fund at his own disthe
the
and
the
of
ly
upon
determination
to proer,
means,
permanency
specie payments ;
under good cultivation, with an abundance of choice
cretion. It should be understood, however,
grafted fruit, &c. The location is one of the most and it is due to the able officer at the head of they will inevitably consult th'W own inter- tect the public credit, and to redeem and pay
pleasant in tlwwbo’e oountv, and the beamy of its
ests, and they will suspend whenever dangers off its liabilities i* Does any one suppose that
the ’Treasury Department to have it well and
scenery and surroundings renders it in every way a
threaten them, no matter what laws may be if the greenbacks were daily redeemed
by the
desirable residence. Terms reasonable.
fairly understood, that the authority conferred
regulating the subject, for the laws' of 'Government in gold that there would be a run
by the act of March 3,1865, is, after all, lim- passed
Apply to
To say nothing of the
JOHN C. PROCTER,
itedlto an extent which seriously interferes the country most conform to the laws «#f trade. upon the Treasury ?
Give the banks the entire circulation and they impossibility of withdrawing any considerable
Limo St., Portland.
with the process of fiinding thereby authorizMarch 23—eod&wtf
at
an attempt t* close them
amount from the circulation for such a purlaugh
ed. .The necessity of
up
funding a large portion might
on
of a suspension; they are “mas- pose, the very fact that the paper dollar of the
,of the floating debt of the government is, I ters account
For Sale.
o! the situation f the country cannot Government was worth a dollar In gold at the
vSjjHV House and Int, Washington Street,
$2000 think, universally admitted, and the Secreta- get on without a
Treasury would, by the laws of trade, keep
currency.
1800 of the Treasury, therefore, should be clothed
U;;} House and Lot, Sumner Street,
But the permanency of specie payments them moving as the circulating medium, unJtSmL House and Lot, Stunner St.,
1700
with explicit power to make this change in
House and two acres of land, Westbrook,
3000
the Character of the debt, in the safest,least may be greatly increased if the Government diverted from their proper channels. In supHouse and Lot, Clark St.
S500
stands ready, anchored in the confidence of port of this theory of specie payments, and the
expensive and most practicable manner. In the
2600
House, Stable and Lot, Lineoln St,
people, to pay its paper dollar for dollar In foundation upon which it has really rested In
inquire of
this, however, I would not have the disdoing
and this simple knowledge on the
JOHN C. PROCTER,
part tines past, I will compare the amount of curtinction lost sight of which so clearly exists, gold,
March 22—«od2w
of
the people that the greenback passing rency afloat and the amount of specie in the
Lime St.
and which is so universally
recognized be- through their hands day after
day is the posi- country at five different periods since 1830.
tween the bonds. Treasury notes and other
For Sale.
tive equivalent of a dollar in gold in the TreasWe had in
mieresuocarmg obligations ol the Government
BOILER 18 feet long, 42 inches in diameter, with
ury will make that circulation one of the
on the one hand, and the United States
Sjioafc. Circulation.
legal- greatest blessings which could be conferred
A two Ross, with front and grate bars.
1
$22,114,817 $81,323,088
tender notes on the other. These latter are
JW®.
IRA WINN. Agent,
1MV,
33,186,156
the
106,868,672
This
upon
sentiment
is
even
people.
the lawful currency of the country; they are
IM3.
33,580,6.6 36,566,80$
No. 11 Union Street, Portland Me.
now rapidly growing. Let us once reach a
not mere promises to pay money, but
1*«».
48,677,138
Mar 26—eodew.
168,012,811
money
'lew,
83,6*4,577 207,102,477
Itself—“lawful money”—capable of paying specie standard for the greenbacks Of the counFor Sale.
Thus it will be seen that at no time danng
debts, and answering all the uses of money try and the people will never cohsent to have
withdrawn from circulation a currency so well this
in
A small house on Chestnut St a few doors
period, except in 1843, did the banks ever
making,exchanges within the country.
The interest-bearing portion of the public adapted to all their wants and so well ground- have specie enough to redeem one third of
Wj” from Congress Street.
JtflUIL Inquire at
debt is payable at certain dates, and. must be ed in the first principles of security and confi- their circulation.
It should also be borne in
DRESSER’S 99 Exchange St.
dence.
mind that the banks having the least specie
provided lor at maturity. The Secretary of
Mar 23—dtf
The
o< an early resumption of bad the largest circulation while the banks
the Treasury is the guardian of the
public specie practicability
payments and the road thereto involve which held tbe largest amount of
credit. On him devolves the duty of providspecie had
FOR SALE l
serious
considerations.
It has been and littlq circulation, it would
ing for the payment of these maturing obliga- many
undoubtedly be
is
that
there
is
no
strongly urged
way of reach- within the truth to say that $150,000,000 of
GOODS Slock and Stand for sale at agreat tion^. He has the responsibility, and should
ing such a result except through the policy ot the circulation of 1860 rested upon a specie
have power commensurate therewith.
A DRY
bargain. For particulars inquire of
that
contraction;
by making money scarce and I basis of less than $30,000,000. This proves
THRASHER & CO.,
The limitation with reference to ftmding,
Feb 27—dtf
4 Free St. Bloc*.
which I have alluded to as existing in the act dear yon will approximate a specie standard conclusively that the paper circulation of tbe
more oertainly than in any other
of March 3,1836, consists ip the fact that the
way. I quesCountry never rested upon an actual “specie
of the Treasury can only fund Gov- tion the correctness of this theory.
but on the confidence of the communiSecretary
Wants, Lost and Found. ernment obligations in one way. In other As has already been shown, gold has declin- basis,’’
ty ; and whenever this was shaken, the whole
ed
‘tfifatft&We nyfie#»'#ested oiTso solid a foundation, and
by tfie sale of bonds and to*lipply*tliesame increase of the
Situation ^Wanted.
currency. Will some one give was never so strong in the confidence of the
ta the funding of the floating debt. He can
me a sound reason why the decline should
a man who is
to take charge of a
country, as to-day.
fund only so last as an exchange of one class
BYBoot and Shoe competent
Manufactory, (or would go into a of
It Is assumed that because we have more
stop at this particular point? Will not the
indebtedness for another can be effected.
retail store at
in
has had

Wanted.

TUKEY & WATSON,

choice

MAJfUFACTUKEBS AND JOBBERS OF

of Patents,

by

If

PERKINS, JACKSON

Jfo. 108 Middle Street.
Aug

TTCK.

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBEB, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Wharl, foot of High Street.
Dec 21,1863—dtf

CLIFFORD,

AtBKWI^TEH,

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS.

_

WILLIAM H.

the Public by.

Mr, Brewster would be happy to meet Ms old
blends and tbe public generally.
Portlrnd, Feb. 2,1SW.<ttf

any other

ARA CUSHMAN &

Partial ad, Maine.
Work executed In ewe ry part ol the State.
luneldtf

It.

to

Very pleasantly situated In the
of North Yarmouth, on the
road to Portland, one-half mile
--—from Walnut Hill Meeting House,
School House, Post Office and Store.
Saul Fa^in
contains ten acres of excellent
land, well fenced,wi h
a good orchard
partly grafted fruit, and n acqueafict affording an ample supply of the best of water.
;blM Wings consist of* good two-storied House
town
main

Business

IT1HE Copartnership hereto'ore existing under the
1 nameof H. K. JACKSON dfc SON.
will be continued alter this date under the style of

I

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

L

excellently located Hotel has been

style,
Now Opened

S.

k

HOUSE

Copartnership Notice.

Portland, Mb.

.....

Two Fairbanks’ Scales, 2nd hand
No. 7, drop lever, on wheels, capacity
2500 lbs.; as good as new; to be solil
58 Union St.
ty“5calcs of ail kinds taken and repaired and sold
on commission.
mlxGdtf

Made.

Jm 13—dtl

Stucco and mastic workers,

For Sale.

HOOP SE3RTS AHD CORSETS,

Farm for Sale

AN

GLOVES,

IN THE HOUSE OF

of

amend

Wanted.

162 Fbre Street.
Mar 8 —d3w*

FOLLETTE,

House.

_

who

There

John Lynoh

March 16,1S66.

The undersigned being compelled (on account ot ill health) to relinquish Hotel business, offers ibr sale the lea e and a portion
_,®f the fixtures ot said house.
»otel ranks among the first in the
country,
and eomman is a large proportion ot the travel.
It
has one hundred
twenty-five rooms, perfectly ventilated and substantially furnished. Attached to the
house are Bathing Booms,
Shaving and Billiard Saloons, &c, In connection with the house is a large
and convenient Stable, with a fine
livery stock. To
any one desirons of entering the hotel business will
find this a rare opportunity with
comparatively a
small capital.
HARRISON BAKER, Proprietor.
Jan 30—tl3m

PLUMMER,

.the most desirable part of State Street.

_

u

on

a

Speech of Hon.

THE-

Augusta

buying

For Sale.
\
A good, comfortable two-story House and
Stable, wi<h about 9000 feet of land, located in
!

,4

OHUROHILL, BROWKS & MAISOJT.

PLAST ERERS,
No. 6 Sooth Street,

on

For Sale.
very desirable lot of Land, situated

class houses.
For particulars enquire of DANIEL
or W. C. MEANS.
Portland, March 7,1866—dtf

prepared to make LIBERgoods in transit, in store,

are
on

or

to close a concern.
The Carleton Estate, at the corner of Congress and Carleton Streets; measuring about

>ut one-half of the value may remain on mortgage
£>r a number of years. For further iniormation apSTEELE & HAYES.
ply t0
Portland, March 6, I860.—dtt'

Maine.

Add

WINN, Agent.

No. 11 Union St., Portland, Maine.

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

by

dissolved

undersigned
THE
AL ADVANCES
for

Suoceeeora to J<jaeph Gray ft Co.,
PLAIN

day

IRA

fe8d2m

front,
seventy
containing ever
thousand square feet, sufficiently large for two hrst-

most elegant

OF

Advances

Wldgary’s V harl,
oetlsdtt

this

power) all complete.
Second-hand Shafting and Pulliea.
One new horizontal engine (6 in. cylinder.)
One new Oscillating Engine, (6 in. cylinder.)
Also, eeoond-hand-MiH Gearing and Shafting.
Trenail Machines; Jack Screws.
All kinds of Machinery promptly made and

ing

thoroughly refitted, and furnished in the

mutual consent.
SAMUEL WARD.
SAM’L LEWIS.
mh2Gd3t*
Portland, March 24tb, I860.

Is

ForSRle.

Portland,

Tills

LEWIS,

&

WARD

CHASE, CRAM

A two-story dwelling house, newly finished,
-HfSft *’ith
Stable and.out-buildings, and 1 acre of
Hi! J
JWB land, fronting on two streets. Price $1600.—
Said buildings are within 8 minutes walk ot Depot,
Post .Office and Seminary, and are ofiered at a groat
bargain. For particulars inquire of John D. Lord.
No. 4 Union Wharf Portland, or
J. T. SANFORD, Gorham Village.
Mar 20—dim*

THAT
Pearl, between Cumberland and Oxford St., havabout
teet
id
six

L*"
Congress

RAND.

THE FIRM

Farm contains nlne-

Dwelling House for Sale,

Manner,

1

Dissolution of Copartnership.

MILWAUKEE-

)
}

Said

excellent orchard of over three hundred trees—
Mostly grafted fruit. Said Farm Is oue-haif mile
from the Post Office, Academy, Church, Depot and
Stores.
Also, the Stock and Farming Tools If required.
Enquire of the Post Master at Gorham Corner.
Gorham, March 13,1866.—diwtf

N. B.—Special attention paid to clearing Bed and
Mattress licks.

94 MICHIGAN STREET,
DAYI8 & COLBY,
84 and 8G La Salle Street,

Portland.

For Sale,

Satisfaction Gaaraatced ia all Cases*

RICHARD O. CONANT.
SUMNERC. RAND.
mar 26—eodlw*

March 20,1SG6.

JKi%i.

mrhs-IHiVaJB ty acres ot land, or more, or loss, to
^ifrrri33iy? suithuyer; well diytded Into tillage,
pasturage and wood land, cutting thirty tons of hay.
Has a bouse, barn. Stable,and out-buildings.
Has

i

nrotioe,

_

&

CONANT

<•

matfd&wtf

Farm lor Sale.
|_
Pleasantly situated one half mile
AaMI- 'V from Gorham Corner, 9 miles from

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,

A. CONANT having retired from the late firm
of E. O. CoNANT & CO., the subscribers will
con tin ui* the WHOLi SALE GROCERY and COMMISSION BUSINESS, at the old stand. No. 153
Commercial Street, under the firm and style of

Street,

ed and in good, repair.
Good Barn and other neces
sary out-buildings.
Afro a stock ol
Tools, if required. Apply
Farming
r
to
A. T. SMALL,

repaired.

of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
without injury to the finest fabrics.

BURR.
mli20dtt

17,18G6.

the

AT GORHAM VILLAGE.

St,

Dissolution.

Woolens.,

E. ciui'MAK.

SIZE.

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,

M. L.

Portland,

Importers and Jobbers of

as

ONE

J, DANA.
fe22tf

For the purpose of selling READY-MADE CLOTHING,and GENTLEMEN'S FURNISHING GOODS,
in Mechanics’ Building, No. 317 Congress Street.
S EMERSON,

known

superior new Locomotive Boiler.
One second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse

THE

DAjVIB, MESEBVE, HASKELL & 00.,

Arcade

STOVE

White and Bed Ash Coal.

undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under name and style of
EMERSON & BURR,

ME.

January,

and

AND

These Coals are of the very best quality, and war*
ranted to give satisfaction.
Also, GOO cords o> best quality of HARD mud
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part of the city at
short notice.
IS^Glve us a call and try ns.
|

Notice.

Copartnership

formerly

George Small Farm, in the town of
Limington, two miles from tie village, and one-half a mile from the
_Post Office, store, church and Academy! It contains one hundred and eighty acres ol
good land, well divided into tillage, pasturage and
woo<4 land. Produces fifty tons of hay. Has a large
Orchard, good two story house and ell, finished, paint-

SOO TONS LOBERY,

a

FRANK

Fortland, Feb. ti91866.

Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of
and will attend to any business entrusted
to him, before the Supreme Court, Court ol Claims,
or any of the Departments.
dc20tf

Goods

EGG

DANA,
LUTHER \V. DANA,

Mr.

Dry

Lehigh,

BROKER AND EGG SIZE.

LUTHER

SWEAT,

PORTLAND,

Tons Hazelton

SONS,

For the transaction ol

111 Middle Street*

rA”1’I

&

Farm

2

an

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial St,

Grocery and Fishermen's Outfitting Business.

Orders from out ol town senicited.

and Counsellors at

Coal.

Coal,

Nov 4—dtf

May 22—dll

Office

nolBtl

C.
copartnership

a

**

the premises.
February 28, I860.

Street,

RECEIVED and far sale by the undersigned

$S75

*

/

on

Exchange

JUST
^t their Wharf,

And

Notice.

<

formed

DANA

L.

PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt-

Attorneys

CO.,

Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The business will bereaiter be conducted by N. A. FOSTER,
who will pay all demands against the late firm, and
to-whom all indebted will make payment.
r
N. A. FOSTER,
J. T. OILMAN.
feTdtf
Portland, Jan. 1, 1SG6.

PLASTERERS.

JiHADHUBY &

Coal,

name

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Bonier; Gerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;

er attended to.

96

Dissolution.

N. A. FOSTER &

STUOOO AND MASTIO

prices

Free burning and VERY FUSE, and all kinds of

on

Norfolk, Va.

BOSS & FEENY,

Particular at ention paid to BOYS* CLOTHING—

Notice.

LYNCH, FLING « DREW,

Offioe—No. 13 Campbell's Wharf,

Read & Co. Portland Me.

.:

Furnishing Goods.

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

for the prosecution of the WHOLESALE GROCERY
BUSINESS, at the Store formerly oofiupled by Mr.
Lynch, No. 139 Commercial St.
THOMAS LYNCH,
CHAS. H. FLING,
,JOS. P. DREW.
mh21d2w
Portland, March 20, 1860.

Commission&Forwarding Merchant

Clark

Fine asssortment of

name

WORCESTER,

_„

a

Gents’

Nedrly opposite Post Office.

undersigned have this day formed a copartTHE
of
nership under the style and

GENERAL

CP Consignment, solicited.

Also

The Undersigned have formed a copartnership under thermae of SHAW & HASKELL, and wiU ooptinne the business of WHOLESALE GROCERS, at
147 Commercial St.
ELEAZER O. SHAW,
CHARLES H. HASKELL,
Portland, March 15,1RGC—eod&w2m*

febld3m

Rf Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

which will be manufactured into Garments which
cannot bo surpassed for style and make in theoity.

Portland, Nos. 8th, 1S6G.

Notice.

Copartnership

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

HENRY T.

For Sale.

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

No.

7TIHE partnership heretofore existing between the
X undersigned Is tbiBddy dissolved by mutual nansent. The afiairs of the late him will be settled by
partner.
iHhjr
T
ELEAZER G. 8HAW,
CHARLES H. HASKELL,
R. M. RICHARDSON.
Maroh V, 1*66.

description of Water Fixtures lor Dwelling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops.
&c., arranged and set up in the best maimer, and all
orders in town or country iaithftilly executed. All
irfnds of J OB BING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all descriptions.
aprddtf

the “PORTLAND DIS-

X TILLERY,” including all the machinery, apparatus, Cisterns, Tubs, <&c. contained therein, situ ’ted on Canal and Beach Streets, together with the lot
of land containing about 20,000 square feet.
The Machinery, Apparatus, &c., are all in good repair, and ike water privilege is unsurpassed.
An excellent opportunity is here offered lor any one
wishing to engage in the Distilling business or lor
any other manufacturing purpose. For further particulars enquire on the premises.
March 19,1866.—<13w

of

Remember the place

Commission Merchants.
i.
Mtr 18—dlw

Bowie, Braes k Silver Plated Cocke.

F.

CLOTHING

No. 96 Exchange Street,
recently occupied by Messrs. MCCARTHY & BER
RY, where may be (bond all the LATEST STYLES

OHUROHILL, BROWNS & MANSON,

Warn, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

e. s.

CLASS

to go out of the Store.
Bystrict attention to wants of customers and
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.

-with—fr"

PORTLAND. ME.

AND

HASSTORE, at

Tailor,

FIRST

a

Cutting done

J", dB. FILLEBROWN

Force Pomps And Water Closets,
NO. 124 EXCHANGE

Merchant
opened

fpHE building known as

CHISAM,

toroi.

Order, from the Country respectfully solicitJob Work done to order.
augSdlt

ed.

W. F.

few rode of

Distillery for Sale.

NEW STOREl

NEW STORE,

Notice.
The subcriber will continue the LIVERY BUSINESS at the old stand of C. B. Varney, No. 9 Silver
Street, where good teams may at all times be had,
at &ir prices.
^“Particular attention paid to boarding and baiting horses.
Thank/ul ior past patronage so very liberally bestowed, he hopes by strict attention to the wants of
his customers, to merit the same lor the future.
GEO. H. MITCHELL.
March 7.1866.—dtf

FURNACES, RANGES,
And

129 Middle Street.
EASTMAN BROTHERS.

fel4dtl

a

city.

of those all Linen Army Sheett far

more

A complete and g.neral assortment of HOUSEKEEPING GOODS at the lowest market prices.

No. 35 Exchange Street,
m

Wear.

Prints, 19 to 25 Cents.
ALL WOOL FLANNEL 35 Cents.

White
A lew
1.40.

_SALE.

A A BUILDING LOTS within

TV tho Portland and Rochester Railroad Depot,
at Cumberland Mills. 5 miles from the city.
Those
lots vary m price from $50 to $050, on very accommodate g terms to the purchaser.
As soon as the P. A'*TX. Railroad can bQ put In
thorough repair a Dummy Car will run to the above
named village tor the accommodation of those who do
business in tne
Also, 2 acres of land on which is a large two-story
house, extensive out-buildir.gs an barn, which may
be repaired and made into a Hotel or boarding-house,
at a moderate outlay.
Mi SiJAYEI» 92 Exchange St*
March 5—dtf

American

vras

mutual content.
in
to

Spring

our

FOR

BEAUTIFUL STYLES

Dissolution !
is

lands. &c.
Parties wishing to buy lands to stock Companies
with will be liberally dealt with.
For further particulars and circular address, with
stamp enclosed to pay return postage.
ANDREWS, ELLIS & CO
Box 143 Botliwell, Canada West.
Office in Exchange Building.
mh7dtf

NEW LINE OF

WOOLEN GOODS, for

tuli6dtm

Jan.

the situation ot

TABLE COVERS—Ewery Variety.

WHARF.

E. B. HOUGHTON.
Portland, Match 1, 1866.

11.

Manufacturers of and Dealers

Situated in Both well and vicinity.
Painted mans, of out lands tor sale or to lease, w*ll
be sent an v address on receipt ot two dollars, showing

DAMASK and

LISTEN

—OF

of the
THE

DeLaines and Ginghams,
Fine, Modium and Ileavy Brown and Bleached

AND

Lease & Fixtures for Sale

Best Oil Lands in Canada West,

And for the sale of all kinds et

&

ft

loan bill.

For Sale and to Let.

subscribers Oder for sale five thousand acres

Rich Dress Goods I

Business,

ding

Arm of WALKEll
MITCHELL
THE
solved
20th, 1806, by
SOK7 dation.
Geo.
Mitchell alone authorized
sign

PORTLAND

Choice Oil Lands for Sale.

entire new lot ol

an

Bpruoe, Fine and Hemlock Lumber, Laths,
Clapboards, Shingles, &c.

Business Cards.
NOYES&

EflSTMiNBROTHERS

& HOUGHTON,

and

HARD

IF* JOB PRINTING, ol every description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertaining to
the Ollice or Paper
promptly transacted on application cs above.

2f.

For Sale and to Let,

the tiansaction of a general

Commission

tion

A.

Miscellaneous.

ness

same

Rates

o.

Dr. Fred A. Prince,
Dentist,
No. 11

Clapp’s Block, Congress St,
PORTLAND, ME,

Sept 29—eodtt

Hs can hold out no inducement for a speedy
conversion of such obligations, and is thereby hampered and embarrassed in his operations. I hope, therefore that the law which
now gives this power under limitations
may be
so amended as to confer it upon the
Secrelary
of the Treasury without restriction. Whether
it is or is not best to continue, so tar as it can
be done, that portion of the debt
bearing interest in currency in its present form,
thereby
preventing it from leaving the country and
hastening the day when the Government
may be able to redeem its circulating notes in
specie by reducing the amount of coin it will
be obliged to pay out for interest, are questions to be settled by the head of the Treasury;
and I am ready to vote for the bill reported by
the committee, amended only so as to prevent
tba lunding of non-interest-bearing Into in-

terest-bearing obligations.
But I am. as I have already intimated, opposed to conferring any power upon the Secretary of the Treasury to contract the volume
of the national greenback legal-tender cur-

rency. The exercise of such a power is not
necessary to facilitate the funding of the interest-bearing debt; indeed, it is acknowledgel that it would retard it not deleat that moat
desirable object. It is said that the Secretary
“could not if he would, and would not if he
could” contract the currency, but that it is
necessary to hold this power suspended in terrorctn ever the business of the country in order
to prevent speculation. In answer I have only to say that if the people of the country are
not competent to manage their affairs they
will not be beuefitted by any
governmental
guardianship which may be placed over them.
It should be borne in mind that $182,000,000 of the United States currency afloat about
onc-third of the total amount in circulation,
is in the compound-interest notes, which all
agree should first be retired. The Secretary
has not only the anthoritjabut the power, ft
he deems it prudent to exercise it, to call
these in at any time. They never pass for
face value and interest, and the Government
can at any time exchaugeits bonds for .them,
and yet the most determined advocate for contraction does not pretend that it would be
prudent to withdraw them all from circulation in less than about two years. I have
heard no one who favors contraction intimate
that it would be prudent to contract more
than $100,000,000 per year.

Why should we confer on we know not
what Secretary of the Treasury a power and
authority which would extend beyond two
years torn this time ? Congress meets twice
wtthinthat period, and if itis found that the
experiment is a safe one, and that it is prudent to continue the conti action of the currency beyond the amount of the compoundinterest notes, the authority can be given.—
We can confer additional authority by subsequent legislation if it is found necessary, but
are we quite sure that we can withdraw it
when once conferred ? May we not find it as
hard to repeal a bad law as it is to enact a

one ?
How many men on this side of
the House would consent to confer this vast
which
subjects the entire business inpower,
terests of the country to the will or caprice of
one man, providing that H was known that
the able and upright officer now at the head
of the Treasury Department would not hold
his position for sixty days, but would give
place to some unknown successor? Can any
man say that such a contingency may not
happen? It is said that it is necessary
to contract this currency because it is
inflated, and that we can only return to
specie .payments by contracting. I believe it
is capable of being demonstrated that the
currency is not inflated, not in excess of the
requirements of the country, and therefore
does not need contraction, and that the
amount of currency afloat has very little in-

good

fluence eitfrer upon the price of gold

or

the

price of merchandise; in other words, that in
order to reduce prices, either of gold or merchandise, and to return to specie payments It

is not necessary to contract the currency.
In support of this proposition I will present a few plain statistics based upon the
financial history of the past four years and
upon the actual wealth and population of the
country. The necessities of the Government
which caused the issue of a large amount of
paper money undoubtedly did to a considerable extent during the war advance the price of
gold. But the increasing issue of paper money by the Government depended entirely upon the success of our armies in the
field, and
as their final success seemed
or re-

mote^ so the necessity
promises

speedy

for the issue of

more

to pay diminished or
increased, and
the value set upon such
obligations depended
entirely upon the degree of confidence which
the people felt in the stability of the Government. Now, however, confidence being en-

tirely restored, the only question which can
affect the currency is whether the quantity in

same

reasons

which have forced it from its

highest altitude to its present point operate

to

drive it still lower? If we should double our
imports tomorrow would not the price of gold
advance, even though at the same time we
withdraw one hundred millions of greenbacks
from circulation? If, on the contrary, we
should reduce our imports and double our exports, would not the price of gold decline
without contracting our currency a single
dollar? Is there any more certain way of
paying our debt abroad or of keeping oar gold
at borne than by increasing our exports? And
is there any more certain way of increasing
onr exports than by stimulating production?
And is there any mere certain way of stimulating production than by employing this very
circulation, the capital of the country, in developing its vast resources of every character;
in cheapening the price of tood by increasing
the production of food; in inducing immigration by opening new and vast fields for development, and in adding to the production o^
the cr untry so rapidly that a few years will
give us a monopoly of the lead (^agricultural
staples, bringing the whole world to our doors
to buy what we have to sell, and keeping the
balance of trade as constantly in our favor in
the future as it has so uniformly been in favor
of England in the past? Instead of disturbing the entire business interests of the country by an attempt to compress the currency
into channels in which it was employed prior
to its increase, would it not be more natural,
much easier, and far safer to enlarge those
channels to suit Its present volume? The
business interests of the country are fast accommodating themse ves to its new financial
condition; already are matters so settled that
contraction can scarcely be talked of without
advancing the rate of interact one or two per
cent., and I ask the gentlemen which is the
true policy for the development of this country, to make money dear or to cheapen it?—
Which most stimulates the employment of
labor nd the development of capital, and
thus adds most to the wealth of the country,
money plenty or money scarce?

Speaker,'in

Mr.
regard to our finances we,
have received and believed in the old and
long-

established precedents of the nations ofEurope.
Because it took Great, Britain many years to
return to specie payments after an exhausting
war, the theory has Keen accepted almost without question that we cannot do otherwise. Sir.
the experiences of the country for the last five
years have exploded many false theories and
falsified many sanguine predictions. It was
positively asserted by our foreign foes that the
South could not be Conquered; that it never
yet bad been that a free peopleof the numbers,
resources, and territory of the Southern pedple
were defeated and compelled to submit to the
will of a conqueror ; that we cotud not raise
armies

for the work;
sufficient
our own and

money of

that we had no

could borrow

none

in

Europe; that the armies,even if raised, would,
upon a return to civil life, so disorganize society
that Government would be upheared and civil
order

destroyed.

Wei), sir, we have seen the result of all these
predictions; we have astonished the civilized
world by setting at naught the most profound

theories of these modem sages; we have overturned the accepted notions, and ideas of past
centuries, and in their stead we have hewn but
our own destiny in our own way, until we stand
on ground where we may safely bid defiance to
the assaults of the combined physical and moral
powers of Europe.
In view of all these

facts, So grandly and iinperishably carved in our history, why should we
follow the ideas of Europe, in regard to our
financial any more than we did in regard to our
military administration ? Because the London

Times raises the cry and our own croakers echo
it, that “we must have a financial crisis” In
passing from a paper to a specie circulation, is
it necessary for us to precipitate one upon the
country in order to verify the predictions of
these prophets of evil ?
England said,you cannot carry on a war without a European loan, and that you cannot get.
We spurned her prediction and appealed to our
that
own people; the
response was so mighty
even England and all other enlightened nations
that
of Europe made haste to join the throng
to
poured thsir money into our coffers eager
upon our own
buy our bonds and take our loans
we cannot reterms. Shall we now say that
under
turn to specie payments because England
diflerent character
circumstances of an entirely
after a return of
did not do so for many years
reason it seems to me is not
peace ? Such a
worthy the name of an argument. The laws
of trade and the restoration of confidence are
bringing us steadily and surely to a resumption
of specie payments; any attempt to force a resumption by legislation will defeat the object;

that confidence upon which a permanent resumption ot specie payments must rest will

neither be engendered nor strengthened by legislative tinkering. The last Congress tiled an

than three times the amount of paper in circulation than we had in 1860, ($21)7,000,000,)
therefore all over that amount is in excess of
the business wants of the country, and tends
to unsettle values and inflate prices. I think

the f allacy of this theory is in assuming that
had in 1860 all the currency in circulation
that could be profitably med in the business
of tne country. We bad, undoubtedly, all that
the banking capital of the country at that time
warranted, and much more, as has been shown
than could be redeemed in the promised specie. But the fact that we are now using four
times the amouut in the legitimate business of
the country, and with less speculation in merchandise than at times when our circulation
was oue quarter the amount, is conclusive that
we did nut then have all we required and could
profitably use. The fact is, the business of
the country is only limited by tbe amount of
capital available to transact it. The banks,
with their $800,000,000 of circulation, have
supplied tbe old business, while tbe disbursements of tbe Government have gone into hundreds of new channels, have reached new
classes, and have placed the means of doing
bnsiuess within the reach of more men than
possessed them before.
It 1$ assumed that the redundant currency
is the cause of the high prices of merchandise,
and that a reduction ot the currency will
bring down prices and also enable us to return
to specie payments. But the tact is that gold
has fallen from 280 to 130 while the currency
has been increased, and merchandise which,
according to this theory, should have both advanced with the increase of the currency and
fcl en With the decline in gold, has upset both
theorise by following gold down for a time,
and almost imniediaeeiy returning to the point
at which it stood when gold was at its
highest, then falling again until it approximates
old values.
Is it strange that merchandise,
the product of labor, should command high
in
view of the enormous decrease in
prices
the productive industry ol the country lor the
last lour years.
In nearly one hair of the
country, the entire South, the population was
during the war almost wholly changed Irom
producers to consumers and destroyers; and
in the North more than two and half million
men, or more than twelve per cent, of its population, were absolutely withdrawn from the
work of production and added to the army of
consumers; and in addition there has been to
we

an extent very great, though incalculable, a
diminution of the productive industry of those
who have not been taken from their plows,
their looms, and their anvils, caused by the
suspense, anxiety, and excitement of the civil

War.
in

these four years the

surplus production

of the country has been exhausted, and the

current production has not suppliea the current demand. It Is neither a redundant currency nor excessive speculation that has kept
prices at so high a standard. Look at the present condition of trade In the great markets of
the country, merchandise and the premium on
gold both rapidly declining, but with a positive increase of the currency.
What is the
true cause of this decline which ail unite in
saying is not the result of a sudden fluctuation, hut promises to be permanent? Is it not
simply the feet that the supply is inci easing
The great arand the demand is felting off?
my of consumers is being added to the class
of producers, and prices of merchandise and
food must always be primarily and chiefly subject to the great law of supply and demand.—
It «*«n scarcely be doubted that prices would
domestic manLave been still lower and that
ufactnre would have supplied much of the
merchandise imported from abroad had not
market” withheld
the fear of aslant money
and diverted millions from the channels of
to
swell
the bank deposits
productive industry
in the great financial centers of the country, to
be loaned on call, and kept within reach
against the day when contraction should giv«
Men would not
more power and value.
convert their money into cloth and iron and
ships and railroads when all these products of
labor were to be cheapened, while the money
had only to be kept on hana to realize an advance in price.
Another tact which goes to show that high
prices hare not been caused mainly by the increase of the currency is that lands hare advanced no more in the last five years than in
the five years preceding, showing that the advance ol prices have chiefly affected the products of labor.
In connection with this matter of contraction
I wish to press another point, and it is this;
that whenever you reduce the currency or
first strike st
tighten the money market you
the price of labor. Labor is the first element
that
is
affected
by IL If
in productive tndustry
and dear the demand
money becomes scarce
falls
off.
of
The
manindustry
for the products
ufacturer not only reduces the wages of his
operatives, hut he reduces the amount of his

it

productions by putting his employes upon half

time. In this way the production is checked
until the surplus £» exhausted and the oemand
is again equal to the supply. Instead of being
diffused over the country, seeking new channels
of employment, and adding to the vigor of the
country,
development of the resources ot thethe
vaults
our capital will remain locked up in
of the commercial centers, sensitive to the
fear, and
slightest influence, and in constantwhich
may
the uncertainty as to the policy
from time to time be adopted by the head ot
saler
and
much
far
not
it
Is
the Treasury.
more legitimate to absorb the excess of production by the development of new resources;
to absorb alto the excess of currency, if there
be any, in uew channels ol employment; to
give the currency the freest scope of circulation by creating and increasing the demand ior
labor? Wealth creates wealth,and it is the
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1880,
1890,

Mr. Morrill, of Vermont, who introduced the bill, bad given notice of bis intention to press the question to vote, hut the debate had extended into the evening, and when
the question was taken many members had
withdrawn. The bill was lo3t by a vote of 65
yeas to 70 nays, Gan. Garfield having changed
his vote to the negative, so as to move a reconsideration. Of the New England representatives present, fifteen voted for the bill,
including Messrs. Perham and Blaine of Me.;
Messrs. Bontwell, Kice and Eliot of Massachusetts, Dixon of Rhode Island, and Lynch, Rice
and Pike of Maine, voted against it.

following
63
12 4)
9 1)
7 02

On Monday, 19th inst., the bill was reconsidered and sent back to the Committee on
Ways and Means. It will be seen from the
division already mentioned, that the question
had in no respect assumed a party character,
though the record shows that the Democratic
members, with their usual cheerful unanimity,
had abandoned all pretense of individual
judgment and “supported the Administration”
by voting for the bill every time occasion offered, without winking. On the Republican
side, however, there was grave doubt, not only

2
1

'•

«

1-3
1-6

1900,
The national bank circulation of the country October 1,1865, was $171,321,903, distributed among the several sections of the country as follows:
Bank

Sections.
New
New

Population,

capital,

3,135.283 $64,908,034
England,
York, Pennsyland

vania,

as to

Ainoun

7,468,985

01,596,240

#20 73

touching

8 27

5,962,850

of

entrusting

to one man so

proposed

to con-

the

propriety

of

contracting

No one has set forth aDd illustrated these doubts more clearly than Mr.
Lynch, in the speech to-day published. His

4 69

vote has been

given

after conscientious

study

in accordance with the sincerest convictions.
The same variance which prevailed in the
House was found also in the Committee. The

1 86

see, Virginia, and
West Virginia.
2,414,121

lingered in the committee room till Friday last, when a letter from Secretary McCulloch, in answer to a resolution of enquiry,
brought the matter to a crisis. We give the
bill

48
1,065,040
Thus It is seen that the circulation of the
country is very unequally distributed. It is
chiedy centered in New England and on the
seaboard, while the Western and Southern

letter as

States are almost bare. Assuming the same
ratio of distribution for the whole circulation
of the country, the amount per capita for the
United States averaging but $19 32, yet New
England would have the very great disproportion of $S4 per capita. ADd what is strikingly significant on this point is that her business is in a most healthy condition; her capital is legitimately employed, and not for speculative purposes. France has a circulating medium of about $30 and Great Britain of $25
per capita, and yet we are told that $19 32
will ruin a country which has the broadest
field under the sun for the employment of capital. We want the use of the currency now in
circulation, than which there never was better or safer, to create new wealth; we want
every hundred thousaud of greenbacks to be
the implement and agent for extracting a million of the precious mineral from our mountains ; we want this currency, the representative of the capital of the nation, to construct
and equip three great lines of railroad to the
Pacific; we want it to enable the fertile States
and territories in the West to develope their
power in the productive interest of the country ; We want it to construct new lines of communication whereby we may cheapen transportation from the distant States and give our

a

brief

exposition

of the views which

Mr. Lynch controverts:
Treasury Department, March 22.
Dear Sir:—Your Iavor of the 22d inst is received, transmitting to me the following reso-

lution, namely:—
Resolved, That]* communication be addressed by this committee to the Secretary of
the Treasury, stating that the committee has
received through one of Us members information that the Secretary is of the opinion that
ho is, without further legislation, sufficiently
filled with power, and to request the Secretary
_

to

inform the committee whether such is

his

opinion.
in reply I have to say that I must have failed to make myself clearly understood by the

honorable member of the committee to whom
reference is made. I did not intend to say to
him thattbe Secretary is, without further legislation, sufficiently filled with power to carry
out the policy announced in his late annual
report; but I did intend to say to him that if
it should he found necessary to modify, in any
important particulars, the provisions of the

producers greater benefits in foreign markets;

in a Word, we want it because the present and
future interests and the rapid development oi
the country demand and heed it.
I will refer to but one more point on this
branch of the subject. It Is assumed by many
that we must have a financial revulsion be-,
cause such has always been the case after an
unusual abundance of currency. People who
assume this
of the fact that an

jqsc___gight

bill reported by the committee, I should prefer that it would not become a law. It will be
iu my opinion a national calamity if Congress
shall feil to grant additional powers to the
Secretary; for it will be very difficult, if not
impossible, to fund the interest Treasury notes
under existing laws. But I do not desire that
the committee, nor myself, should become in
any way responsible for a law that is likely to
fell in accomplishing its object. I regard it as
a matter of the greatest importance that the
powers of the Secretary should not be strictly

defined.

If, for example, the Secretary should be probe easy, as the market in the process oFTunt^
ing must be liberally supplied, for the enemies
of the government to form successful combiabundance of paper money results from the
uations for keeping the bonds at such a price
indebtedness of the Government to the poo
as would prevent the negotiation of them. On
the
pie;
people being comparatively ou- o. the ot aer hand, if the authority of the Secredebt there will be no crash.
Comparisons o
tary in this respect is not limited, no such
ourpre .eut condition with the financial revulcombinations would be likely to be formed.—
sions of 1831 aild 1857 fail
entirely, because In my opinion tbe best way of keeping the
there is no similarity of
circumstances; Hit nornls at a premium will be to leave the Secrecurrency at those times was more vitiated than
oary unrestrained in the sale of them. Against
mdate'd; there was no security for it; the peo an undefined
power it would be difficult to
p.e were largely iu debt. Iu addition to the
form successful combinations. A limitation
currency afloat, which was then the represent- of tile autho
ity of the Secretary in this reative ot the indebtedness of the po
p.e, there
■pect would he very likely to prevent i unding.
was also afloat an enormous amount of note,
I do not therefore iavor such a
limitation, and
—debt—wnich the people owed to one anoth
,11
to have the committee responsible
er and to the banks.
The crash came when for It.regret
the people found that no one had
any money
x.. regard to the other
important feature of
to pay with; the currency was not based
the bill, tbe authority to withdraw the United
upon the ability of a united
peopie represents, I States notes, I have
to remark that I
by its government to pay, but upon the abili- conceive it to be of merely
great importance to the
ty oi individuals to redeem the promises they business of the
country, the welfare of the
had made to each other.
Now, the Govern
people, and the credit of the nation, that such
rnent, representing the entire peopie, pledges a financial
policy should be adopted by this
the faith of that whole people to
pay this naCongress as wifi prepare the way for a return
tional indebtedness.
to specie payments. When this can be
brought
Every dollar Of paper money now in circu- about
will depend a« the condition of national
lation, except the insignificant amount repreand the trade relations between the
industry
sented by State bank
circulation, is seemed by United States and foreign nations. It is not
a mortgage on the
whole property of tiltdesirable that specie payments should be recountry. It. is a secured circulation, and real- stored until that restoration can be made
perly rests upon a specie basis, although not im- manent by increased industry and a
admediately convertible into specie, except at a justment of tbe trade with Europe. proper
The tendiscount. Jif the specie is wanted it can bu
dencies now are all in the right direction, and
had and no man suffers, for no holder ever reif they shall be adjusted by judicious legislaceived it as the equivalent of specie, hut at a
tion, 1 shall be hopelul that the currency of the
discount
than
he
now
larger
makes in concountry may be brought up to the specie stan
verting it into the required coin. The gentle- hard without a larger
reduction of it.
man from Pennsylvania,
|iIr.ScorxEr.D,I who
The apprehension which exists, that if
powwas troubled because he could not obtain
er is given to the
to retire United
specie for his greenbacks at the Treasury, State* notes theSecretary
circulation
of
the
counwould have found no difficulty in
doing so try will be ruinously contracted, is with■without applying to the Treasury, if he were
out any substantial foundation. II no relicontent to accept.the amount which
they cost ance cun be placed upon the discretion and
him. The greenbacks rest on a specie
basis, carefulness of the
the very condibecaust; they can be. converted into bonds, the tion of the financesSecretary,
of the
will preaud
interest
of
which are payable in vent such a reduction of the country
principal
currency as will
coin.
make either a light money market or
depress
The terrible evils, present and
prospective, business. Authority to reduce the currency
of this “irredeemable,” inconvertible paper will
go very far to prevent the necessity tor a
The people reduction. The battle will be more than
currency are purely imaginary.
half
neither see, feel, nor believe in them; and they fought when the
government shall adopt a
will never consent to an increase of their taxes
healthy financial policy.
to the amount of $27,000,000
1 am, very truly, your obd’t
per annum for
serv’t,
the purpose of allowing the hankers of the
H. McCulloch,
country a monopoly of the circulation. There
of
the Treasury.
Secretary
is another reason
why I am opposed to retir- Hon. Justin Morrill, Chairman of the Comor
this
ing any
currency, which is, that we
mittee on Ways and Means, House of
want it for
supplying the southern states. That ;
Representatives.
matter was alluded to
by the gentleman from
On receiving this letter, the Committee de-,
Ohio, |Mr. Garfield,] in answer to the inquiry
of the gentleman from
Iowa, fMr. Price,] tided by a majority of one, to report the bill to
whether currency hail not been
increasing the House, with amendments which would
while gold had been
decreasing in value. The
gentleman from Ohio answered “that six hun- enable both parties to support or at least to aldred millions oi confederate
currency had col- low it. The principle of contraction is admitlapsed in a day, and the vacuum had to be fill- ted ; its application is careftilly limited. The
ed ; so that while our
currency had actually bill presented to the House was
increased it bad
accordingly a
dicates

large indebtedness of the people,and
that the crash cfiiiles when they are
ob,iged to
return (heir borrowed capital. The present
a

diminished relatively, that is,
in proportion to the business of the
compromise. The Secretary’s letter was read
country ”
Now, unless the vacuum has been filled which in the House; there was some debate, of no
no one would pretend, this
simple statement great interest or importance. The bill was
of the gentleman pretty
effectually disposes of
as it came irom the
his argument in favor of contraction.
Committee, by a
This passed,

whole southern country is to be rebuilt and
with capita!drawn from the North, unless
a conti actioii of our money market drives her
people to Europe to borrow. The money will

vote of 83 yeas to 53 nays, and now awaits the
action of the Senate. On the final vote, Messrs

Blaine, Perhain, Pike and Bice, of Maine, favored the amended
bill; Mr. Lynch still oppos-

May.

given.

particulars

scribed to when he accepted the Union nomination as Vice President on the ticket with Abraham Lincoln.”
The Bath Times announoes that tho establishment of

daily

a

line of steamers from

Bath to Boston, has assumed such shape as to
leave no doubt of its immediate consummation.
A large aud enthusiastic meeting of the subscribers to the stock, was held Saturday evening, and two first class boats will be put upon
the route immediately.

SS-The Skowhegau Clarion prints
nal rebus, thus—
WHAT

U.O.
and that no one may lose the henefitof it, gives
the explanation : “Hand over what you owe l"

EST* Wo learn from the Skowhegan Clarion,
that the dwelling house of Mr. Jesse Fletcher
of Embden, was destroyed by fire on the 10th
iDsi., together with the porch and wood-shed,
and a portion of his furniture, and a large part
of his provisions. It is supposed that the fire
was

&jt^*Gen. Scott

is in New Orleans, and the
True Delta says that he has been
enjoying the
Franklin Fox, Commander; Stephen
Berry, fine weather of the past few days by taking
Gen.; H. B. Brown, G. Gen.; J. B. Fllle- short walks along St. Charles and Canal streets.
brown, Prelate; M. N. Rich, Senior Warden; He goes accompanied by one servant
only, and
Orrin S. Fogg, Junior Warden; Chas. Fobes, looks much stronger than be did a few
weeks
He
Ira
i
ago.
appears
Treasurer;
Berry, Recorder; Jerome B.
quite feeble, but still preI
serves
an
upright carriage.
Pickett, Standard Bearer: Daniel W. Miller
Sword Bearer: Samuel Kyle, Warder; Albion
KiT* Cutting the manner in which we
Keith, Wm. E. Short, and George A. Head have treated the “In General” column of the
—

Guards.

I|

Boston Advertiter,

W.

ATWELL,

ADVERTISING AGENT,
Junction Middle and Free Sts,, up stairs.
Advertiseinen. 8 received tor all papers in the
State of Maine.
mh27’C6sxdtf

FALL RIVER—Ar 23d, sch J Predmore, Seavey,
Newport, to go on the marine railway.
HOLMES’S HOLE^Ar 23d, brig Frontier, Little-

NOTICES.

One of the most desirable location in-Section Ef.—
Said Lot is numbered 128 and la), adjoining Messrs.
C. W. Robimon and Ruftis JD. Bean’s, and is very
handsomely laid out.

Jforftot*

Ladies and Gentlemen
Will find a very large and complete assortment of
every description of Boots an Shoes, ma. e in lashionable styles, of the best materials, at the extensive
Boot and Shoe Store of T. E. MOSELEY
CO.,
Summer St., Boston.
mh27sxdlt
Metcalfe’s Great Rheumatic Remedy
Is certainly the wonder of the age.
Thousands can
testify to its magical eftect, and the first doctors of
this city are recommending it to their patients as the
only sure cure lor Rheumatism ever known to man.
March 6—dlwsx

Aromatic

Colgate’s

Vegetable Soap.

superior Toilet Soap* prepared

A

from

T I N

T Y PE S 1

■

mount,

25 Gem

Ambrotypes* 50

—AT

cents,

THE-

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
No. 80 Middle Street.
jallssrdtf
A. S. DAVIS.

Chilblains Can Be Cured!
Use CHARLES’ LINIMENT. FolloK the Btrec
tiovs strictly and we warrant a cure,
for sale, Wholesale and Retail, by
BURGESS, FORES At CO.,
General Agents,
SO Commercial Street, (Thomas Block,)
decHTdtfsN
Portland, Me.

refined

Vegetable Oils in combination with Glycerine*
and especially designed for the use of Ladies and
for the iVursery. Its perfume is exquisite, and its

Wistar’s

washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Dr .iggists.
fel0’66sudly

Cougbs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore Throat*
Influenza, Whooping Cough* Cronp*

Balsam of Wild

Cherry!

SUli maintains its long established reputation
A RELIABLE REMEDY

And every affection oi

Throat,
Including

♦

Lungs, and

Chest!

CONSUMPTION.

eron

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY.
following explains itself. It Ib but one among
many letters of iiki import constantly being re-

the work of

an

incendiary, as

it was set in

TO DYE EASY
Is very desirable. Mathews’ Venetian Hair Dye is
the best in the world. Complete in one bottle. No
wash, o stain, no trouble. A child can apply it.
Persons wishing to avoid the publicity of having their

dyed in public,

hair

of

Skowhegan, was drawing some
burning fluid, it took fire from an open lamp
sitting near, and communicated the fire to the
floor. By prompt action the fire was soon got
under, but not till Mr. Pollard had been pretty
well scorched.
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

Ear In the debate in the House on Thursday
in relation to vignettes on the
ourrency, one
member sent to the clerk’s desk a new table of
values which read thus : “Two Clarks make
one
Washington; two Washingtons and one
Clark makes one Fessenden; two Fessendens
make one Spinner; two Spinners make one

DYE AT HOME

Agents.

mayl2«Neodly

SKINNER’S PULMONALES"

Chase; five Chases make one Madison, etc.”
Hon. E. B Washburne declines to be a
candidate for senator from Hlinois, but will
offer his name for reelection to his present
position of representative.
, iJTThe Boston Advertiser's special says :
“The probable fete of the civil rights bill has
been the chief topic of conversation here to-day
and yesterday. The most violent of the Presi-

dent’s new found friends assert confidently
that he has prepared an unqualified veto, not-

withstanding his more cautious democratic adherents have advised, as a matter of policy, to
pursue a different course. There is but little
doubt expressed in any quarter that the bill
will be returned to the senate without the

President’s signature. Henry A. Stansberry
of Ohio, a prominent lawyer of the Buchanan
school of politics, is said to have aided the
President in drawing up the veto message.”
|y The Chronicle of March 25, publishes
several private letters from the South, lamenting the marked change of feeling whioh has
taken place among the rebels since the President's veto of the FTeedmcn’s Bureau bill.
The most important of these letters, reoently

by Senator Sumner from Wilmington,
North Carolina, represents that the spirit of

received

hatred towards negroes and Northern

men

is

increasing in malignity, and finds expression in
libelling the female teachers from the North,

utaiKrauy, auu pwisecuting the colored people. Arrests of the
freedmen, it is said, are made on the most trifling pretences, and the most degrading and
«-

——--—

..

torturing penalties inflicted.

At

Wilmington

the rebels hurrah for Jeff. Davis and President
and such is the feeling against the

Johnson,
military

that it

is

positively

unsafe for

an

officer to venture out alone at night, unless
well armed.

8y Chicago has no park, or, as the Tribune
city puts it, there are “Fifteen square
miles of mud without a green spot of landtwo hundred thousand people without a breathing place."
63f“it is stated that the plays of Sophocles,
of that

Euripides and -®schuylus and other classic authors, are shortly to be performed at one of the
Paris theatres.
®y It has j ust been decided, at Buffalo, that
a conductor is not bound to make
change for a
passenger. The latter must, if required, present the exact sum fixed as the
price of a
ticket.

53?” Mrs. Charles, the author of the “Sclionberg-Cotta Family,” is publishing serially in an
English magazine a story entitled “The Dray
tons and the

Davenants; being

the Personal

Recollections of Mrs. Olive Drayton of the

Fen
a

Country.”

53?" A large meeting was held at Vicksburgh
fortnight ago to indorse President Johnson’s

policy. Among the notabilities on the platform was Col. Joe
Davis, elder brother of a
prisoner in Fortress Monroe.
53?“ At

a

great dinner given

on St. Patrick’s
S. C., a Mr. Thomas Ryan
toast:—“The memory of Preston

day at Charleston,

offered for a
Brooks.”
gy West Roxbury, Massachusetts, has paid

all her war

debt, and

has money in the treas-

ury.

53?"The Hartford Evening Press says “six
hundred new voters have already been admitted in New Haven this spring. One
applicant
for admission read the words deceitful
conveyances in the Constitution delightful conveniences
and was at once passed as being able to read.”
5yit is announced that Gen. Grant has
shaved off all his beard.
R¥“A somewhat laughable illustration of
the code which regulates the
pay of men and
women in the various
departments of

labor,

Washington!

recently brought to light in
The female clerks in the
Treasury Department
petitioned for penknives, alleging the smallness
of their salaries. An order was
accordingly
issued to the clerk in charge of
stationery, to
make an estimate of the probable
cost, and in
the report rendered we find that the
of a
was

price

knife for a gentleman clerk is two
dollars, for
“laborer employed in the offices” a dollar and

half,

and for

a

female clerk a

a

a

dollar and a

quarter.
BSfThe custom of wearing the wedding
ring on the finger next the little finger of the
ieft hand originated in the ancient
superstitious
belief that there was an immediate

Prett :

When one does well he likes to
have the credit
o
it. dust
commendation is always grate till,
an
is an excellent
stimulus. This remark is espeeially applicable to private and public efforts.
Within the past fortnight or so the
proof of the
Press has greatly improved,
of its

leading

articles.

In

especially

other words the
proofreader is manifestly “abroad,” and understands
This is capital, for it
every rope in the ship.
gives to articles, in the estimation of careful

readers, a greatly

enhanced value. That you
may continue to be proof against blunders is
the earnest desirq of at least
One.

Cure Coughs, Colds, and Influenza.
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Cure Sore 'Hiroat and Hoarseness
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Relieve difficult Breathing.
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Cure Whooping Cough In Children.
Public Speakers and Singers find them effectual for
clearing the voice. Prepared by E. M. SKINNER,
M. I>., 27 Tremont Street, Boston.
Sohl by II. H. HAY, Druggist, Portlandeod&wcow 3m
January 31,1865.

LOTION.

POSITIVELY _-grj
Infallible Caro fur Itch 1

Am

nr

ANY

FORM.

ty Dr. Tibbetts* Physiological Hair Regenerator. This article is unequalled in intrinIt will not soil the finest fabric.
Is neat, clean, and highly perftuned.
It will positively restore the whitest or grayest hair
color.

Will purify the head from humors and dandrnff.
As a dressing is hewitcldngly desirable.
Every bottle i» warranted or money refunded.
TEBBETT8 BROTHERS, Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
SoldbvW.W. WHIPPLE and W.F. PHILLIPS,
ia22sN3m*
Portland, and by all Druggists.

“Buy Me and I’ll Do You Good.”
USE DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT and HERB BITTERS for Jaundice, Costiveness, Liver Complaint,
Humors, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Piles, Dizziness,
Headache, Drowsiness, and all diseases arising from
Disordered Stomach, Torpid Liver, and Bad Blood,
to which all persons are subject in Spring and Summer. Sold by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover St., aud by all Dealers in Medicines.
Fel>

28—82*dim

HASHEESH CANDY!
The attention of the public is invited to Hasheesh
Candy, which is recommended to them as the beBt
medicine known for the cure ot all diseases of the
Throat, Lungs and Nervous System, The proprietors, in thus offering it, feel confident that a trial will
fully sustain the high reputation it has already acquired in various parts of the United States. To those
who always let their prejudices blind their judgment
it is useless to present tacts or arguments, but to othWO no reel umi u nm UB

no new

ard.
the end

SUlUUCUl

Bd>y ClUtb WB UUCf
our go >ds are stand-

discovery experiment;
In the Bast, Hasheesh is
or

ANDREW ARCHER.
Pamphlets containing testimonials from many well
known and reliable persons, will be sent free to any
address.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.
SETH W. FOWLE & SON,
18 Tremont Street, Boston.
And for sale by all Druggists. fel7*86Mteod&eowly8

the

beginning

and

elers in all ages. Tha. it should so long have escapthe practical science of the Western Wcrld, is an
astonishing fact; but now that it is prepared in such
a form as to make it pleasant, safe, and above all, efed

no

doubt that it is destined to

obtain the confidence of the public, and especially ot
Invalids can
those for whose relief it is prepared.
bo assured that it contains not a particle of opium,
or anything else that is in any way injurious to the
system, but that it is an agreeable and permanent

magic in cases of
CUTS, SCALDS. BURNS, WOUNDS, BRUISES,
SPRAINS, BOILS. CHAPPED HANDS,
FELONS, CHILBLAINS, &c.
GRACE’S CELEBRATED SALVE
Is prompt in action, removes pain 8t once, and reduces the most
angry looking swefiings and infia-

mations in a very snort time.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS A BOX.
(Sent by mail post paid for 35 cts.)
BETH W.FOWLE & SON,EBOPBIETOK8,
18 Tremont St., Boston.
fSPSold by Druggists and deafen generally.

Sent to any address on receipt of price and stamps.
Price—Large Box $1.00, postage 15 cents; Small
Box 50 cents, postage 6 cents. For 9ale by all Druggists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers.
Imported and manuiactured solely by the SYLVAN ORIENT COMPANY, 151 Washington St,
(opposite the Old South Church,) Boston. Mass.
F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.
Feb 15—SNd&w1 v

W.

OTITINE.
This excellent Remedy is an infallible cure lor Deafness, Discharge from the Ear, and Noises in the
*
Head.

wonderful Vegetable Extract has been the
means of restoring thousands to their hearing, who,
after trying everything and everybody, had given up
hoping ever to hear a ain.
It opperates like a charm upon offensive discharges from the EAR, no matter what
may have caused
it, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence
as if by magic.
Price, $2.00 a Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by Q. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston.
This

21—sxd&wly

REMOVAL!

Dr. W. R. Johnson,
^

DENTIST,

Has Removed his Office to 13 1-2 Free St.
Second HouBefrom H. H. Hay’s Apothecary
Store.
in&r2sNd&wti
I3P* A Physiological View of Marriages
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state oi Health and Disease, witli a Treaqp Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode oi
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
truthful adviser to the married, and those contemplating marriage, who'entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent flee of postage to any address,
on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or poBtal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted upon any of the diseases upon which his book treats cither personally or
by nail, and medicine sent to any part of the world
Oct 6—s n dftwOm
ties

ITCH I ITCH I ITCH I
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch l
Ointment
Wheaton’s
Will Care the Ilefc 1m Forty-Eight Honrs.
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruption) cf the Skin. Price 50 cents. For
sale by all druggists.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will he torwarded by mail, free of postage, to any part of the
*.
United States.
Oct 25,1665.—8 H d&wlyr
ARREN’S

COUGH

will

Feb

17,1866—SNood&eowty8

Boston Stock List.
Sales at the Brokers Board, March 26.
American Gold.
..1254
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,. 1041
United States 7 3-lOths Loan. 2d series.. 1004
do
2d series. 99J
United States Five-twenties, 1862. 1034
do
1861. 1034
do
1865. 103?
United States Ten-forties... 90j
United States Debt Certificates, Jan. 994
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens..
27}
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds. 25
Boston and Maine Railroad.
.v... k... 118
Eastern Railroad.....
..101
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad.100
...

of a

Dave©,

of

BALSAM!

Has been found by experience to be tbe

BEST BEMEDY
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat,
such

as

DIPHTHERIA,
Alt lama*

Bronchitis, Consumption, Croup*
Influenza* Pleurisy* Pneumonia*or
Inflammation of the Lungs*

Whooping Cough*
In these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to
and

administer to persons of all eges.
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage ofbeing at once valuable as a curative and invaluable as a preventative of all the diseases ot the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world is challenged to produce a compound of
equal efficacy and safety.
**# Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
nol4sxd&w6m
Square, Bangor, Me.

term to the present, vi*:—the absence of a
material witness for the State.

This

Shields,
In Farmington,
all of L.

March

13, Earl 8 Pinkham and

y

Bath, March 24, at the residence ol her son-inlaw, Hon Jacob Smith. Mrs Elizabeth, widow of the
late (’apt Thomas Robinson. aged 82 years.
on Wednesday
afternoon, at 3 o'clock,
at St Stephens Church, in this
city. Relatives ana
friends are invited to attend.
In Fayette, March 21), Mrs
widow of the late
Mary,
Reuben Crane, aged G7 years.
In

witness for the State has been out of
the country for months, and there was no
probability of his returning.
Mr. Webb said if the counsel for claimants
would admit that certain facts would be sworn
to by the absent witness, he would go to trial
With the case on Tuesday. This Mr. Putnam
declined, and said he was unwilling to make
any admissions. He wanted an opportunity
to cross examine the witness.
Upon an intimation from the Judge that
unless admissions were made relative to what
the absent witness would testify to, he should
continue the case, Mr. Putnam said he would
consult with the claimant, who resides in
Boston.
State vs. Edward F. Anderson, three indictments, as follows: “common seller,” “tipling shop and drinking house,” and “nuisance.”
The respondent was discharged upon pay-

principal

smetl.

Evans 4 Putnam for defense.
Green, which
we reported Monday, and in which the charge
of assault and battery waa nol. pros'd., and the
ment of costs.

12» Loella A, daughter of Reuben
Band, aged 18 years.
March
19, Susanna, daughter of
_VVhiteheld,
Robert
Felt, aged 30 years.
In West Gardiner. March 19, Mrs
Adelia, wife of
James vVcsion, aged 27 years.
In Augusta, March 3/ William
M, son of Moses M
and Mary
*n

19 years.

_IMPORTS.
C1ENFUEGOS. Brig Beauty—5G2 hhds 62 tics
to E Churchill & o.

molasses,

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS.
NAME
from
of Cork.New York.

City

date.
28

fob

.Liverpool.. .March

.New York..Havana_March 28
Africa.Boston.Liverpool... March 28
City oi Boston.New York. .Liverpool.. .Maich 28
Havana.New York. .Rio Janeiro.March 29
Peruvian.Portland... .Liverdool.. .March 31
...March 31
fortes.Boston.Havana.
Pennsylvania.New York. .Liverpool.. .March 31
Germauia.New York. .Hamburg.. .Maich 31

Spring.
Address,

sentence

Miniature Almanac.March 27.
bun rises.5.52 Moon sets.3,55 AM
Sunsets
.6.20 High water.8.15 PM

of six years imprisanmont in (ho

In the case of State vs. Charles J. Downes,
for the receiving of stolen goods, bail was defaulted.
State vs. Daniel R. Wallace, attempt to kill.
This was the case of assanlt upon one John

Coughlin, and which was tried last term withjury agreeing upon a verdict. The
County Attorney entered a nol. pros, as to attempt to kill, and prisoner pleaded guilty as
to assault, and was sentenced to 90
days in the
County Jail. J. O’Donnell for defence.
State vs. James Fleming appellant, violation of City Ordinance in regard to Qackmen,
County Attorney entered nol. pros, upon payment of the fine of $20, and costs. S. C.
out the

Stroutfor defence.
State vs. City of Portland, indictment for
defect in Gould street, nol. pros., upon
payment of costs.

J. H. Drummond, for City. N. Webb, for
State.
Court adjourned to 9 1-2 o’clock Tuesday

morning.

Dining Booms,

PORTLAND,

An adjourned meeting of the
City Council
held last evening.
The Joint Standing Committees w ere an-

was

MARINE
PORT

OP

WANTED !

AGENTS

.TSTEWS

nounced

Now in Press and 'will ba

PORTLAND.

Ready

Soon!

ARRIVED.

Brig Beauty, (Br) Monroe, Cienfuegoa ad Inst.
Spoke 21 st, off Montauk, Br brig W B Forest, from
StJago for Boston, and supplied ber with provis-

Volumes. Also
COMPLETE
PLETS IN ONE VOLUME.
HOST
in two

issued COU-

The bust.
POPULAR and

ions.
Sch Swift, Perry, Southport.
Seh Ripley Ropes, Boynton, Boothbay.
Sch Sarah Buck, Grover, Boston lor Belfast.
Sch Shawmut, Snow, Bath for Boston.
Schs Helen Mar, Morrill, and Angeline, Capen.
Camden tor Boston.
Ar 20th—Sch Atlantic, Pierce, Southport.
Reports,
when off Portland Light, was run into by sch S W
Brown, Keene. Irom Bristol, and had rail crushed in,
mainboom broken, tore mainsail, and sustained other
damage. The S W B carried away figure head, cutwater, &c.
CLEARED.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston—L Billings.
SchJerusha Baker, Barberick, Boston—W New
hall.
SAILED—Brigs Neva, and Stranger.

CHEAPEST,
INTERESTING,
valuable History of the Rebellion published, which
is fully a tested by the enoehoub sale it has
reached uf £00,000 Volumes, and Is nuw selling

On Kn grossed Bills.—Alderman Phinney. Councilman Colesworthy,
Phillip* and Brackett.
On Fire Department.—Aldermen Holden
and Jack.
Councilmen Staple*, Plummer and Yolk.
On Finances.—The Mayor, Aldermen
Southard and
Giddmgs, Jouncilmen Gerrlsh ol 6, Fuller and Mart.
On Judicial Proceedlngs.-Tbe Mayor, Aldermen
Bolden ana Southard, Councilmen Fessenden. Clark
*

with increased rapidity.
Exclusive territory
gold only by Snisorlptisn.
For tun particulars sender Circular.
Address,
AMERICAN PUBLISHING COMP ANT,
148 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn.
SCRANTON & BURR, Agents.
mh27d*w4tl3

WE

[FROM 00* OOBBESPOKDENT.]

buildings,
property.

and six acres of land if desired—
house,
The buildings are good and
or the entire
in good repair. The land is good and in good order.
The title elear-i-posaesmoh given at short notice.
For particulars please call on GEO. T. BLAKE,
on the premises, or on

BOOTHBAY, March 22—Ar, schs P G Haddocks,
Harris. Portland; VandnUa, Tibbetts, do; Samuel
Wonson, Hodsdon, Cape Ann for Western Banks.
Sid, Kipley Ropes, Boynton, and Allen Lewis,
Wright. Portland; Northern Chief, Love, and Montebello Wylie, do.
March 23—Ar, schs Frank Barker, Buckmaster,
Portland; Harriet, (Br) Brett, St Andrews, NB, tor

HENKY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
March g7—d3w

Boston.

1

and Gray.
On Laying Out

and

Widening

Mrdt,rS^cnhie“d

Streets.—The May“^.Councilmen

JA?n‘P«blic Buildings.—'The Mayor, Alderman G!ddmgs, Councilmen Gerrish of 1, Staples and Msthews.
On Public Instruction.—The
Mayor, Alderman
Holden, Councilmen Robinson, Fessenden and Miiliken.
On Street Lamps—Alderman
Jack, Councilmen.
York, Plummer and Gray.
On Streets, Sidewalks and
Bridges.—Aldermen
Morgan and Phinney, Councilmen Uuson, Gerrlsh ol
1 and Clark.
Joint Special Committee:
On Salaries—Aldermen
Southard, Whittemore,
Phinney and Morgan, Councilmen York, Fessenden
Plummer, Gilson, Fuller, Gerrlsh of B and Clark.
Standing Committees ol the Board

PRIME

DISASTERS.
Soh Choctaw, Mayo, from Calais for Now York,
pat back to Newport on Sunday, for repairs, having
been run into on Saturday night off Point Judith by
an unknown schr and had mainsail
split, and davits
and gaff carried away.

and Aldermen.

HHDS.
409
30 T1EKCE3.

I

CLAYED

MOLASSES,

J go brig “Moonlight,”
Central wharf, and for sale by

carnow

BALTIMORE—Ar22d, brig F W Wilson. Knight,
schs Union Flag,
Maloney, Wlscaeset;
Savann^;
ABbed
Keene, Robinson, Savannah; Silas Wright,
Adams, Wilmington, NC.
Below 23d, brig E P Sweet,
Chadbourne, from Matanzas.
Sid 23d, Ship Freeman Clark, lor Liverpool.
At Fortress Monroe 20th, brig Virginia?Thomnson
nompson,

well known Spoke and Hnb Mill of Hobbs &
Merrill, is now-offered for sale in consequence ol
the death of one of the partners. Said Mill is situa-

GJSO. S.
March

HUNT.

ill Commercial Street.

8T-<i8w_

Rare Cliance for Business,

New York.

THE

ted in West Falmouth, seven miles from Portland,
contains the best machinery in use for the business;
hat an excellent water pewer, and is favorably located for obtaining white oak and elm of the best quality, in any desired quantities. Connected with the
also,
above is a Grist Mill, with two runs of
circular saws, planing machine, &c., Ac., all m good

from

Gfddtngs,
Damages tor Grading Streets.—The Mayor, AiderSouthard and Phinney.

Drains and Sewers.—Aldermen Phinney. Morgan
Whittemore.
Health.—The Mayor, Aldermen Morgan and Whit-

and

temore.

Licenses.—The Mayor,

Southard and

Aldermen Whittemore.

Jack,

Pohce.—The Mayor, Aldermen Holden and Gid-

dlngs.

Spectai Committee:
Aid to Soldier's Families.—Alderman
IN

Mar 27—d2w*

TRINIDAD

Helen’Sands,

Sugar and

Molasses!

Q EV HHDS. Choice Muscovado SUGAR.
OU 342 Hhds. Choice Muscovado MOLASSES.
24 Tierces Choice Muscovado
•!
1 Bbls. Choics Muscovado
3 Pieces Mahogany, for sale by
H. EATON, No. 1 Central Wharf.

March 27, l«o«.—d3w"

Notice.

1

first meeting of the Colerado River NavigaPROVIDENCE—Below 25th,scbs Ottoman. Dodee
tion and Mining Company will be holden at the
and Billow, Eldridge, from Elizabethport.
i
treble
House, In the d y of Portland on WednesSid 25th, brig chas Heath,, DU,
Philadelphia; scbs day, April
11,186S, at ten o’clock
Harriet,Sawyer: Geo W Baldwin, Long,
* and Borneo,
Borneo,
J. M. STONE,
French, tor New York
NEWPOKT-Ar 24th, wh Redlngton,
H. K. BRADBURY,
Gregory
Roc xland for Richmond.
E, P, SMYTH.
Mar
Ar 21th, brig Cosmos, Parsons, Philadelphia for
Boston; Bchs Whitney Long, Hayes Baltimore for

THE

A^Jf.

Morgan,

BOARD OF MATOR AND ALDERMTCM.

The Mayor made the
following nomination*
to the Board of
Aldermen, which were 0,711firrned by the Board:
Marshal.—JOHN S. HE AID

stones;

running order.lFor particular inquire of J, S. HOBBS
or ALFRED MERRILL, at WeatFalmouth.

W^wobth.

Wa-

^j; 5MJPSS2: W.A^har^OU^:
William Foster. Charle.
HRiketL^Ja
w^GSSS?* Daniel
F. OerU, Jotham
R- nrthhhcw—*
w- Hal1’ Jonathan Meserre,
L?W
doel
W. M^l4S
Mernll, Archibald Montgomery, John Forter,

Portland;

Jos P

Ames, Winterport

lor

Wanted.

Philadelphia:

two unfurnished rooms, with board, for a
lady and two children (4 and 7) in a respectable
private lamily.
Addrt-HH D. O. D., through the Tost Office, stating
Wnefe an interview can be nad.
Mar 27—dlw#

ONE

or

Special Com-

Aid to Soldiers’

as 1st and 2d Assistants in
The Board confirmed the appoint-

Communication from the same, recommending the purchase of the Fort Sumner lot for
th$ purpose oi obtaining gravel, was referred
to the Committee on Streets, &c.
Petitions presented and referred—Of Freedom Jfash & als., for brick sidewalk on Casco
and Prospect streets; of C. K. Ladd &
als.,
for a sewer in Spruce street; of Lemuel
Bryaut
als., tor a brick sidewalk on the Ji W side
of Wilmot
street, between Cumberland and
Oxford streets; of J. T. McCobb, attorney for
Charles W. Johnson, tor remuneration for
damages to Johnson’s hack, caused by the unsale state of Canal
street; of Frank M. Smith
jor permission to keep a fish market at or near
Cumberland
and Wilmot Sts.;
J.!Je.pC0f>IH'!!lofJ *
als., for a sewer on West
State street; ot Edmund
Libby & als., tor brick
sidewalk on the north side of
Portland street.
IK COSVENTIOH.
A Convention of the two Boards was held
for the purpose of electing certain subordinate
city officers. The following were elected:
Field Drivers and Fence Viewers—Samuel
Cobb, Joseph Batchelder, Leonard Penny, Andrew L. Taylor, Thomas Wildes, Andrew Barry, James F. M.

Johnson,

Artemas

Prentiss,

James Powell, James il. liogers, Ellis Mans-

field, Thomas Tracey.
City Constable—Henry P. White.
Surveyors of Woo.: and Bark—Andrew M.
Benson, John Guilford, Benj. F. Brock.
Surveyor of Lumber—.Andrew M. Benson.
Surveyor of Mahogany and Hard Wood—
Bery. Larrabee, 2d.
The Convention then dissolved.
IN BOARD

OF MAYOR AND ALDERMAN.
4
A motion was submitted
by Alderman Wbittemore to proceed to the election of Gas A"ent.
But the Board of Common Council havin'- adjourned lie withdrew the motion.
An order was passed for
paying soldiers who
enlisted on the quota for this city since Feb.
9th, 1865, under the call of Dec. 19tli, 1864
who were engaged in active service out of the’
State and have been mustered
out, or to the
heirs of those who died in the
service, the sum
of $50 additional bounty.
An order was passed to pay the usual amount
of State Aid the present year to the families
of soldiers and sailors who had
participated in
the land or naval combats during the late war.
An order was passed to take from the files
of last year all papers referred
by that Chy
Council lo the present, and re (erring them to

the appropriate Committees.
Alderman Southard ottered an order that a
committee of three from this Board be raisefi,
to enquire into the expediency of
appointing
one or more suitable
persons to be In*i>ector3
of Flour, under the act approved Feb.
23d,
1866. The order was passed, and Aldermen
Southard, Phinney and Whiltemore were aie
pointed said Committee.
An order was passed, In concurrence, instructing the Committee on Cemeteries, <te.,
to select and set apart such lots in
Evergreen
Cemetery, not already sold or in use for other
purposes, as they may deem necessary, for the
erection of a reservoir. Adjourned.

The Fenians in Meohamos' Wyii
At 8 o’clock last evening, when the reporter
of the Press reached Mechanics’
Hall, the
building was swarming with Fenians of a 1
ages, both sexes and various conditions. The
galleries were packed with ladiee; Chandler’s
Band was in the corner of the west
gallery;
the floor was occupied by members of the

brotherhood, who had already marched
through the snow from their hall in Free
street; the aisles and stairs were crowded
from the street to the platform, and the throng
fairly overflowed into the Street. Through the
evening the F. B. sat and stood with its hat
on, and the printed placards waning visitors
not to spit on the floor were extensively disregarded, so far and often as the density of the
throng would permit
At about a quarter past eight a policeman
pushed through the crowd, followed by the
speakers of the evening, who were received
with boisterous enthusiasm, the band
playing
O no, you’ll not forget me, mother,” with the
utmost zeal. Mr. D. O’C. ODonoghue, the
Head Centre of the organization in Portland
presided, and remarked in his introductory
speech that the L R. B. would suspend Johnny Bull’s corpus,”-*** proposition which the
audience rapturously applauded, while a Celt
who stood near the platform
brought down his
bit of a stick with a
rattling blow on the dais,
immediately turning around and calling for
Order I” with the most ludicrous
gravity.
The speakers were four. Mr. P. O’N. Larkin, who has recently returned from Ireland—
young, dark haired, smooth faced, with a
square forehead, a mouth expressing much
delicacy and a pensive expression. His address was simple, direct, forcible and at times
eloquent. Mr. J. E. Fitzgerald, of Boston, a
rollicking Irishman, looking for all the world
like Henry Ward Beecher, with a light mous'
tache, and with a voice like a bull of Bashan.
Mr. Fitzgerald was wrecked on the Bohen 1,
an, but was born for rebellion and so could
not be drowned. Mr. J. J.
Crowley, of Bos-

ton, tall, thin, smooth faced, with dark hair
ami blue eyes. Mr. Crowley said James
Stephens had beaten St. Peter, for the Saint
got out

mond-Bridewell, “through eight,or nine,or
doors, with divel an angel to help.” Finally Mr. J. J. Mayberry, of Portland, after
whom the band played “ St. Patrick’s
day in
the morning,” and the public meetir g w
adjotimed at about II, to be followed by *. private joint session of the Brotherhood nd sisterhood. Messrs. George Francis 1. in out
P. A. SLnnott were expected but did
ot apless

pear. Mr. Train sent an apology.
Resolutions were adopted pledging tl e a
sembly to support Stephens and (TMabuny.
All the speakers united in asserting that
“
Stephens is still on the ould sod,” and asked
only for help to furnish 50,000 stand of arms
for the enrolled and drilled army of 200,000
men.
Contributions were very few during the
public meeting, and though bonds were offered there were no sales. Perhaps the suggestion that John Mitchell is the disbursing agent
of the Brotherhood in France, may have
checked subscriptions, and perhaps not—who
knows ? An allusion by Mr. Larkin to the assistance received from the United §tqtes dur-

ing

the last great

famine, produced the livelievening—which is saying

est sensation for the
a

good deal.

Brown’s Bronchial Troches.

—

From

Hospital,
Bent in' Barracks, near St. Louis, March
3,
1862. “Messrs. John I. Brown <Sr Son,Boston, Mass,—Use of your far-famed and most
serviceable Troche* is being made in the hospital of which I have charge, and with very
beneficial and decided results iu allaying bronchial irritation.” For Coughs and Colds the
eodlwd&w.
Troches give prompt relief.
Statuary, Ac.—The sale of the beautiful
old City Hall, will commence
at 10 o’clock this morning. Notwithstanding

Statuary, Ac., at

the storm yesterday a large number, both of
ladies and gentlemen, went to see the collection, and every one expressed, the greatest delight in viewing it. It is, without exception,
the handsomest exhibition of the kind we
hare ever h#d in this city.

A Mistake —Pox Block was not on fire
Hobert K. Smith, charle. H. WilDavid Wyman, Thomas
Wiides. William H. yester day. The crowd in the vicinity of that
Libby, Ihomas M Gleudenning, Pearl L. Greendall,
Cyrus B. Trask, Charles L. Clark, Samuel F. Dolly.
building’ was occasioned by 9 rush of people
Undertakers.—David Stillings, Ira Stilson, John to the ft 'rest City Tea Store, No.fiO
Exchange
M. Rooney, John W. Neal, James P. SkilHus, Jtseob
Quimby, Mark Wiggin. Lewis Bnnce, George A, Bfc~l Street, to buy tea, coffee, spices, sugars, Ac. •
son, Charles H. Lunt, Edwin H. Ripley, Bernard EmiJames Jordan, Caleb S. Hatch, Wffl, A. Stillings
ly,
James M. Currier, George Fessenden, Samuel C*
Persons w ishing to subscribe fbr Miss FurRundiett, Henry Bennett, Charlt s Sampson.
bish’s new book, “Flower of Liberty,” can do
Superintendent of Burials.—Lewis Bunco!
iV.

™s*.

Superintendent of Evergreen Cemetery._A. P.
Superintendent of Forest City Cemetery.—E. H.

Overseers of the House of Correction
bridge, Daniel Gould, John

so

at Short A Loring’s,
March 29—St

Exchange

street.

—tvow

ftradtSrj^'xSSSSSE;

27—dlt*W.

.Baltimore, Dix, Philadelphia fbr Boston; Redlngton
Gregory, Rockland lor Richmond; D M French.
Jonos, Boston.
In port, sch* Choctaw, Mayo, Calais for New
York;
Olive H Robinson. Bcrrv, Portland lor Baltimore;
Planet, Perry, Rockland for N ew York,

on

the Medical Director of the General

men

landing

at

and lor a

Communication of the City Engineer C. It.
Goodell, Esq., appointing Frank D. Moore and

of Mayor

CLAYED MOLASSES ! jtSES&SS?-'.fUquore-Aldermen

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO-SM 25th ult, ship B S Kimball, Dearborn, Callao; 27th, barque Oakland, Batchelder, Puget Sound.
CALVES TON —Ar 15th, seh White
Swan, Robbins, Providence.
CIIAKLESTCN-Sld 19th, sch 8 G Hart, Wall, tor

Liverpool.

ford.

given.

House and Land in Westbrook for
Sale.
have for sale a good and desirably located lot
of Land, near the Morse House, on the Graves
Hill road in Westbrook, containing 15 acres, with a
good one and. a half story House, in good repair; a
Barn, Shed, plenty good water, &c. We will sell the

by the Mayor on the part of the
Aldermen, and were joined by the
of Councilmen. They are as follows:
and

Board
On Accounts.—Alderman Jack, Councilmen Gilson and Mill ken.
Ou Bells and Clocks.—Alderman
Whittemore,
Councilmen rhillips, Mathews and Brackett.
On Cemeteries and Public Grounds —Alderman
Southard, Coum Ilmen Gerrish of 6, Fuller and Brad-

HEADLEY’S
History of the War!

Monday, March 86.

Baltimore tor Charleston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 23d, ship Jos Clark, Sherman, Liverpool; scbs Hamburg,Sprague, Mayaeuez:
Isabel Blake, Newcomb, Portland; Franklin Treat
Clark, Frank tort.
Cld 23d, barque C Dyer, Simmons, Asptnwall.
Ar 24th, brig Prentiss Hobbs, Morgan, Cardenas.
NEW YORK Ar 23d, baruqes
Otis,
Havre; Anekjackson, Sisal; Bchs Sea Foam, Griffin!
Darien, Ga; Tilt, Crosby, Beaufort NC; Mary. Sawyer, Providence.
Ar 24th, scbs Ganges, Lord,
Elizabethport for Bangor; HardBcrabble, Jones ; Defiance, KnowltonMary Langdon, Hlx, and W C Hall. HU, Rockland!
John Crocker, Lowe, Bath; Valhalla. Lord, and
Porto Rico, Wentworth, Providence.
Chi 24th, barques S W Holbrook, Small, MatanzasT K Weldon Weldon, Havana; prairie ilird,Davis
Mobile: sch Billow, Cousins, for Charleston: Marv
Brewer, Pease, Boston.
Below 25th, ships Alex Marshall, and Resolute, fin
*

Mayor

Salaries,

of prison with an angel to open the one door,
but the Head Centre had got out of Rich-

CITY AFFAIRS.

MAINE,

mh27;ltf

Portland, March IS, 1866.

of State vs. John

State Prison.

ISAAC BAKNUM,
Grand Trunk

case

prisoner was charged with breaking and entering and stealing from the store of Mr.
Mansfield, the court pronounced upon him a

A. A. HAYES, M. D.,
State Assayer.
The Public should also be apprised of the superior
location of this Spring, it being only about one-half
mile from the bridge leading from the Portland and
Boston Depot, in pleasant prospect of the city of
Portland, and where patients and visitors can enjoy
the advantages, not only of sea air, but of bathing in
sea or mineral water under the same roof.
As this mineral water contains elements of selfpreservation, passing through several strata of Manganese, it can be kept any length of time a* pure and
fresh as when first taken from the Spring, not undergoing tho slightest chemical change in taste or quali-1
ty, it must at once appear to all Mariners as the most
valuable water tb take on board their vessels, especially in long voyage3. And it can be obtained by the
barrel or quantity for this purpose-, as the Spring
flows at least one thousand barrels per day.
JE3f~Bathing Booms will be in readiness upon the
premises early this season; and while other buildings are in progress of erection, comfortable accommodations for boarding can be obtained near by the

Hp*Funeral

Swan, aged

In the

Bespeotlully,

potash.

of coun-

not be'
lieve the State would be any more ready at
the July term than they were now. The

entirely

DIED.

opposed by Mr. Putnam
claimants, who said he did

was

sel for the

dependent less on the amount of saline matter present, but more on the hind of compound. With the
chlorides ot sodium, magnesium and calcium, com:
monly
found, are crenates of iron and lime and
1
silicate of potash and soda: the whole amounting to
nine and six-tenths of one grain, in one gallon.
tree from the usual organic
This water is
matter, is saturated with nitrogen gas in solution,
ana IS cuereune very ugiu uiu <utu; auom «• v**™*
age; in this respect resembling the ClarendeU water
or Vermont. It belongs the class of gaseous waters,
with slight alkaline action, containing silicate or

*Ih Lewiston. March 19, Alfred C Bates and Frances
F Coombs ; 29th, Lucius L Buckland and Lizzie

liquors

the Court de-

Webb, County Attorney, moved for a
continuance of the case to the July term, on
tire same ground that it was continued last

Stbtset, Borrow, )
17th Jan*y, I860.)
a
remarkable Spring ewnfrom
Water
of
sample
ed by Ur. Bartel!, Was been analyzed by me, and its
composition ascertained and class determined.
It is like the "Boland Water” a medicinal water,

Leeds,

informality,

Mr.

A

In Lewiston. March 9, Virgil M
ami Nellie R Durgin, of Auburn.

ready

for this trial

tion was made for restitution of the
upon grounds of
nied the motion.

20 State

MARRIED.

to be

three years in State Prison.
In the case of Smith, claimant of the
liquors in the Bradley case, and where a mo-

of eases already too numerous to mention,
must dispel every doubt, that this water is equal, if
not superior, to any yet discovered in the United
States, with the advantage of being entirely free from
or

witness,

discharged.
Symonds,
WilliamsWebb,
State vs. George R. Ray, for stealing the
horse, sleigh 4c., of Seth B. Hilborn. In this
ease the prisoner retracted his
plea of “not
guilty”—and pleaded “guilty.” Sentenced to

cures

all noxious taste

our

was

invalids,and all others who may desire the benefits of
drinking and bathing in this medicinal water.
The chemical analysis of this water, by one of the
most scientific, accurate and popular chemists in
New: England, A. A. HAYES, M. D., State
Assayer, Boston, Mass., whose Certificate is here
and who does net hesitate to say that
] appended,
it contains several of the most valuable medicinal elements which render it extremely valuable in the re1
moval of a great variety of diseases; as well as the
practical demonstration of its wonderful efficacy in

tonic.

Feb

By

dispatches, it
be seen that the case is settled, and that
State Courts have jurisdiction.

the last term of the Coart and this one, the
counsel for the defence moved for a nol pros.,
which the Court ordeied, and the prisoner

ISAAC BAKNUM, the proprietor of Grand Trunk
Dining Booms, with much pleasure would announce
to his friends and the public, that, having beoome
ftilly convinced that the Mineral Water, issuing in
such abundance from the premises of Dr. J. D. Buzzell, of Cape Elizabeth.possesses extraordinary efficacy and powor, not only for the preservation of health,
but in the removal of disease, he has purchased of
said Buzzell, a fine lot of land, including the Mineral
Spring, and is about to erect upon the same, large
and commodious buildings for the accommodation of

SALVE

of Medicine; it is used for numberless dis-

be

will be settled.

sence

of Siloath.

The Pool

the full Court upon
of the jurisdiction

Howard 4 Cleaves for defense.
State vs. John Murphy, robbery.. The
Government having failed, through the ab-

A Spring, which ftnrits Purity and Healing power,
may well be called

BY

bU

eases, and that it is used with success we need only
refer our readers to the unlimited testimony of trav-

fective, there can

agreed to carry the case to
report, where the question
of this Court in such cases
reference to our telegraph

MINERAL SPRING.

Works like

sic MERIT.

orignal

TERM—TAPLEY, J., PRESIDING.
Monday—State vs. Solomon Elder, two Indictments, one for being a “common seller,”
and one for maintaining a nuisance. It will
be remembered that there was an
attempt to
remove this case to the Circuit Court some
days ago, but tailed for some cause. It was

As ever, yours,

GRACE’S

Manufactured by B. F. BRADBURY, Bangor,M
Agent for Portland, H. H. Hay, Druggist.
Mar 9—8Neodatw3m

to its

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
CRIMINAL

‘New Advertisements.

disposal.

COLUMN.

Cape Elizabeth Mineral Spring.
Wanted—Rooms.
Bare Chance tor Business.
Not ice—Colorado Elver Co.
Agents Wanted—Am. Publishing Co.
Prime Mol asses—Geo. 8. Hunt.
Sugar and Molasses—H. Eaton.

ship Odessa, Nichols, from
Montevideo, ar 8th, disg.
At Montevideo Jan 28, ships H E Tapley, Taplev,
Fairfield, Me., April 28, 1864.
trom Bangor, disg; Mary Bongs, Bangs, tin Cardiff,
Messrs. Seth W. Fowle & Co.
do; barques Susan A Blaistlell, Sawyer, from do, do,
Gentlemen: Seeing numerous certificates in the
Arizona, Conant, from Philadelphia; brig Virginia,
Maine Farmer endorsing the merits of that Great
from New York, disg.
Wood,
Lung Remedy, WIST Alt's BALSAM OF WILD
Ar at St Thomas 28th ult, barque Horace Beals,
1
am
induced
and
take
CHERRY,
great pleasure in
Blankenship,
liarbadoes, (and sailed 3d for Arroyo);
giving publicity to the great cure it accomplished in Utli inst, sch Annie Freeman, Reed, Guadeloupe.
my family in the year 1856. During the summer of
At Arroyo 4th inst, sch Cyrus Fossett, Hodsdon,
that year my son, Henry A. Archer, now Postmaster
far New Haven 5 days.
at Fairfield, Somerset County, Maine, was attackAr at Sagua 13tli inst, brig Wm Nichols, George,
ed with spitting of blood, cough, weakness cf ‘Baltimore.
lungs, an<l general debility, so much so that our famiAr at St John NB 18th inst, schs Alice T, Clark,
ly physician declared him 10 have a “Seated Con- and Harrie, Hunt, Portland.
sumption.” He was under medical treatment for a
T
number of months, but received no benefit from it.— »
SPOKEN.
At length, from the solicitation of himself and others,
Feb
19, lat 44, Ion. 22, ship John Clark, from LivI was induced to purchase one bottle of Wistaria Balerpool for Philadelphia.
sam of Wild Cherry, which benefited him so much I
obtained another bottle, which in a short time restored him to his usual health. 1 think l can safe’y re
commend this remedy to others in like condition, fbr
it is, I think, all ib purports to be—the great Lung
Remedy j or the times!
The above statement, gentlemen, is my voluntary
CAPE ELIZABETH
offering to you in lavor of your Balsam,and is at your

PREPARED

AliMY ITCH.
DVFONCI’9

DB.

AUCTION COLUMN.

Auction Sale—E. M. Patton.
U. S. Cotton Sale—John H. Draper.

_

can

better than any barber can do it, by using the Venetian Dye. It does not rub off or make the hair appear dusty or dead, but imparts new life and lustre.
Gives a beautiul Mack or brown, as preferred. Priee
75 cents. Prepared by A. I. MATHEWS, N. Y.
Demas Barites
Co., New York, Wholesah

Ear On Wednesday evening, 21st inst., J. F.
Pollard

Evening

NEW ADVERTISEMENT

Committee on

mittee from this Board
Families.

'Yri\L-ifradley

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Boots and Shoes—T.E. Moseley & Co.—Boston
Portland Dispensary.
Advertising Agent—0, W. Atwell.

others.

Priorto the passage of tlieorder
appointing
the Joint Standing
Committees, orders were
passed lor the appointment of a Joint Special

bis omee.
ments.

New Advertisements
To-Day.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Levee—Lincoln Hall—Wednesday

lor San Francisco, idg.
At Valparaiso 14th ult,

the
ceived by the proprietors:

VICINITY

eldoerUtre will hen ellt them nines, at well at
accommodate us, by
sending in their advertisements
at an early hour in the
day.

FOREIGN FORTS.
Sid An Smyrna 25tli ult. brig Wm Mason, Small,
Boston.
At Marseilles 6th inst, brig Olive Frances, Small,
lor New York 25th
At Gibraltar 28tli ult, barque La Ciguena, Nichols,
trom Girgenti for New York, (had lost an anchor day
before during a SW gale.)
At Honolulu 10th ult, ship Georges, Eustis. repg.
Ar at Callao 2Gth alt, ship Weste n Empiie, Crosier, Chinchas.
At Acajutia 10th inst, brig Sunny Soath, Patten,

as

—FOR—

The

Abbio, and

PORTLAND AND

BOSTON—Ar 24th, ship Herald, Gardiner, Bahia;
brigs Mecosta, Bryant, Clenfiuegos; Trindelen. Haskell, Georgetown; J 0 Nichols, Craig, Philadelphia;
schs Ocean Wave, Wazle, and Norwester, Foster,
do; Susan Taylor, Lord, Elizabethnort; Concordia,
Wheeler Rockland.
Ar 25fcn, barque Caro, Beals, Galveston ? sch East
Wind, Henderson, Cape Haytien.
Sid 25th, barque Plifiena; brig Almon Rowell.
PROVINCETOWNr-Ar 24tli, barque C B Hamilton, Pote, Caidoua* tor Portland, (and remained in
port 26th.)
SALEM—Ar 23d, sch Lizzie Guptill, Guptill, from
Rockland tor New York.
Sid 24th. sells Sarah Buck, (hom Boston) for Belfast; Lizzie W Dyer, (from do) ior Bath.
In port 25th, brig Abi*y P Fenno, from Boston for
Portland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 23d, schs Harriet Fuller, Upton, Boston tor Portland; Albatross, Arcy, do for
Keckland: Elizabeth. Gowell, do fti* Bath: Julia
Ann, Nickerson, do lor Frankfort; Lizzie Guptill,
Guptill,Rockland for New York; Banner,Hamilton,
Portland.

LOOK ! LOOK ! t
25 Tin-Type* for 50 cent*.

March 27,1866.

Tuesday Horning,

field. (New York tor Boston; sch Sedonia, Simmons.
Charleston for Boston, (with loss of dying jib and
mainsail sj lit.)
Sid, scbs Jos Long, and East Wind.
Ar 24th, adhs. GeorgiaLMcDonald, Savannah for
Camden ; ConvoyrMerrflirand E Arcularius, Jackson, New York for Boston; Richmond, Grant, Winterport for Baltimore; Mary Farrow, Condon, Portland for New York ; Union, Emery, and Gentile,
Henderson, Rocklana for do.
In port, barque Mary Elizabeth; brigs Hampden,
Walter Howes, Edwin, J W Drisko, H H McGifvery,
Frontier; schs Sedonia, Georgia, Couvoy, Elizabeth
Arcularius, Richmond, Mary Farrow, Union, Gentile, E A Conant, Koeket, Jeddie, Carnoo, Tanta-

Fop Sale.
BURIAL LOT IN EVERGREEN CEMETERY, (Westbrook.)

Portland Dispefcsary*
Tlie members of the Portland Dispensary are hereby notified that the Annual Meeting of tins institution will be held at the Dispensary Rooms, 122 I'edera
St., on MONDAY, April 2nd, at 5 o’clock P. M.
A
full attendance is requested.
AUG. S. THAYER, Secretary.
mb27sNdlw*
Portland, Mar 26, 1866.

theSwood shed.'

0/

ed.

SPECIAL

The

agree’

Masowic.—At the annual eleciion of Portland Commandery, last evening, the
following
officers were elected tor the ensuing year:

O.

origi-

an

be loaned upon mortgages, and repaid by the
magnetic,
or
electrio, or mysterious connection between
by its devel- ed it.
that
this
wealth.
and
Whether
the
finger
human heart.
oped
We have thus sketched the circumstances
capital shall be
British gold or United States greenbacks, de- under
which Mr. Lynch’s speech was deliverpends upon tbe state of our money market.— ed
and traced the
Town Elections.
if we give them the paper money of the counsubsequent history of the
ill it aimed to
try, we make every man who has a dollar of
Brunswick, March 26,1868.
defeat.
We commend the
To the Editor of the Prat:
it in his pocket interested to that ex tent iutbe speech to our
as a work
readers,
exhibiting
The annual town meeting of Brunswick
Government, and in sustaining its credit. If more of feitnful and
we drive them to
intelligent study than is came off
Europe by our inability to
to-day, and with the following reana
“ety
“me speeches called
supply them, we alienate them from us, and
“po- sults:
allow them to identify their interesls with
tlcal ” Whether his views are
correct or not
those of our enemies.
Moderator, Charles J. Gilman.
Every day's experience Mr. Lynch holds them with evident
honesty
goei to prove that our true financial policy is
Clerk, Jona. W. Forsaith.
them
and
with rare aandor
presents
to go on and provide for the
and fairSelectmen, Joseph Lunt, 2d, Augustus F.
matuiiug
obliganess.
tions of the Government, without
Many of the best financiers In the coun- Cox, John L. Swift.
contracting
or disturbing the
currency of the country
Treasurer, Ai Brooks.
try hold diametrically opposite views, Some
which is the life-blood of its commerce.
On account of the storm the meeting was
Let but not so many, practical financiers
it alone, and it will flow where it is
wanted
with him. It would seem from the action of thin, and the opposition showed no fight, and
and find ample field for employment.
Let us
ran no ticket.
confer no authority upon the
The gentlemen elected are all
Secretary to con- Congress, that the policy of contraction Is
tract this currency; its conj-action
X.
should about to prevail, and we trust and hope, as good men and true.
neither be threatened by the Government nor
we doubt not Mr. Lynch himself
that
hopes,
the
A
apprehended by
Word of Commendation.
people.
his
iorebodings of disaster will prove unfound- To the Editor the
annual crops ot the couutry and

NOTICES.

front

note

Edward Lunt of San Francisco, formerly
of Eastport, has been sent to the iusane
hospital-crazed by spiritualism.
W~Thc Bangor Times is becoming as “radical” as anybody’s paper, declaring with great
spirit in its Saturday issue, that the provisions
of the civil rights bill must abstractedly command the President's approval, “unless he has
indeed become false to the great truths he sub-

the cur-

rency at all.

wa,

37,028,883

policy

tyThe Bangor Whig publishes

a

Mr. Geo. A. Thatelier of the Bangor Custom
House, to the Collector of the Port, resigning
his office “in order that an opportunity may be
offered to fill the vacancy with some competent
soldier,” aud recommending Col. A. B. Farnham.
The Bangor Whig reports that arrangements have been made with the contractors for
the building of the European & North American Bail road, by which
work will bo commenced at the Amerioan end of the line sometime before the first of
No

fer upon the Secretary of the Treasury, but

Io-

Kansas, MioliiMinnesota,
gau,
Ohio, and Wiscon7,881,028
sin,
Delaware, Kentucky,
Maryland, Missouri, and District of
3,212,041
Columbia,
Louisiana, Tennes-

the

extensive powers as the bill

percaplta.

Now

Jersey.
Illinois, Indiana,

all Four Pages.

dowo.

94,
19J9,
The ratio of circulation to the property oi
the country, estimating the increase at the
same ratio as from 1860 to I860, would be as
follows: iu
Percent.
1885, about
2 3-4

1870,

on

in advance.

Lynch’s speech, which we lay before
durour readers this morning, was delivered
bill recoming the session at which the loan
mended by Secretary McCulloch was voted

$f«

1

per year

Mr. Lynch on the Loan Bill.

Per caDita.

Jl

1871,
188),

the

$8 fOO

Mr.

wholesouthern country.
Leins now see how the present circulation
of the country will be affected by its natural
increase in population.
The total amount of currency in circulation
October 81,1885, was, according to the repori
of the Secretary ot the Treasury, (exclusive of
compound interest notes) $704,218,083, or
abjut$li) 82 per capita for the people of the
United States. This amount would be reduced

iucroasing population in

—

Reading Matter

railroads, canals and factories; in replacing
our lost shipping, and in opening up the vait
mineral wealth of the nation; and in rebuilding aud iumishing the sinews of trade to the

by

March 27,1866.

The daily xxsxte of the Press is larger than the com'Vied circulation of all the other dailies in the city.

strongest evidence of financial statesmanship
and business ta.ent if that wealth is so applied
to the prosperity of the country.
as to add
Our currency then hnds its proper use in developing our vast resources; in building new

our
ratio: m

PRESS,

PORTLAND.

SPECIAL

ITEMS OP STATE MEWS.

Webbtkb’s Vegetal'Ie Hair Invigorator nevfails, and warranted to restore gray hair to
its original color and softness. Call at Crosman A Co.’s and
get a bottle of the genuine
er

Kitw\v^B°rgehA'
BS23fSfy?SH
D. Lunt,Daniel DadRv'1li.oT,o;,?mf^l,?In,t:i,,lrlc8
MiW°D-

Jainf JorSjpfelWUliama^JaaiesP.Skillins,
dan, Cafeb S. Hatch, 9» C. Rundiett, Samuel Cobb,
s

Maldou

Akers, J. A. Simpson, J. W. Smith,
Stillings, Charles Lewis, Henry P. White.

V

7m.

a!

Men*8 Rubber over shoes 31,20; women’s
90 cts.; misses 70 cts. per pair, at Hall’s Rubber Emporium, 147 Middle St.
tf,

--—.-1—

The Hampton Hoads Conference—Letter from
Secretary Seward to Mr. Adams.
New Yoke, March 26.
a letter from SecreThe Tribune

BY TELEGRAPH,

publishes
tary Seward to Minister Adams, dated Feb. 7,
1366 which, aftera lengthy account of preliminary matters long since known, gives the following account of the famous Hampton Road

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

Tuesday Morning,

March 27, 1866.

interview:

“On the morning of the

IMPORTANT DECISION.

attended by the

Internal Revenue License no Protection
for the Sale of Liquors Contrary to State
Laws,
Washington, March 26.

United

Mr.

protection

i

spirituous

is waged, and mutual direction of efforts of the Government as
well as those of the insurgents to some extrinsic policy or scheme tor a season, during
which passion might be expected to subside,
and armies to be reduced, and trade aDd intercourse between the people of both sections
resumed.
It was suggested by them that
through such postponement we might now
have immediate peace with some not very certain prospect of an ultimate satisfactory adjustment ot political relations between this
Government and the States, section or people
now engaged in conflict with it.
This suggestion, though deliberately considered, was nevertheless regarded by the
President as one of armistice or truce, and he
announced, “We can aggree to no cessation or
suspension of hostilities except on basis of
disbandment of the insurgent force and restoiation of national authority throughout ail
all the States in the Union.”
Collaterally and in subordination to the proposition that was thus announced the antislavery policy of the United States was reviewed in all its bearings, and the President
announced that he must uot be expected to depart from the positions he had heretofore assumed in his Proclamation of Emancipation
and other documents, as these positions were
reiterated in his last annual message. It was
further declared by the President that complete restoration of national authority was an
indispensable condition of any assent on our
part, to whatever form of peace might be pro-

separation, upon which

li"

Wabhinoton, March 20.
SENATE.

to a question of privilege,
ami moved to amend the journal of Friday by
striking Mr. Stockton’s name from the vote,
deciding his case.
This gave rise to a lengthy discussion, in
which Messrs. Sumner, Trumbull, Johnson,
Sherman and Davis participated.
Mr. Stockton explained at considerable
length his position, and the reasons inciting
him to vote in his own case, and concluding
by withdrawing his own vote, which the Chair
decided ^e could not do.
After a lengthy debate, which consumed the
whole session, a motion to postpone until
Thursday, pending which the Senate adjourned.
rose

HOUSE.

The resolutions offered last Monday by Mr.
Rogers, in regard to federal and rebel debts,
came up as the first business in order in the
morning hour.
Mr. Rogers spoke in support of them, consuming the whole hour.
Mr. Dawes suggested to Mr. Rogeistoadd
the ten commandments to his resolution.
The resolution goes over, and will remain
open to debate until disposed of.
The morning hour having elapsed they were

The President assured the other party that
while he must adhere to these positions, he
would be prepared so far as power is lodged
with the executive to exercise liberty. His
power is limited by the Constitution, and
when peace should be made, Congress must

Mr. Grinnelt introduced a bill to establish a
in the
to the

Manufactures.

The Richmond party

a letter from the

Speaker presented
Secretary of the Treasury transmitting the
annual report of the Superintendent of the Uu
S. Coast Survey for the year 1865. Tabled
and ordered to be printed.
Mr. Elliot offered a resolution to print 6,000
copies. Referred.
The Speaker also presented a letter from the
Secretary of the Navy, transmitting a report
in reply to a resolution as to the cost to locate
the coal and naval station at Canton, near
Baltimore. Tabled and ordered to be prin ed.
Mr. Moorehead presented joint resolutions
of the Legislature of Pennsylvania, urging
the repeal of the tax on crude oil or petrole
um.

Mr. Kelley offered a resolution, which was
adopted, requesting the Secretary of the Treas-

crease.

After considerable debate the House refused
to suspend the rules to allow the motion to
be reconsidered, the vote being 43 to 50.
The Speaker thereupon announced the appointment of Mr. Washbume, of 111., and Mr.
Wilson, of Iowa, as the two additional mem-

bers.

then informed

were

tbatiCongress had, on the 31st ult., adopted
by a! constitutional majority a joint resolution
submitting to several States a proposition to
abolish slavery throughout the Vnien, •and
that ther'e'is every reason to expect it wili scion
bs accepted by three-fourths of the States, so
to become part of the national organic laW.:
The Conference came to an end by mutual
acqihesceiSie, without procuring an agreement
of views upon the several matters discussed,
or apy of them.
Nevertheless, .it is perhaps
of spme importance that we have been able to
submit our opinions and views directly to
prominent insurgents and to hear them answer in a courteous and not unfriendly manner.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Referred.

ury to communicate the relation of the
trade with the Provinces in British North
America, and especially Canada in 1854 and
1865 respectively, the value being estimated in
go.d, and specifying what proportion of such
trade was with the United States, and what
articles in any were exclusively exported to
the United States. Also, the tariff laws now
in force in Canada, with a statement of the
nature and extent of the changes made therein since 1854. Also, the returns of the Canadian canals for 1865, illustrating their value
and importance of the free navigation of the
l-iver St. Lawrence to American commerce, together with such general information brought
down to the present time as may be in his
possession, and may assist in coirectly estimating the trade resources of said Provinces, and
their relations to trade and productions of the
United States.
Mr. Stevens introduced a bill to authorize
the building of a military and postal railroad
from Cumberland, Md., to Pittsburg, Pa. Referred to the Committee on Military and Postal Roads.
On motion ot Mr. Stevens, two members
were directed to be added to that special committee.
Subsequently Mr. Thomas called up, assuming that tbe increase of the committee would
bring up all the matter already decided by it,
moved to reconsider the vote ordering the in-

Flour—State and Western dull and heavy; comState at 6 60 @
mon 5 (3> 10c lower; sales 4,600 bbls.
8 00. Round Hoop Ohio at 810 @ 11 00. Western at
6 60 @8 00. Southern unsettled; sales 800 bbls. at
15c lower.
8 65 (oj 15 50. Canada 10
Wheatr—dull and heavy, and common 1 @ 2c lower;
Milwaukee
Club, No 1165;
Milwaukee Club, old, 160;
Amber Michigan, new, at 170; White Western at

Corn-quiet; sales 37,600 bushels Mixed Wastem

at 73 vjg 75c.
Oats—a shade

firmer.

Wm. H. Sewabd.

!

From

Washington.

.'rt- > j
Washington, March 26.
The Supreme Court decided to-day the ease
of Noah and others of the Board of Assessors
of Albany, at the suit of Van Allen and others.
The question was whether the shares of
stockholders in the National hanks can he subjected to taxation by State authorities. Associate Justice Nelson delivered the opinion of
the Court, holding that shares held by individuals are not part of the capital of tiie hank,
and must be regarded as personal property of
shareholders, and as such subject to taxation
by the State, but that the judgment of the
Court below must he reversed, on the ground
that therr was a discrimination between the
shares of these banks and the capital stock of
State banks.

Chief Justice Chase lead

ion, not being able to concur
the power claimed, which
mode of

taxing

a

minority opin-

that

a

State had

was an indirect
National securities, which

authorized or intended to be authorized by Congress.
In the cases of Cutting and Fisk and others, tbe Court held that a broker is chargeable
on purchases of securities made on his own
account and for his own benefit, the same as
on his commissions when purchasing for othwere

not

ers.

The trial of L. C. Baker for robbing Mrs.
I Cobb of $2000, commenced to-day.
There was a

|

Rico—quiet.

Sugars-dull; sales 100 hhds. Porto Rico at 13};
Muscovado at 10}c; 130 boxes Havana at 11}.
Coffee—dull; sales 338 pockets Singapore at 24c in
gold.
Freights

to

Liverpool—quiet; Cotton |d.
Cincinnati Markets.

Cincinnati, March

26.

Flour tending downward. Wheat dull. Whiskey
dull at 2 25 in bond. Mess Pork at 24 50. Lard dull
at 15c.

Gold 124.

New York, March 26.
Second Board.—Stocks dull and heavy.
Amei ican Gold.^25}
United States 10-40,..,.,......
91}
Treasury 7 3-10...... 99} @ 100}
Missouri Sixes.
72}
Virginia Sixes.66

From

Mexico.

Matamoras, March 10,)
via New Orleans, March 26. J
Two engagements have taken place at Pa-

ras, Northern Mexico.
The Liberals under Moranzo were defeated
by Gen. Donay. The Liberals, reinforced by
Trevo, afterwards attacked the French under
Baron Du Briar, who was killed with 100 men
except four who were captured.
Gen. Donay was afterwards beseieed in the
Paras Church with filly men, but held out until reinforced.
Baron Du Briar and his company were recently stationed at Matamoras, and there is
great mourning among the French in the city
at his loss.
Fenian Mata Meeting.

Hartford, Conn., March 26.
The Fenians held this evening in Allyn
Hall, one of the largest and most enthusiastic
meetings ever held in this city. Speeches
were made by Gen. Sweeney, Col. John Warren, Captain Montague and others. Albyn S.
Stillman, of Harttord, presided. Subscriptions
to the cause were taken on the spot, and upwards of $1600 received.

The formation of a

local military organization

was

commenced.

Consul Abbot, at Sheffield, wr ites that the'
fanners who at first opposed extreme measures, now demand the most vigorous nreas* f
vms. i
J?
S
jlI
The Commissioner of Agriculture has furnished Congress with a brief history of the
cattle plague, which is officially declared to be
identical with the rinderpest and with the fetal muriam of 1846. It is shown that in 1S62
it destroyed 15,000 of the 296,000 cattle attacked; in the Austrian Dominions in 1863, it overrun Hungary and other Austrian dependencies, killing from 65 to 98 of those attacked.
Of the herds exposed the number attacked
The number that
was at first 44 per cent.
died was in November 43 per cent, and at the
cent.
But the number
last of January 60 per
killed, which was 30 per cent. In November,
was but 13 per cent. Jir January; and In November 5 per cent, recovered, and in January
11 per cent.
The English cattle are found less capable of
resistance to the disease than the Dutch. No
reliable specific or mode of treatment is re-

ported.

A copy of the new cattle
plague law of England is communicated, aud Congress appealed
to for a law under which rigorous measures
could be applied to in case of its introduction

into this country.

26*
The Commercial’s Washington despatch
the
before
Reconstruction
late
testimony
Bays

Committee will be sent in to-morrow. Information in the State Department shows that
the entire rebel strength of the Mississippi on
the 4th of Feb’y. 1865, was 102,000, and west
of that river, 40,000. Lee’s army was 64,000.
Hood lost 20,500 in the Tennessee campaign.

New \ okk. March 26.
The Cdmmercial’s article says money continues

abundant; rates unchanged.
Exchange dull; prime bankers’ sterling 107g @

....161}
Read’ng.
Michigan Southern .....im...
80}
Chicago and Rock 1 slaud......: 118}

icky

May coupons

Obsequies of Gen. Williams.
Augusta, Me., Mar. 26.
Appropriate funeral obsequies took place
this afternoon over the remains of the late
Maj. Gen. Seth Williams, of this city.
Arrest

of Counterfeiters.

Louisville, Ky., March 25.
Four Italians were arrested this morning
having in their possession $14,000 counterfeit
bills of different denominations.

are

Boothbay, March 25,*1865.)
Hon. I. Washburn, Jr., Collector of Customs
Portland, Maine,

Sir:—1 would respectfully report that while
standing to the Westward this morning, discovered a wreck on Glover’s Rock, off Cape
Small Point, Stood close in as was prudent,
and endeavored to communicate, but could
not on account of the high sea. The wreck
is ev dently au English schooner; was lumber
loaded: is high on the rock dismantled, with
deck load discharged. The crew have built a
shed. They made no signal of distress. X
presume they have saved the vessel’s stores.
As soon as practicable I will communicate
with the crew of the wreck, and tender what
assistance that may be in my power.
Yen? respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
John A. Websteb, Capt.

Woodward & Chase’s Patent Prepared
Paste, of which a box has been presented us
by the agents for Maine, Messrs. A. & S. Shurt
leff, we have found upon trial to be the best
article of paste we ever used. It goes about
one-third further than any other kind we have

is better for all purposes for which we
paste, and comes cheaper. Besides, it will
keep longer without souring. It is a valuable

Chicago

Signs of the China•

Halifax March 26.
IIP. M-—No signs of the steamship China
from Liverpool 17th inst., tor Boston,

Markets,

..

—

Weekly

Hank

Statement.
New York, March 2g.
Increase in loans, $923,149; decrease in specie, $1,069,591; decrease in circulation, $59,615; increase in

deposits, $429,538;
269.

increase in

legal tenders, $1,093,-

Just

NO. 1,

53^*The Salt Lake Vedette Says

:

“We have

information from good authority that Brigham
Ybung recently announced, in grand council,
his unalterable determination to stand or foil
by polygamy. It was ordered that all church
officials should forthwith be instructed to promulgate this fact, and urge by every means the
Immediate compliance

to be required, and those who failed or refused were
to be Informed that the church disowned them
—all mustbecome polygamists or be no longer
recognized as among the faithfulthey must
do this for the sake of
not

Brigham,

was

fc8f”The London

Orchestra says of Mile. Parecent appearance in the representation

df “Elijah,” that the reception accorded her

“fully endorsed the encomiums passed on her
by American audiences.”
63F-“A Worm Protector,” designed to capture and kill the worms which annually infest
the trees of forests, and parks and fruit trees,
has been invented by F. K. House of Connecticut. It consists of a tin screen of bell shape,
which is to be soldered around the tree and
suspended on an india rubber hand that fits
the bark closely. Under the expanded edge of
the screen and concealed, there is a receptacle
for oil. The worms in their ascent cannot pass
the “protector,” but are likely to fall into the
oil. This invention has been tested, it is said,
with the best results; and it will be likely to
supersede the use of the ropes and bands of

Meeting
CHANGE Will
TIIE
Annual

Leathe

GORE’S

&

PORTLAND,

March 20—dtl

NATIONAL BOOK should be seen
one who would have a

preciating Portland community.
The original Poems are from the pens of George W.
Curtis, Miles O’Reilly, B. P. Shillaber, Phoebe Cary,
Mrs. Ann S. Stephens, David Barker, Charles K.
Tuckerman, H. W. Longfellow, O. W. Holmes, R. W.
Emerson, Bishop Burgess, Julia Ward Howe, and

30th.

Mar 24—iseodtd

“Forest City Sug^r Refer. Co.”
undersigned, two of the Corporators named
in the Charter granted by tbe Legislature ot tills
Stale, to the “Forest City Sngar Refining Company,”
hereby give notice that a meeting of tbe Corporator)
of said Comprny will be hcldatthe Counting Room
of T. C. Hersey, 1691 Commercial (at the Comer ol
Union St.,) in flits City on Tuesday, April loth, 1600.
at 3 o’clock P. M., to act on the acceptance ot said
Charter; For organization, and the transaction of
any other business that may legally come belore

THE

The subscribers to the Capital Stock of said
Company are requested to meet at the same time and

place.

}

T." C.' HERSeV, Corporators.

Among its many-beautiful illustrations we notice
“THE EAGLE OF CORINTH,” the Poem by HENRY W. BROWNELL. Another, the drawing ol the
CANE, once belonging to our late lamented President,

Our White

mh26td

EJWPLOYMENT.

AA PER month—agents WANTED by the Auburn Publiahing
every township, to Mil their valuable
Book. for the People, including the LATEST

51)1UU
in

E. G.

One Price!

and

at

One

Only!

JJ

Shawls l

At jV<». 94
And

CALL

Exchange Street,
for

See

Yourself.

~~MAR1NE~INSURANCE.
made

with

Boston, representing

a

§25,000.000.
VESSELS,

to

effect insurance

CARGOES, and

on

IN ALL ITS FORMS.
From our large experience in matters relating to
Marine Insurance, we feel confident of being able to
satisfy all who may favor us with their business.

Wc shall also continue the

DAVIS

&

MARSH

A.

choicest edibles in the market,
AT AUL HOURS, from 5 A. M. to 10J P. M.
Wedding Parties and families furnished with
every variety of Cakes, Confectionery. IceCream and

AND DEALER IN

HAY, GBAIH and OQUNTBY PBODUCE!
I give special attention to the sale of Eastern Hay
for cargo or car load. Having had several year’s experience in the retail Hay business in Boston, T have
an extensive acquaintance with all dealers in the city
and vicinity, and have facilities for quick and profitable sales superior to most others, and assure all oi
ready sales and PROMPT RETURNS.
All kinds ot Country Produce sold at the best market rates.
Cash advances made on consignments.
Office.
32 South Market Street. Boston.
Mar 21—lm

Pear

Meats.

ALSO,

Pear

Trees !

same

building.

WILLIS,
I. WASHBURN, Jr.
Mar 17—d3w—

their heirs, who have received
or less; all soldiers, or their
heirs, who have not received any bounty whatever;
all soldiers who have been in the three and nine
months services, and all soldiers who have been promoted, will find it to their advantage to call on us
and make arrangements to obtain

ALLbutSoldiers,
$100 Bounty

ADDITIONAL

Notice.

Executor, Administrator, Trustee, or otherwise, as
on the first day of April next; and they are requested to be prepared to make oath to the truth of said
lists.
Any person who neglects to comply with this notice, and who thus assigns to the Assesors the unpleasant duty of dooming him, will thereby be barred of his right to make application to the County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes, unless
he makes it appear that he was unable to offer such
lists at the time appointed as aforesaid.

J3P" Applicants by mail should enclose

a

Stamp.

No Charge t alcs* Successful*

RLARMOR
88

As SAWYER,
Exchange Street.

Portland, March 2G—dtf

Made

Ready

Agents far

■j

ueaov selling the VERT BEST OF COAL
for Cooking Stoves, Parlor Stoves and Furat

mh20

Ton, Delivered.
RANDALL, McALLISTER & 00.,
Per

BO Commercial Street.

STEAM

£ff~ For full par-

STORKE, Auburn, N. T.

I. O. O. F.
GENERAL attendance
the members of the
Main# Lodfe, No. 1,1. O. O. F. ft rtfcuested at
tlieir Lodge Room, next Monday Evening, at 7|
o’olock, as business of importance is to come before

A

_

H. C. BARNES, Secretary.
Portland, March 20, I860.—dtd

Boilers, &c.,

Molasses!

Middle

St,,

PORTLAND, ME.

Mar 12—d&wtf

-----—-—

DENTAL

at

HHDS. | Muscovado Molasses, cargo
328
35 TCS.
f Brig
Law, landing
Allen,"
tor
Central wharf,
by

Office over the Post Offioe, 3d Story,

PORTLAND, MAINS.
Mar 21—d&wGrn

N OTIC E.

DR. CHARLES N. PIERCE,
announce to his friends and the
that he has formed a copartnerwith Dr. JOSIAH HEALD, (256
Congress Street.) where he will be happy to meet
bis former friends and customers who may need the
services of a Dentist.
For the last ten years DR.
PIERCE has had a large experience In the preservation of the natural teeth, and willmaxe this branch
of tbe business a speciality in future.
It is a fact well known to Dentists, that more than
one-ball ot the teeth that decay and perish could be
saved if a competent Dentist wore consulted in sea-

Would

^public

a new

method of Plugging Teeth, tar

su-

perior tothat formerly practised, which is now being
adopted by the profession generally.
mhl9tf
Portland, March 1, 1866.

SUGAR
S’

ga'r
50
400 HHDS.

30 TIERCES,
sale by

AM_MOLASSES.
NEVV
1 New

MUSCOVADO 8D“

Crop Clayed Molasses,
from brig “Neva,

j landing

now

for

“Frank E.
and
sale

at

Mareh 23—d3w

ot

now

GEO. S. HUNT,
111 Commercial St.

ed

at 9

o'clock. Clothing check-

free.

TO

SHIP

Will

give a Grand

Concert

one

hour before Dancing!

March 26—dtti

Mir

FAIR !

GRAND

Axes,
Blankets,
Bed-Sacks,
Coats,

the

Weik

EITEN8IVE and PEREMPTORY SALE OP

Lineu,

CITY

Ae„

be tonnd at

LADIES’ EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
Mrs, Southgate Boyd, Chairman.
Mrs. James E. Fernald
Ms. K1 bridge Bacon,
Mrs. J.©.Carroll,
Mrs. Allred Dyer,
Mrs. A. B. Winslow,
Mrs. Ira J. Batchelor,
Mrs. James M. Churchill, Mrs. George Head
Miss Mary P. Goddard,
Mrs. Charles Clark,
Mrs. Joseph W. Dyer,
Miss Mary J. E. Clapp,
Mrs. Okas. W. Richardson,Miss Marcia H.Weodbury,
Mrs. J. F Miller,
Miss Maria Greely,
Mrs. Colin E. Cross,
Miss Kate Libby.
Sirs. Levi Morrill,
Mrs, Southgate Boyd,
gentlemen’s executive Committee :
Darius H. IngraJiamt CY,airman.
Charles Richardson, Treasurer.
Col. Charles B. Merrill,
Charles H. Haskell,
Col. John M. Brown,
Joseph W. Symands,
Charles H. 1'ilng,
Major E. B. Hduehtou,
A.
W.
Major
Bradbury, p. F. Corser,
Capt. Henryjnman,\JSA,George O. Gosse,
Cant. Geo. W. VerrilL,
Albert Q. Leach,

JotoMi;
W. H. Clapp,
St. John Smith,
A.

George I.

Swetu

CO., Philadelphia,

Middle Street.

I

three-storv Brick House Na. 70, corner o'
Danforth and Tate Streets. It has all the mod
ern improvements and is in excellent condition.
The bouse can be examined any (kay.
For terms, &c., applv to
HUFDS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland, Noy. 8, 1865.-istf

SUConsc?ous

that the class for whom we now labor
have not been uneuted tor previous to the close of the
has done
war, but that the City, as a Government,
charity has bestowed its
what it could, and
been reduced
aUkkiations, yet have they sometimes
toertremities such as we do not want our soldiers
families to suffer. We hope through the concert of
sympathy and action for th(rsc poor, that they may
eventually be aided into a comfortable maintenance
of
tlwMbre we ask yov. kl»d benevo-

them*4ve»i

Weask of you to look over vonrstockol merchandise and soe what you cun willtaghrtfvo U> us. W«
shall be grateftil fbr Where ter you may send. The article that may seem of little value to you, may be
saade of pecuniary value to the Fair, or converted to
We
thte
use for those for whom wo ask It.
appeal to dealers in an kmas or merchandise, an*d
would give notice that one or two ladles will bo at
Room No. 10, City Bulldlne, every afternoon from 3
to 6 o’clock, to reeeive donations and make arrange,
Par Order, ;
menu for work.

precept

\SILK

HATS!

SUPER EXTRA KERSEY HATS.
“NEW

BLOCK.

XSTKOl>xrCM> BT

A L D Ji IC K,
fashionable hatters,

COOK

&

FOR SALE

BY

Brothers.

Shaw

!

ALSO,

All the Latest Styles

FANCY

HATS !

me

on

OLIVER GOODWIN.

and altend the opening.
E. M. PATTEN.

Valuable Eatate at Auction.
Court

to License from the Probate

for the County of Cumberland, I shall sell at
PURSUANT
auction,
SATURDAY, the 31st day oi
the
Sublic
larch next, at 11 o’clock in the forenoon,
all the real estate whereof Sumner Fogg,
de of said Portland, died slozcd and possessed.
Sremises,
Said estate is situated
Straet, in said
on

on

on

Spruce

One parcel contains two large Dwelling
Houses, each containing twelve finished rooms, one
of them being on the corner rf Emery and Spruce
Streets, both well supplied with excellent water, sad
in all respets pleasant and convenient; underneath
is a capacious S'ore, well an anged, and as a stand
for tte Grocery and Provision business has few equals
in the city. The lot has a frontage on Spruce street oi
treet of about 116 feet.
abont 73 feet, and on Emery
There is a mortgage on it of $2,000 given Oct. 7, 186$,
to David Hall, the interest on w hieh L as been paid up
to Oct 7,1864; also, another mortgage on which is
claimed to be due $347 and interest from Oct 7, 1864.
The other parcel adjoins the above, has a frontage
on Spruce street of about 87 feet, and has a depth ot
About 106 ieet, having a small stable thereon, and is
subject to a mortgage given to Isaac Goding and
wife, Nov. 14th, 1858, on which there is due a balance
of about $200 more or less.
The equity of redemption oi the first parcel will be
sold subiect to the right of widow’s dower in sold
equity, (she having relinquished her dower in said
first named mortgage], and of the latter subject to her
right of dower in the entire lot.
The property may be examined at any day. and presents an unusual attraction for investment or personal occupancy. The sale will be absolute, and the
Portland.

CAROLINE FOGG, Administratrix.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
Feb 26,1866.mbSdtd

Sale

Auction

One Hundred Eligible House
Lots, in Cape Elizabeth

;

In the portion oalled South Portland,—three
Minutes Walk from the Perry Wharf.

5th,

THURSDAY, April

1§66.

POSITIVE—NO POSTPONEMENT—To
THE HIGHEST BIDDER.
rP"No Underbidding ar Reservation.

THURSDAY, the 5th day of April, 1CC«, at
eleven o’clock A. M.. we shall sell at Public Auction at the Merchants’ Exchange, in Portland, one
hundred house lots, situated on Pickett Street and
Broadway. In tne town ot Cape Elisabeth, at South
Portland, so oalled, being lots numbered
Block No. 19, Lots No. 31,32,33,31,36,36.
31,32,33,34,35,36.
*0,
“
«
21, «
31,32,33,34,36,38.
u
29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34.
22, .<
«
..
ja
29,30,31, 32, 33, 34.

31,32.
32.33,34,36,36.

24,

»<

25,
38,

3, ♦, 5, 8.

36,
<.

..

•*’

1, i, 3,

••

V‘

4.

6, 6,9,10. U, 12,

13,14,15,10 if, li, 19,

39(

«

40,
«,
42,

«

«

•»”

“
«

21,

20.

22.
4

5) 5, g, 28, 29, 30, 81,
8:, 33, 34, 49, 60, M, 82,
53. 64, 66, 66.
1,2,3,4, 5,6.
2

3,4,6.0,7, A
3,4,5,6,7,8.

of said premises. The lots are twenty Ira
feet wide and one hundred It. deep.(two may be purchased together) and are very desirable tor gentlemen doing business in the city, as they are easily apand are at a distance
land or

on a

plan

proached by
from

water,
any manuiacturtng establishment.

_

PickeK St. IS aofeet, and Broadway W0St.tret wide.
Pickett

Entrance to Broadwhv lots trom
,%ahe sale
vale sales.
10 per t

wvlthm eighteen mourns alter the purchase. In aconecortain sketchto be
will he refunded.
half of the purchase money
The tide will be made perfect and th* deed must
after the sale.
h« lak. n within ten days
Plans and specifications may be seen at the ofllea
34 Exchange St., or by
No.
A
Willis
Son,
of Wru.
calling on Uemauun W. Pickett, at Perry village,

exhibited,

Cspe

Elisabeth.

WM. WILLIS A SON._
BENJAMIN W. PICKETT,
Agents.
HENRY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.
March 1—2tawto mar29thendtd

Horsey Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,
AT AUCTION!
shall sell Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Robes,
Harnesses, Ae..
Every Saturday at 11 w'elock A. M.«
At Forest City Stable, ootner Federal and Lime Sts.,
where Carriages can be stored and Horses boarded II

WE

regard

Kmruud^er?Ld held without

to

weather..

IN
March 1G—d2w

ALL COLORS.

BAILEy * c#

>

AttettoMw.

Dec 14—dtf

For Sale.

GREAT VARIETY OF

#500.00 Reward
he rehy offered for the recovery of the money and
ISap’prt
ihension of the thief who stole $2000 from
Boys’ and Youths’ Hats and Caps,
at Danville Junction R. R. Station,
Monday,
_

sale,

March 26—dtd

LADIES’ EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

A

Marc/i 21.-dlw*

stock previous to

boston,

FOR MEN'S AND BOYS' WEAR,
And w’ ill be pleased to receive orders for same.
March 16,1S66.
mhlTdGw

March 19.

Doeskins, Beavers, Cassiineres, Satinets, Vestings,&c.
CyLadics are particularly invited to look at this

Mar 21—tl

87 MIDDLE ST.,
prepared to SHOW AN ELEGANT STOCK

oi’
AH’S
Spring; Goods

continuing
previous

private

K.Shurtlefl,

BVILDEB8 !

SOUTHERN PUNE LUMBER.

EsettttUve Commutes of-the
FAIR, to commence on the ad M'
an appeal to the MerApril,
chants of Portland to aid them In the enteroriie m
which they have enlisted. They oak it with the thorconstantly
ough understanding of how liberally and and
o) how
vou have given during the last five years,
freely you respond at pH time* to tha needs of the

Super Extra

MERCHANT TAILORS,

Friday, March 30, at 10 A. M. and 3 P. ¥.,
And
dailv, morning and afternoon, until
every lot is sold. Goods will be open tor examination
to sale. The public are invited to examday
ine the goods, and they will find it the best linen
stock ever ottered in this city by auction.
It will consist in part of 10, 11 and 13-4 Linen
Sheetings, 5-4 Pillow Cases Linen. 100 Pieces Linen
Shirtings, 500 White and Brown Linen Table Covers
oi everv size and quality; Napkins, Doylies, Toweling ana Crashes; Extension Cloths ot every size, the
finest good* import ed; 7 and 8-4 Brown and Bleached Table Linen by the yard, suitable for hotels or
boardinghouses; Ladies and Gents flue Linen Cambric Hdkis; Hosiery Gloves, Drt ss Goods, Balmorals,
Empress Cloths, together with many other roods too
Also Broad Cloths,
numeious to particularize.

ON

Merchants of Portland!

JohnB. Brown,
A.

mence on

SALE

Appeal

TBUSTEES:

George F. Emery,
gy Further particu'ars hereafter.
Tickets for the Week $1.60; Single Ticket, 26 cents
each, or Five fo-. $1.00.
For Bale at C/.-osman * Co’s, Lowell & Senter s
Short* Lori; j»>8, Hall L. Baris’, Thoa. G. Luring,
and at Geyer * CalefPe.
March It*

every article will he (old without the least regard to
coat, and every lot warranted perfect. Sale to com-

—or—

at the

Unjder the Direction of the following, via

he.

teims cash.

City Hall, present

3

Goods,

'Will be told at Auction, without the leaat reteive,
Thia stock will cover some
Inlott to tuit buyers.
Twenty Thousand Dollars in purchase money, and

Ladies
THESOLDIER’S
at

HE .A. L L

Dress

Woolens,

White and Printed Cottons,

-TO THE-

Commencing

Tents—wall.
Trowsers, sc., Ac.
HENRY INMAN,
Capt A A. Q. M., U. S. A.

EDWARD M. FATTEN, Awetieweer,
He, 1H £xchanfe Street.

Mar 24—d4w

Who were Residents of this City.

Mosquito Bars,
'JVnts—common,
Tents—shelter,

Mag 23—dtd

the celebrated manufactory of

An

DECEASED SOLDIERS,

K napsack s,
Mess Pans,

Drums,
Hats,

CASSIMERE

PERRY, 151

Haversacks,

Canteens,
Can p Kettles,

ALSO.

A

Quartermaster's Office, U. 8. A.)
Augusta, Madti,
}

March 23d, 1846. )
T> Y direction of the War Pepartmert, I shall sell
J3ut public auction, at Augusta, Maine, on FRIDAY, the 30th day ot March, at ten o’clock A. wITa
lot of Clothing, Camp and Garrison Equipage, consisting in part of the following articles, vis:—

Which Ibr Style, Quality and Finish surpass anything In the city.

Widows and, Orphans

2»*-dtd_

HATS!
MOMMIS

Merrill’s Wharf,

HENRY INMAN,
Capt. A A. Q. M., U. 8. A.

j

A SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OP

From

on

Maine.

Assistant

roll YOUNG MEN’S AVBA.lh,

J.E. FERNALD &SON,

AM now frilly prepared to execute Ship orders
for Georgia and Florida Yellow Pine Lumber, by
the cargo, delivered with dispatch.
Orders solicited.
E. C. DREW,
(29 City Exchange) No. 10 Devonshire Street,
Mar 22—d4w
BOsrOK.

THE

Portland,

151 Middle St.

Perry’s,

SILK AND

Chandler’s Full Brass Band

Wo. 1 Portland Pier.
mhlSisdlm

House for Sale.

GEORGE F. TALBOT,

Attorney and Connsellor

Dancing to commence

Monday, April 23,

now

WHOLLY COMPLETED
and ready as soon as the Ice leaves the harbor to
commence her work for the coming season, and the
undersigned desires a share of the public business.
CHARLES F. MONTLVE.
Portland, Feb. 10.—d2m*

Muscovado

lime By Chandler's Full tyuadrille Band.

can

loss) Tons

BITUMINOUS COAL,

“DEXTER,”
“BRIGHTON,”
“SARATOGA,”
And the New Style Caps t
the city

or

Now in Government Store House

tor family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate 0 tew patients with board
end treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation free.
novltt

The best in

Gentleman and two Ladies*

During

MANUFACTtJBEE’S prices.

Mar 14,1866.

is

a

Gallety, Gents., 50c.Gallery, Ladies, 25c.

-AT THE—

DREDGE.

and the addition of New

James Rooney,
J. E. Marshall,
J. J. Maybuby,
Richard Kelley.

Borchill,

■

One Hundred (more

Vel’t Finish,

Tickets to Floor $1.25—Admitting

Clothing,

Orders from all parts of the State promptly Silled
at

rf

The “MORTON” HAT,

H. I. ROBINSON,

dredge machine, constitution,
which bas been undergoing repairs in her Ma-

The

McGlinchy,

Richard

STATE OF MAINE.

WE

$13,00

ARRANGEMENTS:
John McCuk,
IV. H. Dyer,
P. McCaffebty,
J. J- Mayberry.

Thomas Parker,
John Costello,

the

for

BITUMINOUS OOAL!

OF THE

Patent Enamelled Collars,

Gray’s

The Rheumatic, the goutt, the lame and the lazy
anu move with the agility and elasticthe heated brain is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ol
youtn are obliterated; the acc idents of mature 11 le
prevented; the calamities ot old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who have cold hanas and ieet; weak stomachs, lamand weak backs; nervous anu sick headache: dizziness and swimming in tho head, with indigestion and
constipation of theDowels: pain In the side and back;
leucorrhcea, (or whites); falling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure means
For painfhl menstruation, too profhse
of cure.
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.
TEETH I TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without PAUL Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Elkctro Magnetic Machines for sale

8ale

Assistant Quabtei master's Office, C. S. A.,)
Portland, Maine,
March 23, 1806. )
pursuance of authority from the War Depart
ment, I sha>l sell at Public Auction on the 2(Jth
in*., at 11 A. M,

Evening, April 2.

MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS OF

We have

Coal at Reduced Prices.

BALL,

nr aid or the

son.

o o “Jit L

THIRD

FLOOR MANAGERS:

J

mh?3dtapl4

Auction

-ON-

the Assessors’

Portland, March 82, 1866.

barn, wood-house and kitchen adjoins
the main house.
It combines all the advantages of nearness to the
Railroads, Westbrook Seminary, Town School*, and
City ol Portland. Price at private sale Saooo
Accommodation will be given, if desired, lor hall tha
purehaae money on a mortgage of the prcmlaes.
They may be examined on any day before sale
HENRY BAILEY & CO.,* Auct’ral
March 10,1866—dtd

HALL! The Novelties of the Season!

CITY

BECKETT,)
J Assessors.

S. B.
W. BOYD,
WM. H. FOYE,
lists can bo had at

ship

BOUNTY.

THEIR

COMMITTEE OF
James Rooney,
J. E. Marshall,
Thomas Hasbett,

Assessors ot the City of Portland hereby
give notice to all persons liable to taxation in said
city, that they will be in session every secular day,
from the second to the fourteeuth day of April next
.inclusive, at their rooms in the City Government
Building, from ten to twelve o’clock in the forenoon,
and from three to five o’clock in the afternoon, lor
the purpose of receiving lists of the polls and estates
taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to make
and bring in to aaid assessors, true and perfect lists
of their polls, and all their estates real and personal;
as also all such estates, held in trust as Guardian,

JTos. 141 & 143

Equalization of Bounties

RYAN,

ANNUAL

Monday

Mar 19—dti

The

WM.

S.

this concert, the

GRAND

Proprietors.

Nos. 13 and 15 Temple Street, Portland, Maine.

LEWi$, ROLLINS & B0ND,

Having seen and ate the fruit of the Iona Grape,we
cheerfully recommend the same as a great acquisition to our out door grapes.

By Electricity

I. A. & ASSOCIATION!
WILL CITE

fruiVtrees*
A well built

leap with Joy,
ity ol' youth;

THE

S. O. HENDERSON,

W. K. BICKFORD,

GBAPE VINES, GBAPE VINES.
undersigned having received the
Agency, for the sale of PEAR TREES,
(from one of the BEST NURSERIES AT
CAMBRIDGE MASS., parties wishing
Tews of any age will be snppied at Nurr Prices, and every Tree warranted true to name.
>NA, ISRAELLA and DELAWARE GRAPE
nES, at Low Prices, and warranted.
GEORGE R. DAVIS,
63 Exchange St., Portland.

ADDIE

1

Auction.

by

SALE will be made by auction, on the
premises, on the 88th Day •! March current, at 11 o’clock A M, and possession given April
( nlcsb sooner sold) a well built one and a hall'
•wry Cottage, nearly tini hed, situated on Stevens'
Plains, near the terminus of the Horse Ra lroad In
Wenbrook, and within a few rods of the Portland A
Rochester and Kennebec Railroad Station.
The
iho Premises.
The lot is 68
back
330
with
a
test,
1
^
—excellent soil for vegetables and

piles—we

complaints.

Will make her first appearance.
nr*Programmes will appear soon.
Tickets 50 cents each—may be obtained at Mr.
Paine's Music Store, and at the door.
Doors open at 7—Concert at 8 o'clock precisely.
Mar 19—eodlw t edtd

small neat Hall for Dancing parties, in

a

N. B.—Blank
Rooms.

Trees,

In order to enhance the interest of
favorite singer of Boston,

THE

Merchant

SO,

op

given.

James

PERRIS,

Commission

MESSES

Assessors’

Hay, Hay, Hay.

30th,

On the

co„

117 Commercial Street.
Portland, March 1st, 1668—isd3m

mering

21—td

For Sale

swellings,

Memri* PAUL ELTZ, Bassoon,
AUGUST REGESTE1 N« Horn,
A. STEIN, Basso.
££r*Other Works of the choicest character will be

MISS

BICKFORD & HENDERSON’S.
rrtHIS neat and spacious establishment well known
I throughout the States and Canadas, as a first
class house and restaurant, after being thoroughly

As before.

M.

March

The following Solo Artists have been engaged

Feb 22. 1866—dti

the

SHIP BROKERAGE,
And Commission Business,
c.

Septette

LUNCHES, SUPPERS, DINNERS,
_

FREIGHTS,

Club

of Portland that they will
concert in the

sideboards.decormtton

POSITIVE
a

the form of

oissr HALL,

cleansed and refitted, and having secured the services
ol MR. DANIEL K. REED as Chief de Cuisine, well
known to aR former habitues of Barnum’s as having
no superior, in skill or celerity, with a corps of assistants and waiters, is now prepared to accommodate
visitors at home and from abroad to

COMBINED CAPITAL OF

prepared

ELDE.V St WHITMAN.

NOW

undersigned having
arrangements
all the leading MARINE INSURANCE COMTHE
PANIES of New York and

now

N. B.—Forxn In our store and subject to th;>
claims of the owners, One Valuable Breast Pin, Kid
Gloves, Sun Umbrellas, and a variety of otlie artl-

Street Eating House!
Temple(FORMERLY
BARNUM’3,)

March 14—dim

Are

give a

March

pbvslclab.

Electricity

Adonis, Love and Psyche, Galatea, Lancing
•

°*
rooms, parlors and
Also rich Silver Plated Ware, com prising Tea Seta
Castors, Vases, Baskets, Goblets, Cups, Knives and
Forks, of elegant patterns and designs.
The entire stock will be exhibited on Monday, 26th
lust. The public are particularly invited to call and
examine this collection, which wfu be found superior
in artistic merit to any heretofore offered in this city.
Descriptive Catalogues at the Hall day previous to

years, and is also a regular graduated
is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
nervous or sick headache j neuralgia in
tbs head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
lithe acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
1'ivolved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
spinal diseases, curvature
diseases, white
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
paley or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, stamor hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigescure
tion, constipation and liver complaint,
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchiall
and
(brms
ol*
the
of
female
strictures
chest,
tis,

one

and in order to presenter the first time in Portland,
Beethoven's magnificent

St. FlocJc.

5 Free

musical

Chi Friday Evening:,

ELDEN& WHITMAN,

Low Price of Gold.
I have secured the service* of Mr. Geo. R. Brine
to assist me in the Cutting department, whose skill
and reputation as a first-class Cutter is unsurpassed
by any one in New England.

ATTBACTION l

Quintette
Mendelssohn
Infon,
public

show them to

And we will sell them to correspond with the

■

'ITtT'HERE he would respectfully announce to the
7 7 citizens of Portland and vicinity, (hat he ha*
located in this city. During the three
permanently
years wo have been in this city, we have cured some
ol the worst (bruts of disease In persons who have
tried other forms ot treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they Btay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cored, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twenty-

THE
the

Electrician

MIDDLE STREET,

Nearly Oppwilc (he Halted State* Hetel

_

BABE

ONE PRICE ONLY.

AT

to

FRIENDS, (HJ> OUSTOMEES AND NEW

-__
-’3V'
Gil AN I>

174

Uraco^vt

drawing

N~ DEWING,

W.

JVtedical

Concert!

Silks

Goods,

IN GREAT VARIETY

Brought tyfco this market, and will bo pleased

DR.

.*0 cts.
Parquettc...
Gallery.30 cts.
Doors open at 71, Performances commencing at 8.

GLOVES AND SMALL WARES,

"cloths,

PLEASE

Box Office for the sale of Reserved Seats Wednesto 12 o’clock, and 2 to 4 o’clock.
ADMISSION:
Reserved Seats...:...7* cts.

and

In^'lor-

°f

~auce

*,
and

Uirl^ with many others.

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL

Handkfs., Hosiery,1

de-

most

JOSEPH ILSLEY, Administrator.
March 29,1866
mb24eodtdw3wl2

day, ftom 10

^

nus

at the

comprtie. Groups and Figures of
»®N»«ts. executed
Canova, liucchaa und Arianna.
Summer, Fishing Girl, Three

v *

Spring

day,

exhibited.

Is lull and carefully selected, and marked at prides
to ensure its IMMEDIATE SALE.

Tailor,

Largest, Best and

j

—

which, of itself, has drawn crowded houses wherev-

Mar 26—td

OUR STOCK OF

And

FROST,

Me roh ant
AS justreeaivcdr the

chinery,

thorn.

Department!

BRILLIANTS,

Co.,

HISTORY of the REBELLION.
ticulars and liberal offers, address

Goods

Embraces PLAIN, PLAID and STRIPED CAMBIOS and NAINSOOKS, Plain and Figured
MUSLINS, TARLETANS, White and
Chintz Marseilles,—small figured,
STRIPED and BROCADE

Spring and Summer Goods!

Jgr

from Pearl Street, the same conveyed to said Wood
by Adeline Hutchinson, November 9, If63.
The sale of the last mentioned lot will take place
on the premises, in Portland, at eleven o'clock in the
for. noon.
The sale of the lots in Cape Elizabeth will take place
on the premises, at three o'clock in the afternoon oi
the same
April 23,1666.
Terms Cash.

SPHINX!
er

NOYES,

Money!

The evening's entertainment will conclude with the
great Egyptian Mystery of the

Mar 2ft—2w

PETER

<1

MUs JENNIE PRESCOTT,
Whose performances have delighted thousands.

I*rices I

LINCOLN.

The book is filled with GEMS.

naces

PAYING

—AND

e

day,

HALL, MARKET SQUARE.

THE"v£collection

PURSUANT

With entire new scenery, astonishing mechanical
effects, Costumes and Properties, introducing a well
selected and talented Company, together with the
wonderful and lancinating children,

advance at the

recent

or

SUB8CBIPTIOBB.

Single individuals*... $6.00 per annum.
“
Firms and Companies,. 10.00
M. N. RICH, Superintendent.

Portland, Maxcli24, I860.

Bought before the

Lowest

&

Administrator’s Sale.
to license from the Judge of Probate
for Cumberland County, the subscriber, as Administrator of John M. Wood, deceased, will offer for
sale, at public auction on Monday, the 23d day of
April next, all the right, title and interest, which the
said Wood had, at the turn- of his decease, in and to
the following parcels oi land, namely:
A lot oi laud in Cane Elizabeth, situated on the
soath side of the road leading from Vaughan’s Bridge
to Scarborough, adjoining Daniel StrouPs land, being
the ame lot, conveyed in two parcels, to said Wood
by Jonas W. Clark and Moses Lyiord, June 30,1669,
—being about twenty acres.
Also a lot of land situated in Cape Elizabeth, being
a#>out two and three-quarters acres, adjoining the
Ann
foregoing; the same conveyed to said Wood
r by
S. Skillins, August 4, 1664.
Also a lot ot land situated in Portland, oh the south
side of Federal Street, eighty-three feet westward

entitled

Miss JESSIE ROGERS,

each

OLD OITY

The above Cotton has been classed and sampled
by G. W. Amory, and may be seen in the bale at
the New York Warehousing Co’s, and Continental
Stores, Brooklyn, and by sample at the office of the
Auctioneers, No. 36 Pine St., New York, two days
mh27dtd
before the sale.

Mar. 98, ’86,

and

ou Tuesday and Wednesday,
March S7 and 2S, at 10 A. M. and 3 P. M.,

300 Bales Sea Island Cotton.

A. S. Fern aid,
M. Bradiah, Jr.,

THE SNOW,

Sale

vannah Cotton.

Will be produced the greet London Sensation Dra-

IN

Pedestal, for Marble Statue, and Busts,
Rich MomUc Table, Vasco, Tsissus, Ac.,
Just Imported ttcm Italy, by Messrs. Zannonl St Co.

2200 Bales Florida and Sa-

PEEKING HALL.

ma

O’CLOCK NOON,

By order of
SIMfiOIT DRAPER) U» 8* Cettee A|eei,

W. R. Wood.
MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S BAND.
Tickets 35 cts; four for a dollar.
Roserved Seats
50 cts. Doors open at half past six; performance to
commence at half past seven.
Tickets for sale by J.
E. Fern aid & Son, Crosman & Co, Bailey & Noyes,
and at the door.
mh22dlw

>

can

withoul tickets, except visitors trem abroad Who may
be regularly introduced by members upon the Books,
or such as tore entitled to admission by “The Rules
and Regulations.”

R. P. Wood,
P. Staples

B.

Misery

Bleached and Brown Cottons!

others.

BAILEY

AT 12

CONCERT!

Wednesday Evening,

7-8, 4-4, 0-8, 5-4, 0-4 and 10-4

TUESDAY, April 3d, 1866,

At Exchange Sales Boom, 111 Broadway ,HY,

—OR—

The book was compiled by a PORTLAND LADY,
and ought to receive the generous support cf an ap-

ABRAHAM

On

Floor Managers.

SOUVENIR!

RATIONAL

WILL SELL

with the beauti-

Lessees and Managers,.Rogers & Prescott.
Stag©Manager,.....John L. Saphore,
Treasurer,......H. Q. Smith.

all grades from those Heavy American Quilts to
the finest FOREIGN GOODS.

In

JOHN H. DRAPER & CO„

MATCH IN THE DARK!
And the laughable Polish Pantomime of
Godenski or the Skaters of Wllnau,
Introducing the celebrated Skating scene. After
which will be given a

PROMENADE

Large and attractive Sale of

Italian Marble and Alabaster Statuary,

II. DIUFEK, AnotkiMr.

United States Cotton Sale.

C.

F.

THE A T R E !

QUILTS,

_

J.

A

Piano Covers.

Covers,

•••

truly
and purch ased by every
THIS

of the MERCHANTS’ EX-

subscriptions tor the coming year will commence at that time, and subscribers are requested to
return the expired admission checks and procure new
tickets, as no persdn will be admitted after that date

Tablings!

Embossed and Pbinted

MAINE.

HALL,

CITY

The entertainment will commence
ful Comedietta of

In all qualities and sizes.
line of HUCK and DAMASK TOWELS,
DIAPERS, HUCKS by the yard; AMERICAN
and RUSSIA CRASHES; a very superior article of
SCOTCH CRASHES, at a Decided Bargain.—
NAPKINS and DOYLIES, in common, Medium,
and superfine qualities.

Colored

AT

-BY THE-

Brown and Bleached Covers,

Grore,

GIVEN

BE

B.

Linen Damasks,

Wool

iJ’il

THE

On Wednesday Evening, March 28,

A complete assortment of

FLOWER OF LIBERTY!

eoour on

All

WILL

THE

MEETING

FRIDAY, March

IN AID OF

No. 5 free Street Block.

3ST Commercial St, 47 h 49 Beach Street,

Merchants* Exchange.
ANNUAL

at

A tull

STEAM REFINED SOAPS 1

or. they were

with'him.”

repa’s

GRAND ENTERTAINMENT

—

■

EDWARD M. PATTEN, Auctioneer,
No. It EickH|« Si.

occupied by S. D. Hall, Esq.
The house is built and finished in the most thorough manner, and is now in complete older. It contains 12 finished rooms, with gas and water throughout; Bath Rooms, Furnace, Cistern, &c.; in feet all
the conveniences of a first-class dwelling.
The lot has a front of 70 leet on Park St., by 120 in
depth, with one of the best gardens in the city, well
stocked with choice Pears, Plums and Cherries,
Grape Vines, &c, all in bearing condition.
The premises may be examined any day previous to
sale by
on the Auctioneer.
E. M. PATTEN.
March 27—dtd

GOODS, The Last is the
Best !

BLEACHED AND BROWN

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, contains all the modern improvements, we
are enabled to fUrnish a supply of Soap* of the
Best Qualities, adapted to the demand, for Ex*
port and Domestic Consumption.

entrance in plurality at once of all persons
who desired to hold good standing in the
church.

opening

PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18 Exchange St.

ON

o’clock.

Sales.

Auction
f

Valuable Real Estate on Park
St,
at Auction.
FRIDAY. March 30th at 21 o’c'ock on the
preiuieee, 23 Park, opposite Gray Street, will be
80,(1 that valuable Brick
Dwelling anti Land, now

wil1

T^kcteofadmlsslon, Including .upper, 2S cents.

ELDEN & WHITMAN’S,

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices!

&

now

EDW’D M.

PORTIiAND PROVIDENT ASSOCIATION

Dress

be secured to-day.

Auction Sales.

Wedesday Evening,

Doors open at 7

con-

A. F. C.—At the entertainment at City Hall1 s* SO EXCHANGE 8TBEET.
to-morrow evening, for the benefit of the
POBTLAJH), UK.
Provident Asso nation, refreshments will be Are
for
the
sale of the work. Specimen copies
agents
may be seen at their sto&.
furnished by Barnuin.
The public are invited t o call, examine and subscribe
A diagram ot:ithe reserved seats can be seen for a
alarming Book.
can

__

LIISTGOLN HALL,
28th insfc.

On

Received

And

OLEINE,
CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANE’S PATENT,
SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
AU of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in packages suitable fit the trade and family use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and as our goods are mauuihctured
under ihe personal supervision of our senior partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the

Booksellers and Stationers,

at the store of Messrs. J. E. Fern aid & Son

i,

M. E. Society

a

LINENS,

EXTRA,
FAMILY,

JLEATHE

Ladies of Congress St.
ONLY! THE:
hold
social Levee at

ONE

DOMESTICS & WHITE

-vit:-

improvement.

and seats

PRICE!

)

U. S. Rev. Stkamkb Mahoning,

MarlC—3w»

Chicago, March 26.
Flour dull. Wheat auiot; sales at 1
23* <& 1 232 for
No. 1, and 85 @ 851 for No. 2. Corn dull at 41 for No.
2. Oats dull at 25c for No. 1.
Mess Pork, sales at
25 50. Lard at 18c. Live Hogs at y 25 w 9 50. Dressed Hogs at 10 50.
3,100 bbls. ol flour, 7,500 bushels ol
Receipts
wheat, 40,000 bushels of corn, 4,ouo bush* Is of oats
900 live hogs. Shipments—6,000 bbls. flour, 14,000
bushels ol wheat, 1,800 bushels of corn, 6,500 btudiels of oats.
New York

Its

paid.

REFINED SOAPS,

STEAM

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the State.

Wreck.

^

E

V E

L E

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,

SOLD BY ALL THE
A

AND

XXTOUIJ) solicit the attention of the trade and
f T consumers to their Standard Brands of

109

Hudson.

t073.

The stock market is dull but strong, the position
of affairs having apparently not been at all changed
by the financial legislation of Friday. The bull cliques
show no disposition to realize, but talk very strongly
of a still further advance in prices.
Governments are hrm but quiet.
Gold shows a partial recovery from the semi-pandecline of Saturday. The prevailing Impression
is that the premium must re-act
up at least until the

SOAPS!

LEATBE Jb COKE,

them.

Financial.
Washington Correspondence.
New York, March

REFNED

Erie.,.81}

large audience in the Senate
galleries to-day expecting the President’s veto
of he Civil ltights bill. It may be comminuted to-morrow or Wednesday.
with various substances
The testimony of the rebel Gen. Lee and hay or straw, saturated
others before the Heconstriiction Committee, which are temporarily useful, but very unwill he reported to the House to-morrow.
sightly.
Accounts from forts Iiandall and Sully, Da&#“In the early part of the last century the
cotah, represent the Indians coming in large proprietors of a newspaper thought it a privinumbers, and so destitute and starving that lege to insert theatrical advertisements gratis,
they have been compelled to eat their ponies and
managers forbade the publication of their
and dogs.
announcements by papers not duly authorized.
Two seizures for smuggling have recently
been made, one at Newbern ol' a vessel which
fcSf A Mr. Yanderoth of Philadelphia, has

country.

OIME

S T E A. M

Market.

..

Entertainments.

1

business, we therefore assure the public with
dence that we can and will furnish the
Stock

The army bill was made the special order
for Monday next, until disposed of.
The vote by which the bill amending the
postal laws was recommitted to the Po3t Offices Committee was reconsidered and the bill
was taken up.
The section authorizing the Post Master
General to sell stamped envelopes at the value had landed her whole cargo of rum and mo- rendered a great service to the cause of art by
of the stamps was stricken out.
lasses, which was also seized and the crew ar- the invention of "a new varnish of a kind which
rested. The other at Providence, where some
The fourth section authorizing the mails to
It is a rapidly
has long been a desideratum.
be carried to any foreign ports in sailing vesworth of liquor was lauded and secreted
I $8000
colorless when dry,
in a barn. The smugglers of the latter were volatile liquid, perfectly
sels was stricken out.
which, when applied to water-color paintings,
also arrested.
The fifth section which proposed to repeal
and pencil and crayon drawings, .nstantiy renThe President has revoked the older dismisthe law relative to the publication of uudelived letters, aud to leave it discretionary with
ling Cot Mason tor surrendering at Clarks- ders them as water-proof and permanent as oil
the Post Master General, was stricken out.
ville, and he has been regularly mustered out. paintings, without imparting the slightest
The sixth section that unexpended balances
The Loan bill was received by the Senate
tinge to the paper, or changing the tint of
the
to
deliciences
in
be
should
proapplied
to-day and referred to the Finance Committransparent or body colors. It renders wellceeds of the money order system was strick- tee.
Senator Foote has slightly improved since prepared photqgraphs permanent, by perfectly
en out.
The eleventh section authorizing the transprotecting them from the air. It will never
morning,, though he is not out of danger.
Consul Anderson writes from Hamburg of change color, nor crack nor contract, nor does it
fer of appropriations from one branch of exhis refusal to certify the invoices of hides, and
penditure to another was stricken out.
affect the texture of paper. Used as a size it
advises the refusal by Custom Houses of all
The twelfth section fixing the rates on
will make unsized paper water-proof, and fit to
newspapers, circulars, pamphlets, &c., deposit- entries of hides, tallow or hone. He thinks a
without injuring the sured for local delivery, was stricken out.
perfect despotism should Ire exercised along receive water-colors,
The thirteenth section repealing the present our seaboard to prevent the introduction of face or impairing the whiteness.
ti*"Ttie premium on gold dropped from 28
law, authorizing postmasters to contract with the cattle disease.
Consul Dudley, et Liverpool, gives a history
to 26 3-4 Friday, alter the passage of the loan
publishers for the delivery of publications not
struck
out.
the
was
of
made
in
for
the
the efforts
mails,
coming through
preven- bill, and on Saturday continued to decline,
England
tion and cure of the cattle plague, which have
The bill then passed.
at 24 7-8.
and
The evening session was dispensed with.
suggests send- Closing
proved mainly unavailing,
In the United States Senate Friday,
our
Commission
to
GovernThe testimony in the election case of Dodge
a
Europe by
ing
against Brooks, was reported from the Com- ment to examine and report upon its nature, Mr. Stookton of New Jersey declared himself
and the means of prevention and amelioration. .untitled to his s eat by a vote of 22 to 21, Mr.
mittee on Elections, with a resolution that
He also recommends further legislation for
James Brooks is not entitled to a seat in this
Stockton himself voting.
House, and that Wm. E. Dodge is entitled to greater security. He also refers to attempts to
send hides from an infected district to this
the seat. Action will be taken on the case on

Thursday.—Adjourned.

'*.

Beef—quiet.

pork—firmer; sales 5,800 bbls. New mess at 25 06
@ 25 371, closing at 25 25.
Lard—heavy; sales550 bbls. at 16 @ 18}.
Whiskey—steady; sales 150 bbls. Western a* 2 26}
@ 2 27.

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

2 25.

necessarily act in regard to appropriations of
montey and to the admission of representatives tried,
from insurrectionary States.
use

manufacturing and statistical division
Trea ury Dep’t, which was referred
The

New York, March 26.
,
Cotton—doll and heavy; tales 300 hales Middling

Uplands at 39 @ 40c.

war

posed.

dropped.

on

read.

or

calm and courteous and kind on both

was

XXXIX CONGRESS—1st Session.

Committee

written

sides. The Richmond party approached the
discussion rather indirectly, and at no time
did they make categorical demands or tender
formal stipulations or absolute refusals. Nevertheless, during the conference, which lasted
four hours, the several points at issue between
the Government and the insurgents were distinctly raised, and discussed fuliy, intelligently
and in amiable spirit.
Wliat the insurgent party seeneu chiefly to
favor was the postponement of the question of

quois, instead of permission, a3 first decided
by the Supreme Court of the United States.

Mr. Sumner

was

Tie conversation, though earnest and free,

Richardson, of Boston,

for the sale of

board the

transport River Queen
The conference, alto-

gether informal, was with no attendance of
Secretaries, Clerks, oi other witnesses. Noth-

is to make an argument before the Committee
on Ways and Means, in favor of making licenses a

steam

Hampton Roads.

in

The Supreme Court has decided the Massachusetts liquor cases. The Court holds that
the licenses granted by the United States under the internal revenue laws for the wholetals traffic of liquors held by the citizens of
Massachusetts do not protect in the sale or
keeping for sale of liquors within said State,
in view of the prohibitory laws of the State of
Massachusetts. The Supreme Court affirms
the decision of the Court below.

Wednesday,

received Messrs.

Hunter, and Campbell on
Stephens,
States

The

On

3d, the President

Secretary,

New York Markets.

story frame House, and about 3000
feet of Land, on the corner of Pearl and Cumberland Streets. Plenty of hard and soft wa-

mA

teron the

two

premises. Enquire

Feb 12—disti

B1CHABDS0N,

Miscellaneous.

Poetry.
,v..

xr~-.~r:^.

-::.-T-

TIKE CASE OF YOBB LIFE.

Killed at the Ford.
H..W*

BY

B —Outer Sole.
C.—loner Sole,

word,

.Etna,
Royal,

Patent Metallic Sole.
A NEW INVENTION.

specifics,

PHOVBD,
ample experientire success; s^nplo— Prompt—EfliHAVE
and Reliable.
the
the most

ence. an

only Medicines

to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be maue in using them; so harmless
as to be free from danger, ana so efficient as to be always reliable. They have raised the highest commendation from all, and will always render satis&c

tion.

Cts.
44

44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

44
44
4
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
41
44

il
44

44
44
*4

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
W
12
13
14
15
16
22
23
17
18
19
20
21
34
32
33
24
25
26
‘17
28

44
44
44
44
44
44
,4

tf
44
44
41

44
44
44

*4
44
44
44

44
*r
44
44
44
44
*•
44
«

44
44

29
30
31

44
44

Fivers, Congestion, Inflamations,

26
25
26
26
25
26
26
25
26
25
25
25
25
Salt Rheum,
Erupt ous, 26
26
Rheumatism.. Rheumatic Pains,
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever,
60
50
Far Discharges, impaired Hearing,
Scrofula, enlarged Clauds, Swellings, 60
60
Piles, blind or bleeding,
50
Ophthalmia, and sore or weak eyes,
Catarrh Acute or chronic. Influenza. 60
violent
60
Whooping-Cough,
Coughs.
60
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
60
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat.
100
Sufferings at Change of Life,
Epilepsy, Spasms. St. Vitus’ Danee. 1 00
General Debility Physical Weakness, 60
50
Dropsy, and scanty Secretions
60
Sea-Sickness. sickness from riding,
60
Kidney Disease, (i ravel,
Nervous Debility. Seminal Emissions,

Worms, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
Cryivti Colic or Teething of infants,
Dianata of children or adults,
Dysentery, Griping. Bilhous Colic,
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting,
Cyuoks, Coldp, Bronchitis,
Xeury/yia Toothache, Faceacho,
Headaches, Siek-Headaehe, Vertigo,
Dyspesia, Billious Stomach,
Suppressed ot pain fill Periods,
Whitts, too profdse Periods,
Croup.Cough, difficult Brcath;ng,

Erysipelas,

Apis,

1 00
60

involuntary Discharges,

Sere Mouth, Canker,
Urinard Incontinence,

Painful Periods,

wetting bed,

50
60

with Spasuu,
FAMILY CASES.
35 Vials, Morocco Case, and Book,
$10 00
20 large Vials, in Morocco, and Book,
6 00
20 large Vials, plajm cose, and Book,
5 00
16 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 15) and Book,
3 00
VETERINARY

even

SPECIFICS.

MEDICINE

COMPANY.

Offico and Depot, No. 662 Broadway, New York.
Du Humpurkys is consulted daily at his office,
personalty or by letter, as above, for all forms of
H.

H. HAY, Agent, Portland. jnly28*65eodly

S. D. & H. W. Smith’s

reliance;

dry

ly
the

public.
The invention consists

f

Of New York.

WHITNEY.

Of New York.

Pultou,
Norwich,
People’s,

Of

Norwich.

Agricultural

COMPANIES.

LIFE

Implements,

AVood^n

Of Hartford.
Connecticut Mutual,
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Of Hartford.
Connecticut General,
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Of New York.
New York Accidental,
The undersigned, Agents and Attorneys of llie
above named reh'able Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

Seeds,

Now York.
Mr 29. 1866.

"Ware* &e.,

P0ETLA2TD, ME.,
AT

in

SPRING

MANUFACTURERS PRICES.

Five

Premiums/oftcred to

ERS for the

NEAY ENGLAND FARMbest experiments with my

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OP LIME*

well as Fire risks bound at
Inland,
once.
Losses equitably adjusted and promptly paid.
FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.
{ST" Marine Risks plaoed in any Boston or New
York Oilice desired.
Portland, Feb. 8,18C6—Utf
as

And Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer in growing
Com, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,
on not less than one acre of land each.
For the best experiment on Indian Corn with my
Super Phosph tc of Lime,
$50
For the second best experiment on Corn, do.,
30
third
do.
do.
20
do.,
For the best experiment on Potatoes,
50
second best experiment on Potatoes.
30
tl
third
do.
do.
‘iO*'
For the best experiment on Turnips,
30
second best
do.
20
For the best experiment on Oats,
30
second best
”«lo.
20
Fort the best experiment on Grass, either Pasture

...

inserting between the InG-EilSriEiRAX.
is making, a thin
exceedingly ductile, combining
flexibility with toughness, very light, and every way
adapted to the end desired, while the additional expense is merely nominal. Jt furnishes a pertect harrier against the admission of wet or dampness, though
the feot may be exposed ever so long upon wet pavements or damp ground.
or Meadow,
undersigned respect fully announco to their
50
To ladies and children the Metallic Soles will be
u
friends and the business community generally,
second best experiment on Grass, do.
30
of incalculable value, as from their habits of life and
**
that they have perfected complete arrangements for
third
do.
uo.
20
delicacy of dress, they are particularly exposed to the the transaction of
For the best experiment on Tobnoco with Bradan
ot
train
ills
that
attend
inadequate proupon
long
ley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer,
60
tection to the feet.
“
second best experiment on Tobacco, do.
FIRE, MARINE, LIFE and ACCI40
These Soles have already been tried by the best of
to
be
sent
in
on
or before the 1st day ol DeReports
tests, actual use, and tho testimonials to their
DENT INSURANCE,
to
Williim
L.
must
be
that
cember,
1866,
indicate
con
Bradley,
they
merits, ireely proffered,
Boston,
public. Tbe To any amount, and in the moot rosponoible com- taining description of soil, mode of cultivation, quanspeedily and universally adopted by theaxe
Patent Metallic Soled Boots and Shoes
tity of Super-Phosphate ol Lime used, ef whom purbeing in- panies in New England-and New York City.
and
whether
with
or without barnyard machased,
troduced into tho leading Boot and Shoe Stores
nure; every report to be certified to by some citizen
V easels on
throughout the United Slates, and will supplant all Stocks of Goods,
ol integrity in the town where made: these reports
forms of overshoes, except possibly for deep mud or
Ate., Ate.,
when In, will be referred to a Committee of three
snow, as they become known. Be sure to get them
competent, disinterested gentlemen, whose duty ttt
and take no other. If your shoemaker does not
In the most Reliable fire Companies.
hapshall be to award said premiums after examining the
to
them,
can
them
without
difhave
he
pen
proeme
premiums to be paid on the 1st day ol
ficulty. If he will not, then send yourself to the in- HULLS, CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS, reports; the
January, 1867.
and
obtain
six
ventor one dollar and thirty cents,
In Marine Co’s of well known responsibility.
To avoid anv poss:blc chemical error in the manupair, assorted sires, with right to use, which will be
respecttnlly solicit the attention of all de- focture of mv^ertilizcrB, I have made arrangement*
promptly forwarded by express pre-paid, and which And they
>
with the highest chemical talent, to aid me in this
can be made up by
shoemaker in the country.— siring insurance.
any
important department, and not a single ton of PhosAgencies will be established in every city and village,
phate or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allowed to go to
and supplied with Soles and proprietary stamps, at
until it has been sampled and passed
market
on
schedule prioes and liberal commission allowed
inspection by actual any sis.
sales. Also General Agencies for States appointed on
22 Exchange St, over Merchants’ Exchange.
the
inventor.
application, with proper testimonials to
GS^Tlie above-named Fertilizers can be purchasWe take pleasure in relerring the public to the
SAMUEL J. SEELY,
following well known Gentlemen and buslnesss firms ed!rom reliable dealers throughout New England.
Goneral Depot, corner City Hall Place aud Road
in thta city.
Pamphlets containing testimonials and direction*
street, Now York.
Hon. Israel Washburn Jr. Messrs. Lynch, Barker for using Super-Phosphate ol Lime can be
had, free
TESTIMONIALS.
Hon. Ben).Kingsbury, Jr.
& Co.
ot charge, by addressing the manufheturer or dealC.M. Rice, Esq.
Messrs. Deoring, Milliken
ers : also Bradley’s Manual tor growing Tobacco will
Tlie undersigned have for the past six months worn
Isaac Emery, Esq.
& Co.
be sent free to any grower ol the wee.l, by ashing for
Boots and Shoes possessing Mr. Seely's Metallic
Messrs. Yeaton & Hale.
it by mail.
Sole, and find them an effectual preventive against JohniD. Lord, Esq.
Messrs.
W.
Sc
C.
Mill!Co
R,
Messrs.
Chas.
E.
&
Jose
WM. L. BRADLEY,
dampness, and the colds so often taken from damp
k»n.
feet. Most gladly do we testily to the perfect efficienManufheturer of Coe’s Bradley’s Patent Super-PhosMar 23—d6m
cy of their sendee. The Metallic Sole Is not only a
phate 91 Lime; Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fer(grand contribution to the cause ol general health,
tilize; Fine and Extra-Fine Ground Bone;
but a postive luxury, obviating all necessity or
Powdered Raw Bone, &c.
India Rubber shoes, exoept in muddy weather. All
24 Broad Street, Boston.
ordinary dampness, and even water upon pavements,
Jan 27—dim
is completely foiled of Its power of harm by this most
simple and useful invention. No one who has once
need them will ever be without them again, as they
incre ase the cost of boots and shoes by a sum which fa
scarcely worth naming, and insure,positively, dry feet,
which is reckoned among the first conditions of health
and comtort.
We heartily commend the “Metallic
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Sole’’ to all the sensible.
«
J. CLEMENT FRENCH,
Pastor Central Cong Church, Brooklyn,
MABT A. FRENCH.
0-A.SH
New York, Dec., 1866.
Samuel J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—In reply to your inquiries regarding your
patent Metallic Sole, 1 take great pleasure in Btattng
that I had them put iu a pair of fine calf skin
d
boots,
which I wore the whole of last winter in the wet
streefe of Albany. I hare had them half soled since,
and am wearing your Metallic Soles now, with Bill intention eeveb to be without them. I have not hod
0
a wet or damp foot during the whole time I have worn
them. I pronounce them the best insole yet made.
I
Policies issued for one or fire yean, on lneurable
I am satisfied that no person haring once worn them
will do without them. Wishing you the success you
property, at current rates.
deserve tor so valuable an invention lor the preservaAlso PERPETUAL POLICIES, which never extion of health.
I remain iruly yours,
pire, on
SAMUEL JEFFERSON, Contractor, New York.
Me. Samuel J. Seely :
Dear sir—I take great pleasure in offering my Dwelling Houses, Barns, Churches,
testimony to the usefulness and comfort of your patAND SCHOOL HOUSES.
ent Metallic Sole. I have used a pair of boots for the
past seven months, furnished with this Sole, and feel
rr If any party holding a perpetual policy, 1
no hesitation in saying that i
have never worn Blioes
should desire to cancel the same, the company will
that combined so perfectly the desirable qualities oi
dryness and durabidtv.
pay him back 90 per cent, of the amonnt paid.
EMMA OVEkTON, Brooklyn, New York.
S. J. Seely, Esq.:
Cheapest Insurance in the Country.
Dear Sir—In answer to your request, I am pleased
2o restore Grey or diseased Hair
to state that I have manufirctured shoe
containing
to its natural condition and color.
The Company will 1 sue perpetual policies on
your Metallic Sole by machinery. I think them a superior article for keepiug the feet dry. In manutacEradicates all Humors and danuring thorn there is no trouble from cutting the
■.bread when sewing, nor any difficult) in putting
druff from the Head, trillprevent
them in the shoe.
Respectfully yours,
and cure,nervous Headache.
AND FURNITURE.
SKELE.tlAN PEABLBROOK,
It'ill
Practical Shoe Manufacturer, Brooklyn, N. Y.
cause the Hair to grow,
giving it
Mar. 16—d2m.
fa.'TC'm:
frofeIRty.
er ana outer sole, when
Met a Lie Plate,

in

the boot

INSURANCE AGENCY!

THE

PORTLAND AND BOSTON

—

Waltham Street,

BOSTON', MASS.
The most perfect and beautiful Musical Instrument
in the world for the American Home Circ.e.

Premium*

TUB

HOME

INSURANCE

Surplus,

*®S?_3iS2>

BOSTON AND CUBA

STEAMER "TONAWANPA.”

John Berry, Commander,
Wliarf.on Thurs-

Long
WILL
day, February 15tb, 1866, at 3 P. M., to be folThurslowed
the Steamer
sail from the end of

THE BEST is the CHEAPEST

application to
JOHN

if.

OFFICE,
Feb

166 FORE

These steamers

STREET,

fevery

Long Whar Boston,......atl2M.
From Pine St. Whart, Philadelphia,.at 10 A.M.
Freight for the West forwarded by the Pennsylvania Itailroad, and to Baltimore ana Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free oi commissions.

Carrying

.Londonderry

iii

to

Prove

&U|»fiiCtory»

THE AMERICAN ORGANS all have the Reverb-

erating Sound Box, or Wind Chest, and are finished
in the highest style of art, in
Rosewood, Jet, Walnut,
and Oak finish,
richly varnished and Polished, or in
smooth Oil Finish,
forming elegant pieces of fUrnlture
for the

Parlor or

Boudoir; and the

and to

CABINET ORGAN
"

No.

6

MANUFACTORY

Rooms.
THE

AMERICAN ORGANS are all finished with
our new PATENT
improvements, containing tho
improved Knee Swell,Double Bellows,two Blow Pedals, and TREMOLO (bund in no other instrument.

W.

Styles

of

Cases.

ggp-Illustrated Catalogues, containing cuts taken
from Photographs, showing their relative size to Mcb
other, sent tree.
Sold only by

WM. PAINE, 163 Middle Street

Great

OPENED!

FOREST

TEA
a.
88

j.

mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. at., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
Portland,

31 ny

3,

on

3A

United States Mail Line
-FOR-

-"fl*

RIO DE JANEIRO,
CALLING

their

rooms

Exchange Street,
JOHN E. DOW & SON.

THE UNITED STATES AND BBAZIL MAIL

fe9eod3m

Sugar
665

Havana

Boxes

CASH CAPITAL,

$1,000,000nil paid in.
7

JOHN

D.

Sugar.

200 Bbls. Castle

Quimsy,

Now acknowledged best In thia market.

No.

Flour,

W.

and

to

highest Family Supe-

rior, for sale by
L.

SOUTHARD,

No- 78
Commercial St.

1MhE*soI;EnglishBreakfast
J«aMir,wDfSJtINrx>?^’
SOOcBONG

btLfeobtvtnttS? m"they wlstorn
markets constantly arriving.

and

Canadlan

^~d.

And

Our facilities for buying goods are sucb
that we oan
ran
safely urem isc to sell
Uood Teas as Low as auy other
concern
Iu Mew England.

COPEEE.
Grain, BOASTED AND

COFFEES, constantly on band.
Care will be taken in tbe soloc Ion of
goods in this
line, •odour cos omorscanai alltimcs be suoulUd
with a prune article at tbe Itweat
prices.

SPICES.
Pure Ground .Spice? of every variety, put
up cx^Jr as vr^ictl vre warrant
togivu perfect satiatheti n
Coljurn’fH.. Burhapi Mustard, New Castle Bi-Carb.
Soai.Sttia>rat'i8, Chocolate, starch. Corn
Starch, Sugars. Cream Tartar,
washin g Blue, &c
Tka r°reit citv Toa
Store,
Isa. 86 Exchange St.
mhlSeodlw

vVu- £££!££'it11!

K£T* II you are in want of any kind ot PJP LNTING
call at the Daily Prcey Uffioe

WILL LEAVE

On

no

other,

Thursday,

29th ot March.

An experienced Surgeon is attached to each Steam-

ship.

All letters most pass through the Post Office.
£4r"Large lots of heavy freight at low rates.

For sale at wholesale by W. F. Phillips & Co.
Jan. 1, 1866—eod&eow6m

For

freight or passage apply to

THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO It CO.,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHABF
Mar 11—(ltd
Portland, Me.

This Co. to tho FIRST and ONLY Co. ever orgaaed on this Continent, with an

National Patent

Company.

TIMoTH* H.

HUBBARD,

JAMES F. MILLER,
Three of the Incorporators.
Portland, March 23d, lstJG._dtd
..

IRA

DERRY, JR.,

WATCH-MAKER,
AT

No.

C.

3S

March 17-d3m*

II.

THE

EARLEY’S.

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.

“Daily Press” Printing Office

Dollars !

Million

Is open Day and Evening, for a Ml and thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St,
No. 161, opposite H. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
The Principal has had21 years’ experience.
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the other Continent; and that my
Diplomas and fall Scholarships, are good aU
over this great world; but Ido claim they will
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) n any part of the United States
of America; and also that our Counting Booms
for inductive training (without any copying,) both in
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, Ifc,
tc„ offf.ii nsfuU, thorough, complete, practical and
expeditious facilities lor BUSINESS EDUCATION, as any College in the U. S.
This iB the only Coxnmereial College in the State
where a foil and complete Scholarship in Book-keeping, Writing, &c., is taught without copying, so that
no one can pass through the course without obtaining a thorough counting-room education.
S£r~ Mr. Brown would present to the Citizens
of Portland and vioinity. Ins warm gratitude ior
their kindness and liberal patronage the past fiiteen
years; and with the promise ot faithfulness, solicits otherfavors !
K. N. BROWN.

I am
prepared to tosne policies on Dwelling
Houses lor a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

MARINE INSURANCE.
Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it fbr thtir mtereit
to give us a call.
CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.

OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Sec VET ABY.
OFFICE!, 166 Fore Street, Portlactd, Me,

Portland, September 18,1869.
(»!•

Munger,

felfleodly

is

,,

_

,;/*•

:

A- gen ^ •

BLANOHAKD’S
on

0^niikin»^'i‘lcr8

<lc'i's- ofTioat is

^

"

700
■“ 1-3

the

Steam Boilers!
fuel.

thrown away.

Tlie

question Is

Blanchard
?UventllTbSi? ‘li*8 be sav«J. Mr.control
ol all
I1Br|ect
muitei* it
iftiatila*iU!’
ma*es
do duty in the urine
This is
very Simple in
construction; aterdm^dnebW
motion tile smoke p.pe is closed ti-ht
aV,rt isl
..Ve
has

tlie

me ne.it
heat niu)
and

its

e

fetin^tbalrtear

lieat carried through heotets,
any temperature desired; the
through the water heater, using up all 11.
heat but 210 degs.i the heat being reduced

»

remainder

!

,7e

s^ Vw

i
there can be no danger of setting fires bv snnr Vs
thrown -from engines, whioh will add much
to
value
tiiis invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel

For particulars inquire of
WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf aud Commercial St.
Feb 24—dly

>

I

•

HOE’S LARGE
Capable

Subscribers to the Stock of the Northern Pacific
Railroad Company, upon which ninety per cent, is
still due, are hereby notified, in conformity with a
vote of the board of Directors, passed on the sixteenth day of January, one thousan 1 eight hundred
and sixty-six, that an assessment of ninety per cent,
upon Stock subscribed for by them is hereby levied
ttt amounts and nt*imea as hereinafter recited, to be
paid at the oiiice of the Company, No. 5 s tate street,
at Boston, Mass.—to wit: twenty per cent, to be paid
of Aprft; thirty per cent, on the
on the second day
first Jay of Uay; and forty per cent, on the first day
oJ Juno, one thousand ejlihfc hundred and sixty-six.
All Stocks, upon which assessments as above levied
forfeited absolutely,and
■sxtr not paid, will be declared
all payments that have been made upon said Stock
will lie forfeited without conditioner redemption.
I. S. WITH IN(4TON,
Treasurer N P. R, R. Co.
24,1866.—Jtawtinay 1
January
Mass.,
Boston,

of

CYLINDER PRESSES,

throwing off 2500 sheets

an

hour;

one

of

Adams’ Power Presses,
The

best Book Press in the world;

Adams9 A Potter’s Fast Machine Job Presses ;
Haggles* Superior Card Press; Adams’ &
Union large Hand Presses, Standing
Presses, and all the Machinery necessary for a well appointed office,
We have ju9t added to our former stock over Two
Thud sand Dollars worts of

New

Type, Borders, Ornaments, &c.,

Of tho latest styles, which renders this
«

department

business complete, and unsurpassed by any
other office in the City or State.
We execute all orders for every
of
Printing in the shortest possible time, and in the
neatest and best manner. Those sending orders from
tho country may rely on receiving prompt attention.
The Job Office is under the personal supervision of
who is the City Printer, and
the senior
is himself an experienced practical workman, and
well-skilled
mechanics in this departemploys only
ment of his work.
of

j
sepl9deoeUswly
a'
] [*

Notice.

Improvement

Is propelled by steam power, and is furnished with
improved and costly presses—Cylinder and Platen—from the most celebrated makers.
We have in constant nse one of

!.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

John W.

mHE fitat meeting of the National patent ComX pany, will be held on Tuesday, the third day of
l). 18G6, at3o’oiook P. M. at No. 30 ExApril,
change Strcot, Room No 5, in Portland, for the organization of the Company* choice of Officers, and
transa aion of such other business as may legally
come bclore the
meeting.
JCHABOD G. JORDAN,

x*

Original Capital

LORD,

GOOD FLOUR,
GOOD BREADI

Post Office.

A<K£SSSmSS o.n™Ted’whl011

HAY A.IST A.,

Assets Jnn’r 1. 1866.

One

FRANCIS

Portland, Nov. 6.1865—dtl

our

description

proprietor^

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam!
For

Coughs, Colds

mad

Consumption !

HEED in 1832, and still the
remedy for all affections of the Lungs,
Chest. Be careful to get the genuine.

ESTADIAS

a

SUFFERING,
ene

Dollar per bottle.

trial

Bold by Druggists every where.

gerous weapon, the Mercury.

C. G. CLAKK & CO., Proprietors,

HAVE C ONFIDENCE.
All who havo committed an exness ot any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Ache*, and Lassitude au<l Nervous
Prostration that m£y follow Impure Coition, arc
the Barometer to tlie whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is snre to fel-

New Haven, Conn.
H. H HAY, IY F PHILLIPS *■ CO, and J. W.
PERK IRS <y CO„ Agents, Portland. Me.

Periodical

Lyon’s

Drops!

A

SCIENTIFICALLY

Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions In sloe?#—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but wo are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some ot
whom arc as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
AD such cases yield to the proper anti only
have it.
correct course oi treatment, and in a short time art,
made to rejoice in perfect health.

PREPARED

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

and

Pills

or

Powders 1

is safe to use at all times

For all Femala

Complaints,

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age of tliirty wlio art
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner
On examining the
Uie patient cannot account lor.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
or albumen
of
semen
and sometimes small particles
will appear, or the color will bo of a thin mflklsh hue,
and
turbid
arj* uranoe.
again changing to a dark
There are many men who die oi this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

CASES

especially iorbidden in tlie directions which

accom-

pany each bottle.

Prepared by JOHN
Druggists everywhere,

L.

LYON, M. D.

Sold by

C. G. CLARK <t CO., Gen’l Agents,
Tor D. 8. and Canada.

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration oi the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally oonsult tho Dr.,
can do so bv writing, in a plain manner, a description

J- IT. PERKINS If CO.. W. F. PHILLIPS lr CO.,
***** H. H. HAY. Portland. Me.. Wholesale Agents.

of their diseases, and the appropriate remedic* will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be

Coe’s uougn Balsam!

returned,

it desired.
Address:

Du. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street [comer of Middle
Street], Portland. Me.
Send a Stamp for Circular.

No Medicine ever known wil cure

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

TO

k.

and

220 r.

k.

and 2 30 r.

CHASE, Suit.

Ut'

Oil

Regions, Canada,
—OE

A CONSUMPTIVE COUGH!

accommodation.
especial
I)r. U.’s

Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all

as

Female

best known
TPhroat ana

—

HEED, CUTLER & CO., Boston. Proprietors
Large Bottles,£ 1.00.
Small, 50 cents.
Pure Cod TJver Oil
Bottled expressly for Medicinal use by REED,
& CO., who have facilities for obtaining od
Cf’tTLER
ot the most reliable quality. Large Bottles, 61*00.
Nov 10—d&w6in
Job work of every description neatly executed at the Press Office.

Irregularities.

$6

Price Being Only 30 Cents I!

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of thch
A lady of experience in constant attend
jan1.t865d<&w

CHEROKEE
^

all the
ton and

routes

York

Sickness, Nervous and Spinal Af-

fections,

through Bos-

P. & F. A. RAILROAD STATION,
Opposite Preble Houoe, Congress St, Portland.
E. P. BEACH, Gen, Agt.
I WM. FLO WEES.
279 Broadway, NewYork. I
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.
BXjANCHAHD & CO., Agents,
PORTLAND, Me.

Important to Travelers
Morth-West and the Canadas,

LITTLE

TS Agent fbr all the great Leading Routes to Chloa1 go, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, tit. Paul, Lacrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, St, Li uij, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
&c. an* is prepured to tarnish Through Tickets
from Portland to ait the principal Cities and Towns
in the leva! States and the ('ananas, at the
RATES OF FARE,

And all needful information cheerfully furnished.
ThAlVkllkr« will find it greatiy to their advantage
to procure Throngh Tickets at the

Railway Ticket Office* 31 Exchange Street, inj* stairs.)
W. D. LlTfEE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old Line

Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be secured
at this offioe.
March 20. 1865.
marSOd&wtf

by early application

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.
Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and dress-

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They
upon the roots

of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears,-bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the re-

SURE

OF NO INJURY TO THE SYSTEM.
SURE
Of An

Dr. W. B. Ml JBWIN, 37 Walker St., N. T.
N. B.—Cherokee Pills No. 2 are prepared for
special ea*m, when milder medicines fail; these
are sent by mail, free of postage, on
receipt of $5,
the price of each bote.

take the

Dr. WRIGHT’S

Eire,

appreciate
ful fragrance
glossy appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the slain, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.
iu;

Pad*”

Copaiba,
(

are

for all diseas-

male
frequently performing
in the short space of three or lour
time than any other prepaor

a

perfect

cure

days, and aiways in lees
ration. In the use of
TarranSs

Compound Extract of
Copaibs

Cubebs and

no need ct oonhnemect or change of diet.—
In its approved form of a paste, it to entirely tasteleas, and causes no on pleas »ur sensation to tbe patient. and no txpesnre It is now acknowledged by
the most learned in the profession that In the above
class of diseases, Cnbebe and Copaiba are tbe only
two remedies known that ean ha relied oi on with
any oertainty or success.

thereto

by
civilized

TarranSs Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba AT EVER FAILS.
Manufactured only by
TAB BANT A CO..

ie$f^or

SIS Greenwich St., New York.
Sold by Druggists all over the World.

8t., N. T.

mart Mdly

The

Eye, Ear,

Catarrh

CuuflhfoJfe

-asti>—

THROAT!

STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM to waranted to cure Coughs,Colds. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and ail affections of the throat and
DR.

Lungs.

For salo bv Druggists. 50 cents per bottle.
GEO C. GOODWIN & CO., 87 Hanover
Boston, Solo Agents tor New England.

8treet»

MRS. MANCHESTER,
THE INDEPENDENT

Agent#

tor

DR.CHAS.MORSES
«(i| ffinSjaln eSenf*
rnFTESE Troches are made from a Recipe obtained
JL from Charles Morse, M. D., oi Portland, Maine.
They are of the highest efficiency In allaying irritation oi the throat, a property due to their demulcent
ingredients. They also relieve bronchial Irritation,
by loosening and soltening the tenacious secretions
upon the lining of the tubes, so that it can be readily

expectorated.

persons are subject to a dryness and tickling
the throat, while attending church, which often
causes
eough; these troches will remove all that
trouble and pre v,n t taking cold on going from a warm
room out into the cold air.
For Bale wholesale and retail by
CHA&L.E8 W. FOSS. Proprietor.
Also, by NATHAN WOOD, O. P. SHEPHERD
ft 1403m
& CO., and H. H. HAY.
Manv

ot

RIPLEY,
Surgeon,

Office at H. L. TAYLOR & Co’b Stable,
Temple St,, Portland, Me.
sold his Livery Stock to II. L. Tavi-r .<3
Co., would most respectfully inform his old
and
the
public generally that he Is now giving
patrons
Ills whole atteution to Uio treatment of Horses and
other d mesticated animals.
At his residenoe In Westbrook, tfacross Tnkey’s
Bridge) raav he found a good Infirmary Lor the ac
'mmmodatkm of those who may wish to have their
Horses tinder his Immediate attention.
EP“ All orders loft at lus Office, on Temple Strgot,
will he promptly attended to.
tol5 T,Th&S3m*
Portland, Jan. 16,1866.

HAVING

and

a
es

CLAIRVOYANTI

DR. STRIORLAND’S PILE REMEDY has cured
thousands ot the worst coses of Blind and Bleeding
Piles.
It gives immediate relief, and effects a permanent

Dr. E. F.
Veterinary

aiie.ti Word at

Speedy
Certain,
13 ofSure,
trie Bladder, Kinneys amt Urinary Organs,
either in the
female.

part of the
globe;
unprincipled dealers, however, try to
deceive their customers by selling cheap and worthless compounds in order to make money. Be not
deceived—ask for these medicines and take no
others. If the druggist does not keep them, write
to us, and we will send them by-express. carefully
packed, free from observation. We will be pleased
to receive letters with frill statements in regard to
disease with which ladies or gentlemen are
any
afflicted Address all letters for medicines, p*uiphadvice, to the sole proprietor,

Druggists.

Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St. H. Y.

W. F. -f^HlLLIPS & CO., Qj
Maine
Sept 27, 1865—d&wtan

uo

Cubebs and

the delightand rich,

SOS by all

Bruises.

COMPOUND SXTBACT OP

Price, one bottle f2; three bottles 95; sent by
express to any address.
are sold
recommended
all

Sr. W. B. MEBWIB, 37 Walker

Cuts, Burns and

T^BKAN T’S

SS£5Z £uk J*.,rine

druggists
respectable
some

from

HAY, Druyf/isf, Portland,

“There is

frrOLrhmnfSfJf’iZ

and
in every

in its ussl

Agent for the State of Maino*
Jan 16—eodSmos

Cures General Debility, Weak«««, Ify tie rice in Female*,
Palpitation of the Heart and
all Nervou* Di*eanee. It restores new life and vigor to the
ageo, causing tue not duhmi or
•• a
ft.
di.
y°uth 10 course the veins, resOrgan, of
new life ”—so does iiOV* rentottng JmpvUncy ana
this Elixir rejuven lability, restoring Manlines*
ate the system and and full vigor, thus
proving a
overcome disease.
Elixir of Lore? reirerfect
moving Sterility and Barrenness in both sexes. To
tho young, middle- aged, and aged, there Is no greater
boon than this •* Elixir of Life.** It gives a now
lease of life, causing the weak and debilitated to
have renewed strength and vigor.

Our medicines

soreness

II. II.

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,
or

Agreeable Application

invaluable remedy for Sciatica, Gout, Noura.'gia, Lame Back, Side or Stomach; Strains, Sprains,
and all Joint affections; Chilblains, Cramp; and will
An

*

Or, Essence

Positive !

Relief from all Rheumatic Affections.

every Maiden, Wife, and Mother
in the land.
Ladies can address ns in perfect
confidence, and state their complaints in full, ns we treat all Female Complaints,
and
prepare Medl'cines suitable for all diseases to
which they are na bjeet.—Thirty-rtwo page pamphlet,
in a sealed envolo ;ie, free.
The Cherokee .Villa are sold by all druggists at $1
per box, or six boxes for $5; or they are sent by
Mull, free of postage, In an ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing the sole

Ladies and Children

sult.
will

are

SURE

tions, and arc easy to udmini*ter,
as they are nicely suyar coated.
They should bo in the hands of

proprietor,

TO Yas

directly

Sures

perfectly sale in all cases, except when forbidden by direcare

?al

LOWEST

Back) ±i* k-

Pains in the

Jltaihicht, Giddiness, and all disthat spring from irregularity,
by removing the cause and all the
effects that arise from it. They
eases

l>e proem od at all the prlnci
Ticket Offices in New England, and at the Union
icket Office, at the

D.

wyhch

Suppressed, Excessive and
Painful Menstruation, Green

PromPortlandto the West, North 4 So. West.

W.

ik

Or Female Alegulator,

Railway.

principal
Mew

March 1—dim

F!

SURE RELJ

PILLS,

Cure

Grand Trunk

West, South,

eodftwlyr

THE—

VIA THE

Also, Tickets by

SPRAGUE’S

W. T. PHILLIPS If CO., J. IT. PERKINS lr CO.,
and H. H HAY, Portland tie., moletalt AaenU.

Anirust 31.1365

and

own sex.
ance.

C.G.CLARK £ OO.,Proprietors, New Hawn, Ct

Less than by any other Route!

specific

Their action is

certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADLES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing In
vain.
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times..
Sent to any part of the country, with foil directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

It does not dry mp a cough, bn t loosens it so that the
patient can expectorate freely. It Is within
the reaoh of all, the

“WEST !

Infirmary,

LADIES.

Temple Street, which they will find arranged for tbeii

and isfor sale by all Druggists.

TICKETS 1

THE

DE. HUGHES particularly nvHos all Ladies, wbc
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. ft

OE ECU BYE

quick

Medical

Electic

Influenza, Whooping Cough,

as

Unsightly Ulcers, for

low: do not wait tor

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

—TO THE—

act

M. GREENE.......Commander.

Jlfc for
C Sold by dru^ietB generally.
J*hnlonfs—Talce

$1^204,188,40

11 Un'°n WbaTt’

March 33, 18*6.—d3w*

common

we

T n

tdP1 Beware of Counterfeits.

Surplus, 204,188,40

ALSO.
340 Hhda. I SIERRA MOHENA MOLA3S54 Toa. I ES, lor rale by

Embracing all grades from

Exchange Street, opposite
TEAS.

A ITIost Fxqnisite, Delicate and Fragraut Perfume, Distilled frout the
Hare and Heanliful Flower from
which it takes its name.
Manufactured only by PIIALON Sc SON.

Or,

100S Bbls. Canadian

CITY

each month, at 3 P. M., from Pier 43 North
River,
ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

Portland lor Boston at 8 48 a.

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

the

29th ot

INSURANCE COMP’T

and Molasses.

on

restores to

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!
Leave

STEAMSHIP COMPANY
*Will dispatch regularly,

and

Webegofyou. if you aresick, t°make just
of it. Price One

SACO i PORTSMOUTH R. R.

PorMan«3

AT

St. Thomas, Para, Pernambuco and, Bahia, Every Trip,

INTERNATIONAL

J. B. BROWN & SONS.
may4tf

1885.

1, choicest Superior.
STORE, 1064
Bbls. Western Flour,
cxjA.uk:,
Incuding
Extra

T>^e^.ti1l|ply/'r Fresh
PREPAKFI)

Houlton Stations.
At St. John the Steamer Empress will connect for
Windsor, Digbvand Halifax.
Freight recoived on days of sailing until lour
o’clock P, M.
C. C. EATON. Agent.
mh23dtf
Feb 26,1866.

Policies issued.

Portland, Feb 8,1866.

Inducements

FOB PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale a large
rpHE
quantity of
X desirable building lots in the West End of the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, BramhaU, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfactory character, they will advance, desired, one fourth qj the cost qf building on
completion qf the house. From parties who build im-

PORTLAND.

12—eo(13m

JUST

At

29

St. Jobn.

On and alter Monday,March 6th,
the Steamer NEW BRUNSWICK,
Winchester, will Anti!
Capt. E.
'further notice leave Railroad
'Wharf, foot of State St, every MON
DAY, at 6 o’clock
M.,for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave >t. John ever TH RSDAY,
at8 o’clock A. M. lor eastport, Portland, and Boston.
At Eastport the Steamor Queen will connect tor St.
Andrews, Robbinston and Caiaia, with the New
Brunswick and Canada Railway, for Woodstock and

TO ANY AMOUNT WANTED,
No,

PORTLAND

,\

Fire, Life, and Accident Insurance,

HASTINGS

P.

Would hereby inform fils friends and the public that
he continues to manufacture and keep for sale upright Cabinet Organs ol every description, and Piano
style Melcdinos.
These Organs all have the reverberating SoundBox or Wind-Chest, with other improvements, such
os Knee Swell, double bellows, two blow pedals, &c.
Feb 28—eod&wtf

Richly Finished and Highly Ornamented.

Jan

ST., PORTLAND, Me.

TEMPLE

Calais and

regulates

THAT ARE

Through Tickets ran

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

Commercial Mutual of New York,
Assets 81,100,000
Metropolitan of New York,
1,040,000
**
Manhattan
1,110,000
«
1,500,000
Pheuix,

mh26dtd

International Steamship Go.

effect Insurance upon Hulls, in the following

responsible Offices. Open

Liverpool.

k

Eastport.,

instance

has ever used it once.

A. u.

EDWIN NOTES, Supt.
Dec 15.1868.dejjatf

•••

$25
Steerage,
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight Or passage apply to
fl. & A* ALLAN,
uA
6 G. T. R. Passenger Depot.
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1865.

e”erv

Better than any

Wwl—*,<IWl’Trnnt Depot) Sundays exoepted,lor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.30 A. M., and tor Banger and
all Intermediate Stations, at 1.18 P. M.
Returning,
trains Iron Auburn and Lewiston are due at 8.30 A.
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations,
atl! P. M., to oonnect trains fbr Boston.
IP" Freight trains leave daily at 8 A. M.

THROUGH

TO

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates
The Steamship PERUVIAN, Capt. Ballantine,
will sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY,
March 31b ,1866, immediately*alter die arrival ol the
train of the previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the Moravian, on the 7th April.
Passage to Loadondery and Liverpool:
$70 to $80
Cabin (according to accommodations)

MAINE.

FREIGHT AND CARGO RISKS,

Oak and Walnut

especially adapted for Churches, Lecture and Lodge

New

MELODEON

Are prepared to issue binding certificates

and

in

healthy co dition a disordered stomach, enabling the
patient to take healthy food without dans^e of distress from it
It is the most wonderAii
remedy and
the most speedy in its action, ever known
to the
world No one will do without it in the house that

M.

and U. S. Moils.

f ASSEXOEBB BOOKED

CAUTION TO THE PUEL1C.
and thinking person must knew
fiat remedies handed oui for general use should have
thjir offtcaev established by well tested experience in
too hands of a
regularly educiUcd physician, whose
preparatory studies tits him tor all the duties he must
fulfill; yet the countr> is Hooded wii.li poor nostrum*
and cure-alls, purporting to be the Ust in the world,
ore not only ui ek ss, but ahra. (ujotienii.
'i he unfortunate should he PAfijici'LAU in selecfrug his
phvsiclau, as it is a lamentable yet inconlroverlable fact, that many syphilitic patterns are mate
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
Irani inexperienced physicians in general practice;
lor it is a point generally conceded by the Vest syphbiographers, that the study and management ol th< -o
complaints should engross the whole Lino* of thoeu
who would bo competent, and successful in their treatThe inexperienced general practitment and cure.
ioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
himselfacquaintedwith their pauiouigy, oammaidy
Ml»ne» oM system of treatment, in ntuac eases making an indiscrimiuuto BM of that antiquated and dan-

Every intelligent

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DECO.
ITY

On and after Monday, Oot. 30, 1865,
rains will leave as follows, until farther

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A.

9 T Whart. Boston.

the Canadian

cess.

FLUID PREPARATION

u.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

NEW PERFUME
SON,

freight, apply to
SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,

A careftil examination of

Organ is Warranted
*,

JOHN E. DOW &

Philadelphia

DAY®.

Nov 22—dlyr

diseases of the

and in factalldiscasesp.oceudingfroni the Stomach
aud Bowels. It is a sovereign auu
permanent cure tor

Trains leave Portland daily (Grand

*

For

WHERE

relieve the most aggravated attacks of
Cholera Morbus,
Sick Headache.
bickuess at Rtomach
Dysentery,
Fever and Ague,
Ueartburn,
Colie l'ai ns.

novSdtf

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Steamship Line.
FIVE

he can be constated
privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the
aliifcled, at ail
hours daily, aud from 8 A. M. to 9P.M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction ol private diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to ttiat particular branch ot
the medical profession, he leels warrunto<l in Guarranteelno a Cure ix all Cases, whether of long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CllKE.
Ho would call the attention ol the afflicted to the
tact oi' his long standing aud well-earned reputation
furnLhing suiucicnt assurance ol his sfehl aud suc-

One Bottle ip guaranteed to cure the worst ciseof
Dyspepsia in existence and our dot, will instantly

and

ROOMS,

No, 5 Temple Street9

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIEStorm the line, and a steamer leaves each port

EVERY
From

PRIVATE MEDICAL

Remedy

STOMACH AND BOWELS!

p. m.

now

For Sale by all Druggists
Jan 12—cod& wlyr

the Great

and

Boston

Price SI*

Insurance !

Marine

first class, and will sail semi-

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

a

PORTLAND,

are

to visit the Island of Cuba.
Prioe of passage, ♦60 In currency.
For freight or passage, apply to
WM. H. KINSMAN & CO.,
309 State Street,
Or to
BRIDGE, LORD & CO.,
6 India Street.
feb7dtf
Boston, Feb. 3d, 1666.

“Proprietor*,

Portland, Me.

19,l8We-eocl1y

CORTEZ,” sailing

day, March 1st, 1666, at 3 P. M.

AUSTIN B. FRENCH,,

HUNGER, Agent,

responsible for baggage to

Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 A. M, and 2 00
and530r n.
The940A.w and 200 P. u. train, will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached.
Up-Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, llirarn. Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limlngton, Cornish,Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Llmington. Limlngton, Limerick, Newfield,
Parsonsfield and Ossipee
,
At Sacearappa for South Windham, Windham HU1,
and North Windham, daily.
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26,1865—dtf

monthly. Having very superior Cabin accommodations, they offer unusual facilities for those wishing

the natural color and beauty of
youth. It will not stain the shin,
or soil the finest linen.

issued
on this class of property, at such a Cost as it will beibr
the interest of every person wanting insurance to
call and sec for themselves.
S^T-Full particulars as to rates and terms given on

*

by

STORES, STOCKS,
will be

COMPANY.

FOB HAVANA.
Carrying the United States Mails. The

116,859.01

Perpetuftl Policies (never expiring)

not

Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40
and 340

]

is not

are

any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tbr at the rate of
ono passenger for every $50o additional value.
C. J. BHYDGES, Managing Director•
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

notice:

STEAMSHIP

CAN BE FOUND AX HIS

—

nrajgSEan

CAPITAL,

Month of October, 1865, over nil compel*
fitor*, at different State and County Fair**

them, in comparison with others, will quickly show
their superiority.
Special attention is called to the style of the American Ok**an, No. 17, containing the Super-Octave
Coupler and Sub-Besa, FOR CHURCHES in want
ol a powerful instrument, whose means aro limited,
its price renders it very desirable.

On and after Mondap, Nov. 6tht 1865,
^£^3fetrains will run as follows
Train
for South Paris, Lewiston and
Morning
Auburn at 7 35 a m.
Mail Train for Watcrville,
Bangor, Gorham. Island
ond, Mont re 1 and Queb c at 110 p u
TJrfs train connects with Exp ess train for Toronto
etroitand
Chicago. Sleeping Cars attached iroui
land Pond to Quebec and Mom real.
No Baggage can i»o received or oheoked after the
me above stated.
Trains will arri ve as follows
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
8 10 ▲. ir
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.
145 p. m.
The Company

STEAMERS

and all

l’OV

IJS&a&SggJ

DR. J. B. HUGHES

DYSPEPSIA!

Ot Canada.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

CO,

$1,000,000.00

RAILWAY,

TORT lTnDSROCHESTER R.R.

.........

American Organ* in the

strument in the market.

GRAND TRUNK

Portland,. Nov. 1,1865

COLBY & TWOMBLY,

were

First Premium awarded to the American Organs at
New York State Agricultural Fair at
Rochester, September, 1864, over the whole catalogue
exhibited by the most celebrated makers.
THE AMERICAN
ORGANS are the ONLY
REAL REED ORGANS now before the public. The
only Organ having a REVERBERATING SOUND
BOX or WIND CHEST—which has the same important part to perform as the Sounding Board has in a
Piano Forte (to give body and resonance of tone) and
without which the Organ becomes merely a Melodcon m an Organ Case.
Tho American Organs not only have the Wind-Chest or Sound-Box but have the
large Organ Bellows, giving power and great steadiness oi tone.
These with their extreme line voicing
of the Rdeds and perfecting ol the tone, make them
the MOST PERFECT ORGAN KNOWN. Then, in
fineness ol workmanship, finish of action, and case,
they excel all others. These great improvements
and superiority of tone and wormanship of the Amercan Organs place them in the front rank as the best
and command a higher price than any other reed In-

Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays
S^cSitt^xoepted) for Bath, Lewiston via Anoxoscoggm K. R.), Augusta, Watcrville, Kendall’s
Ifllls, Skowhegan, and intermediate Stations, at
1.00 P. M.
Portland for Bath daily (Sundays excepted)
at 5.15 P. M. (Mixed Train.)
Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
M-, Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55.
This is the only route east without break of
gauge
at Portland.
Through tickets for all Stations on this
lino, also on the Maine Central It. R.t can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change cars at the first
depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
trains.
Fake as Low by this Route as any otueb.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, And for Solon.
Anson, Norridgcwock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, East and North Vassalboro’ at Vasfor
and
at
Kendall’s MiM’s.
salboro’,
Unit)’
VV* HATCH, Traiii Manager*
Dec. 11,1865—dtf

Arrangement l

Stocks,

Building,

THE AMERICA?' ORGAN makes Home Attractive,and refines and elevates the minds ol all. Beautiful in its appearance and effects.
Scvcutceu—IT—Firm

LINEi

Forest City,Lewiston and Montreal,

WAMEAITEB

awarded to the

Medical.

Dyspepsia Cure

The World’s Great

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.
Commencing December, XI, 1805.

...

It

MANUFACTORY,

PORTLAND UENNEBEC R. R. Coe’s

1

Summer

$1,116,859.01

AMERICAN ORGANS!

ARRANGEMENT!

On and after Friday, Mar. 2d,
the new anJ fast-going Steamer
‘‘REGULATOR,” Cant. Wm
R Roix,wiil leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State Street, Portlaud, every
Tuesday and Friday Evening,at 10 o’clock, connect*
i»g with the*2$ p m train from Boston.
Returning will leave tFinterport every Monday and
Thursday Morning a 6o’clock, touching at Rockland, CamdCD, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport, and
Winterpori, both ways.
Pas>engers ticketed through on theBoston g’Maine,
and Eastern Rai road at the Depots in Boston, Salem,
Ly n n and Lawrence
For Freight or Passage arply to
A. SO ME It It V, Agent,
At Oflice on the WTharf.
Portland, Feb28tli, ISCG.—dtf

Dollars!

Hundred

dtf

PORTL AN D & PENOBSCOT RIVER

City Ilall l>uildiii-t Market Square,

$37,000,000.
are prepared to carry the largest amount* desired in
Mannc, Inland, Fire, Life and Accidental Insuranoe.
Marine and

Ireigbt or passage apply to
EMER'i * FOY, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. a. CROMWELL A CO., No. 86 West Street,
For

Wholesale anil Retail Dealers in

_Of Worcester.

for Band.

cave

\

Tremont, opposite

Medical.

Portland to Skowhegan via Water villa
and Kendall’s Mills*

LINK.

Bradley,

PERPETUAL INSURANCE!

Mahogany Case 10 Vials.
$10 00
1 00
Single Vials, with directions,
§3F"Theee Remedies, by the Case or single Box,
are sent to any part of the
country, by Mail or Express, free of charge on receipt of the prioe. Address,
HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC
HOMEOPATHIC

Wetting the Feet is tile mo.t prolific cause of
disease and il.atli known to humanity. It Is almost
sure to bring on a cold; aud colds, neglected, and olten
lead to fevers or to coughs and fewhen not
tal consumptions. It is in recognition of this truth
that the inventive talent oi the oountry has for years
been devising some method, or attempting to devise
it, lor keeping the ieetdry, and yet that should not
give inconvenience to the wearer. Rubber shoes, in
>ne fjrm or auolher, ha-'e hitherto been our
but it is well known, as am mg their
many evils, that
while they keep the feet
from external m isture,
sweat
them
and
over much,
-hey
by thus inducing
an undue tenderness increase asuscepti ility to colds
rather than otherwise. They are also cumbersome to
the feet, and withal are very expensive. The demand
is for something that shall make the ordinary Boot
and Shoe Impervious to wat-r, without affecting their
elegance or durability, and, if possible, without adding sensibly to the costol their manufacture. Ihese,
it will be conceded, are most important matures,
aud we conscientiously affirm that they are absoluteattained in the inv.ntion herewith presented to

neglected,

HUMPHREYS’

are

Arctic,
Lorillard,

SEELY’S

And I saw in a vision how far ?nd fleot
Th it fatal builet went speeding forth,
Tilli r ached a town in the distant North,
Till it reached a house in a sunny street,
Tib it reached a heart that ceased to beat
Wi.'ho it a murmur, without a cry:
And a bell was tolled in hat far-off town,
For one who had passed from cross to crown,—
And the neighbors wondered that she should die.
—Atlantic for April.

They

Of Hartford.
Of Liverpool nnd London.
Of New fork.
Of New York.

Continental,

SEMI-WEEKLY

MADE

EIRE COMPANIES.

We lifted him up on his saddle
again,
And through tho uiire and the m stand the rain
Carried him Dac to tho silent
camp,
And laid him as it asleep on liis beu;
And 1 saw by the light of the
purgeon’s lamp
Two white rjses
upon his cheeks
Andjust one over his heart blood-red!

from

Philadelphia.

YORK

NEW

The snleodid and faat Steamship. DIRIGO, Capt. U Sherwood,
Manufactured
Wm, L.
and FRANCONIA, Capt. W. W,
l iinnwood, will until further no:
BOSTON.
loe, run as follows:
Warranted Genuine*
Leave Brown e Wharl, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pitr
PATENTED APRIL 1, 18G2. 38 Bast River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
anuBAlllSDAY, at 4 o'clock P.M.
of the best materials, in the most improv- !
these vosselB are fitted up with fine accommodaed manner, it is commended to the public as sutions for passengers, making this the most speedy,
All
t»
in
the
market.
who
other
and comfortable route lor travellers between
have
ale
perior
any
used it speak of it in the hiirhesi terms oi praise: ami
New torn -nd Maine
Passsge, in State Room,
the manutacturer will conlinue nis best endeavors to
*6.00. Csbiu passage *6.00. Meals extra.
rwarJ-'d by this line to ana from Monadvance the reputation which it has already acquirGoods
ed, on its merit alone.
treal, Quoted. Bangor. Bath, Augusta. Eastport and
it. Joan
SOLD BY
Bhippers are requested to Bend their freight to thi
iteamsru as early as 8 P. M. on the day that they
KENDALL &

by

COMPANIES.
of

Suidon and swift a whistling ball
Cam3out of a woo 1, and th voice was still;
Something; I beard in the d .rkness fall,
And tor a m >mont myblooe grew chill;
I spake in a whiapor/ns one who speaks
In a room whore some one is
lying dead:
But lie mado no answer to what I said.

homoeopathic

No. 23 Exchange St.

of New York.
Washington.
Insurance Co. of North America,

Little dream ngof anv mishap,
He was humming the wor Is of some old song:
“Two re 4 roses fie had on Ills cap
And another hebjre at the point of his sword.”

No. I Cores

Railroads.

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

FOYE. COFFIN & SWAN,
MARINE

PORTLAND AND

BRADLEY’S PATENT

A.—Metallic Sole.

Only lust, night, as we rode along
Down thodark of the mountain gap,
To visit the picket guard at the ford,

jt,

General Insurance Agency I

FAT’D. Sept. 6, 1866.

The h art of hon jr, the tongue of truin,—
He, the light and life Of us all,
W iose vo.co was blithe as a
Whom all oyos foil >wed wiih one consent,
whose pleasant
The ehe ,r of whose laugh, and
Hushed all murmurs of discontent.

c«

Steamers.

COE’S

LONOFEIXOW.

He is dead, the beanfiiul youth,

perfectly adapted

Miscellaneous.

Insurance.

■'

Electric

Physician

cure.

Try

it

directly.

It Is warranted to

For sale by oil I uuggists. 50 cti. per bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN i CO., 38 Hanover Street,
novlOdCm
Boston, Sole Agents far New England.

l

sure.

From 618 Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can be consulted at her office, No, 11
Clapp*8 block.
A clear Case of Clairvoyant Sight.
Dear Madam:—Permit me to tender
you my sincere thanks for the cure you have effected
on my
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
last January in a very singular manner. We called
in six of the best Physicians In the
said the

I

I

pXn

city; they

case was a

very singular

one—they

never saw one

like

it—and came to the conclusion they could not toH
what the disease was. Some triends advised that we
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in
Providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs.
MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She Immediately examined her case and told
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told wiiere she
drank It, and that it has been growing, and from the
best of her Judgement sbe should think it ten or
twelve inches long. I gave the child her piescripUon
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
from the stomach; it was measured and found to be
eleven and a half Inches long. We have it preserved,
that all may see for themselves that this statement is
really so. I am confident that the child could not
have lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and
we feel as though she never conld bo repaid for her
skill.
MARY RAY,
GEORGE W. RAY.
dcl2tf
Providence. R. I., Nov. 10,1865.

to the palate, cause no pain, act
promptly, never require increase ol dose, do not
exhaust, and tor elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night mor*
ren, are Just the thing.
the bowels omoe the next morning.
Warranted
in all cases ot Piles and Palbug 0/ the Reetu.&i. We
promise • cure tor all symptoms of the l>Y*i>£pai
such as Oppression alter eating.Sour StomanhjAnltting or iooa, Palpitation*; also. Headachy, Dizziness
Pain in the* Back and Loins, Yellowness of
and Eves, Sick Headache, Coated Tonzue, Biliousness, Liver Complnint. Loss oi Appetite, Debility.
Monthly Palm*, and nil
Neuralgia!
Travelers flnd the
Faintness, Jfcc.

PLEASANT

»

^ Skh!

Inefularltiw.
LczenqeijTu

tSSSEiS£^“JZgg3!tSi

rsfianragsMa, ewarJ.

-out
Temple, Boston. Wlfl be mailed to any ad-*
»
enclosing 80 cents.
..tress on
J
uly4dly
|
Hull’s Bal»»M
C
°«nf»ewt.
A certain cure fi»,*4.
Itch, and all other diseases
I ol the Skin*
—-—

-_

..

Price

TOOTHACHE DROPS
CURE INSTANTLY. TRY THEM,
*
I
ty For sale by every Drug 1st.
H. H. HAY, Druggist, State Agent.
March 9—5weo<l&w

HALL’S

Pr,Btin*'«* ««y description,
n^:BOOk
“"f Ctnt
neatly evented
the Dally PreB» office.
at

